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SOL WORKS EM

Why let the sunshine go to waste, and your nioney^too,

when v6u can put on your house an Improved Ckmax bolar

Water Heater that will furnish hot water from sunshine,

alone winter or summer, for your bath tub, smk, laundry

trays The Solar Heater does its work without cost, danger

or delay. It can be connected to a smve
^^l^f^lJ^'H^^^

heater to insure hot water on ramy days.
>;>«"J^^^^

much. Let us figure with you on your hot watef problem.

Architects invited to investigate its merits.

i

^^ , A T^ tjw-^ A ^cn r*n 333- Ntw-tngh -st., los anoeles

SOLAR HEA IbK ^^* a. D.DAVIS Manager. Telephodc 2396

= Hueter Pure Pa
is the paint to use

— AND

HUETER'S VARNISH
'

is the varnish to use

G IVIar.Mf«ctwrecl Or. THe Coast Slr.ce 18»7

: Offices and Store: 1814 Market St., near Van Ness Ave.
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Electric Hydraulic Belt

Nos,

VAIN EMOIN ELEVATOR COMPAINV (Inc.)

4(. S4 Natoma St., near 2nd, San Francisc Plume, Temi^orary 1387

Watson t & Gravel Ror'

Covered the Parrott. Kohl. New Post-Office. Grant. MeTcantile Trust Co s..

Union Trust Co's., Shreve. Rialto. California Casket Co's buildings, besides

scores of flats and stores throughout the city and across the Bay.

In nearly every case Watson was the .highest bidder—but was successful be-

cause the Architects and Contractors knew his bid was as low as he or any-

bodv else could go and do good work—they knew Watson's Roofs were honest

—that he put on everv pound of material that ought to go on. or he could nt

have secured so much work with little or no competition as he did—and

half the time he was simply told to go ahead without being asked a price

simplv because his reliability was thoroughly established. Watson s Roots

are going today on reliable buildings for reliable people.

Drop us a postal and we will call for plan

.

The Watson Roof Co.
Successors to Roofing A Paving Department of tbc

PACIFIC REFINING & ROOFING CO.

SAN FRANCISCO- 180 Oak Street

Phone Market 2187

OAKLAND—427 Fifteenth Street

Phone Oakland 1906

Whet, writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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heater to insure hot water oa ramy days. Doesn t cost

much. Let us figure with you on your hot water problem.

Architects invited to investigate its merits.
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MORRIS KIND, C, B.
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VAIN EMOIN ELEVATOR COMPAINV (inc.)
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Pinckard. \Vm. P, Plummer. Albert J. Dibblee

Nos. 46-54 Natoma St., near 2nd, San Francisco Phone, Temporary 1387
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Watson's Pf avcl Roof

Covered the Parrott, Kohl, New Post-Ofiice. Grant, Mercantile Trust Co s.,

Union Trust Co's.. Shreve, Rialto, California Casket Co's buildings, besides

scores of flats and stores throughout the city and across the Bay.

In nearly every case Watson was the highest bidder—but was successful be-

cause the Architects and Contractors knew his bid was as low as he or any-

body else could go and do good work—they knew Watson's Roofs were honest

—that he put on every pound of material that ought to go on. or he could nt

have secured so much work with little or no competition as he did—and
half the time he was simply told to go ahead without being asked a price,

simply because his reliability was thoroughlv established. Watson s Roofs

are going today on reliable buildings for reliable people.

Drop us a postal and we will call for plan. .

The Watson Roof Co.
Successors to Rooting A Paving i>«partment of the

PACIFIC REFIKING & ROOFING CO.

SAN FRANCISCO 180 Oak Street

Phone Markef 2187

OAKLAND—427 Fifteenth Street

Phone Oakland 19M

Whet, writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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W. W. MONTAGUE
4= & CO.—
y N

Mantels,Grates

and Tile

Fire Place Fixtures

Mosaic and

Ceramic Tile Floors

V^

SALKSKOOM

644-f)46 POLK STRFET
One of the New Montague Fire Places SAN FRANCISCO

"ENCLOSED" SELF-OILING E. .GINES
FOR OFFICE AND APARTMENT BUILDINGS

AN ECONOMICAL ULTET RUNNING AUTOMATIC ENGINE

BAKER & HAMILTON
COR. THIRD AND BERRY STS., SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Architect and Engineer of California . 3

If. A. TAYLOR J. SINCLAIR

aylor & Sinclair Co

FABRICS FOR WALL »

HANGERS

DRAPERIES

REAL LACES

LACE CURTAINS

ART GLASS AND
ELECTRIC
FIXTURES

CABINET WORK
AND

UPHOLSTERING

CARPETS AND RUGS

FOREIGN AND
DOMESTIC

WALL PAPER

HARDWOOD
FLOORS

WOOD POLISHING

WINDOW SHADES

PLAIN AND
DECORATIVE
PAINTING

TINTING

PAPER HANGING

ESTIMATES AND
DESIGNS FURNISHED

INCORPORATED

Interior Decorators
Designers

1109 F Street, N. NXf.

Washington, D. C.

Phone Franklin 2362

1464 Bush Street
San Francisco

If

WE WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU
CALL, WRITE, OR PHONE

WE WILL SEND YOU

GENTLEMEN
WHO WILL SURELY

KNOW
BY LONG EXPERIENCE

lUST HOW TO FURNISH ONE ROOM
OR THE ENTIRE HOUSE

•w

1»

What You Want
IN

Wall Papers and Fabrics
WE HAVE

In Exclusive Designs

and Colorings

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE AT RENO. NEVADA. TWO h5-FT. SPANS. 80 FT. WIDTH.

cu i 1 ON BROS. &
QENERAL CONTRACTORS

Buildings, Bridges, Power Plants, Factories

CONSTRUCTED OF REINFORCED CONCRETE
OR OTHER M.ATERIALS

PILE DRIVING, WHARVES AND PILE hUUNDATIONS

The system of executing contracts on a basis of "Cost-plus-a-fixed-sum"

gives most satisfactory results to owners as well as protection from exorbitant

charges. Every detail of the work, its cost, its quality, the progress, are constantly

under the owner's supervision. He knows at all times how much and for what his

money has been spent. He knows how much remains to be spent. Many ways of

expediting work develop as work progresses, and these are taken advantage of to

the benefit of the owner and not the contractor.

This method allows the owner to have the use of our equipment (one of the

best on the Coast)—the services of a trained force of men to work together to the

best possible advantage to save cost and hasten work. It gives the owner the

benefit of the experience gained by this firm in many years of heavy construction.

By this system we are able to work in absolute harmony with the owner and

his architects to obtain the best results in speed at a minimum cost. Consultation

solicited.

MONADNOCK BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

BACON BUILDING
OAKLAND, CAL.

The Architect and Engineer of California

I

I One of Eighteen Towers erected in Hollywood by T. A. McMurtrie from stone made by his Utest mo.lel

machines, capable of adjustment for any size or style of stone.

T. A. McMURTRIR, artificiaT^tone working ma^^^
For making Artificial Of Concrete Stone. F.ACE T.WIP and SIDE-T.WIP M.ACHINES.

Ad u^tab e^o any si e HOLLOW CONCRETE FENCE POST MACHINE-The best

and cheapest Concrete Mixer ever oftered to the Building Trades. Write for catalo^jue.

Factory, 2027 EAST NINTH ST. Phone Main 4.5Z5-P O. Box W i LOS ANOELES, CAl

I

VUIXANl SELF-SUPPORTINQ OAA P ^
rniDnPP\ iVvrv/I o(GIRDER)

Can Give a Span of 100 Feet Withont a Single Upright

PRICES LESS
THAN ORDI-

NARY ROOF.

i We have on hand
I

20 carloads of

Vi'ir'NITt

ASPHALT

KtADY

ROOFING
The best and most
reliable roofing on
the market. Com-
pare our quality

with that of the
other fellow.

TEMPOR.VRY ADDRESSES

301 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 1546 to 1552 Broadway, Oakland, Cal.

When writing to ;\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Two One-Hundred Foot Reinforced Concrete Arches, crossing the Stanislaus River,

near Rippon. California. Desisrned hy Jno. B. Leonard. C. E.

CORRl]G*TFn BARS for

RElNFORlt.. ':f^N'-RETE
are used exclusively in tl trcement of

n

^

Tliese bars are carried in stock in San Francisco, and can be furnished

in any length op to 30 feet at once, up to 60 feet on special order.

All Official Tests and Juries have given Corrugated Bars First Place

Why take chances with inferior forms of Reinforcement when the use of

CORRUGATED BARS insures perfect bonding and permanency of structure ?

=D

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
JOHN B. LEONARD, C. E., Agent

623-625 Monadnock Building, SAN FRANCISCO

The Architect and Engineer of California

=i1

FOR WOOD FINISH

WESTERN BUILDERS'
SUPPLY CO.

INTERIOR WOOD FINISH
SPECIALTIES

LANE JOIST HANGERS

Enametile (Metal) for Bath Roocm. Etc.

International System Reinforced Concrete

FOURTH AND NATOMA STREETS
Phone Temporary 1991 SAN FRANCISCO

HAMILTON GRA It
THE BEST ON THE MARKET

Roberts Water Heater

Especially Suitable

for Apartment
Houses, Flats, Etc.

177 Twelfth St, Oakland

Phone, OAKLAND 2943

'\

THIS IS THE BEST

TRADE

MONASH
M AR r<

T \ I 1—» 1—

1

FOURW-DRAIN
PERFECTEDWLEX

GUARANTEED
FOR

FIVE YEARS

Automatic
Steam An Valve

FOR USE ON

^

INTERNAL VIEW

Four-way draining: attachment

clears valve of sollment and

water of condensation by

capillary attraction.

Gravity Steam
I leating "System

\'alve has been on market for years

stood tlie test of time and is

NO. EXPERIMENT
Samples sent gratis to Architects

MAKERS

Mona^h-YouiTker Co,
CHICAGO - NEW YORK

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^^reWNG, McBEAN S CO.

FlffE>ROOFING— ROOFING TILE

TERRA COTTA PRESSED BRICK

VITRIFIED AND TERRA COTTA PIPE

EDDY 8t HYDE STS.. SAN FRANCISCO.

THal5Ml8lllE5A^i^KE^%l!^I.J^;>;ic.J*ali!lMcMl^fcM

FLOORS

1-T « f I I i'l

—

i •r^~ L'- J. ' '

"^\"

NOTE "\--i CONTINUOUS
M iw ii i iiwn iu ii.l i I.

.

^ffi»^"T;y"n ;-?*iiyrg'*

lOFS

MWmMkMiiM

FIFCe-FK
N

'RM
FABRIC

CEIUNO!
PACIFIC COAST
FIRE-PROOFING
DEPARTMENT .

833 Monadnock Building SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SEATTLE
SAN FRANCISCO iItiTIOHS

LOS ANGELES

MACHINERY OF ALL KINDS FOR PROMPT DELIVERY

Hoi^tiiag Engioe^, Boilers
and Engines, Concrete IVlix-

ers, IVIaterial Elevators, Air
Compressors, Pulleys, Relt-

ing. Pneumatic Tools and
Supplies, Derrick Irons

.^

HARRON, RICKARD & McCONE
436 M^arket Street, San Krancisco
164 N. I^os Angeles St., I^os Aiigeless

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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HENSHAW, ULKLEY & CO
ENGINEERS AND MACHINERY MERCHANTS

1 _ —
^ J

^mjt,^ . - -

m

PLANING MILL EQUIPMENTS
CONTRACTORS' MACHINERY

no 221 SPEAR STREET SAN FRANCISCO 335-337 E THIRD STREET. LOS ANGELES
219-221 SPEAR STREET. SAN ™A

^^ ^^^ ^^^ CYPRESS STREETS, OAKLAND

iancan orcin

FABRIC AISD RODS
OF MIOl-l-CARBOIN STEEL

Guaranteeing the Highest Tensile Strength, with Ideal

Distribution of Metal, and Ease of Application giving

Continuous Bond on All Sides of Building

THE MOST ECONOMICAL REINFORCING ON 1"^ MARKET

Used in the Largest Concrete Buildings in the W orld and

in the First Reconstructed Buildings m San Francisco

Our Engineering Department is at your service for Co-operation on Plans and Costs

Tables showin^r Safe Loads. Catalogs. Samples of Fahr.c sent Free on Request

REF'RKSKXTED BY

PACIFIC CONCRL it IV v
604 MISSION STREET. San Francisco. Cal.

hin:»y CO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Th
Bei

SCHOOL HOUSE FOR TOWN OF MODESTO, STONE & SMITH, ARCHITECTS

Jn^^^^im. MEURER'S METAL SPANISH TILE
A. H. McDonald, Pacific Coast Manager

585 Thirty-Seventh Street. OAKLAND 517 Market Street, SAN FRANCISCO
Phone Oakland 8216 Phone Temporary 2395

humboldt bank building
aronson building

hamilton hotel
clarh building

frlnch-american banli building
ST. PATRICn'S SEMINARY (Menlo)

ST. MARliS HOTEL (OaKland

The above'will be electrically lighted through iron armored CONDUIT
SYSTEMS installed by us. Our success is due to knowing how

to do good work and doing it.

Plione us. Temporary 19.S() or 1951.

DECIDER ELECTRICAL COMPANY
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS
157 MINNA STRFFT NEAR THIRD, S. F.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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- PATE NT.-
HYDRAUUC StA-60IN6 SflFPROPELUNS 0RH)6t

DISCHARGING THROUGH 6000 FT. OF PIPE.

WAIN OFFICE:

Saa Pranclsco

BRANCH OFFICES:

New York,
Jacksonville, Fla.,

Los Angeles, Cal.,

Galveston,
Seattle,

Honolulu,

NURTH AMERICAN DREDGING GO.
V GI

HARBC

lACON •UlLDIHa, ROOMS T«-7T-Te

TOtt^

AND OHfLO

^LIFOP
TIM»oii*nv orricca aoot. or •. r. H*K

F^X. AMWEG^M Am Soc. C E.

Engineer and Manager

J. B. ROHRER. M W-S. E.

AssTstant^ anager

• •

A merican=Hawaimn
EngineeiiiiM ^ ^traction Co., Ltd.

EINOIINEERS AIND COINTRACTORS

Contractors for

Monadnock Building

Newman & Levison Building

Hahneman Hospital Building

California Wine Ass'n Building

San Mateo Co. Court House

Temporary Office

:

332 TURK STREET
San Francisco

When writing to .\dvertisers mention this Magazine.
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Steel

Frames

For

Fireproof

Buildings

Architectural aad
Ornameatal Iron

Work of All Des-

criptloas ....

RALSTON

IRON WORKS
(Incorporated)

Temporary Office:

20th and Indiana
Streets

San Francisco

—akTISTIG QAS
AND

ELECTRIC LIQHTINQ

FIXTURES
STORE, OFFICE

AND
DISPLAY FIXTURES
ORNAMENTAL GRILL WORK
BRASS AND IRON RAILINGS

We will wire your House,

Install Motors, etc. All

Work Satisfactorily Done.

Arthur R. Haskins
Show rooms: 1301 Broadway, Oakland

Factory: 4(X)-408-410 Sixth St., "

Show Rooms:

211-13-15 Stevenson Street

San Francisr

Sitr 4ND lKUi\

are in demand right now, and

Architects complain that it

takes too much time gettinj^

the materialdelivered.

GIVE US A CHANCE
We are prepared to hgure

any Big Steel Job in San

Francisco and Guarantee

Quick Siiipment.

J. H. Burnett Ironworks
Manufacturers of

ORNAMENTAL STRUCTURAL

STEEL AND CAST IRON

Office and Works

South Santa Fe Ave., Fresno, Cal.

No BuiidinK in the New San Francisco will be abso-

lutely safe from fire without tbe

BADiiEK CHEMICAL EXTINGUISHER

Always Ready

Easily Operated

/^TePli
urnSottt

JoStip.liini
For

Office Buildings,

Factories and

Residences ....

We have established permanent quarters at

145-153 Howard Street, San Francisco

BADGER FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO.

Offices formerly at 215 Sansome St.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

)
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F. A^HEALY
O. M. GALE

FIRE PROv^F WINDOWS
Voigtmann's Fire-Proof Windows

Have withstood the Baltimore, Rochester and Toronto fires. Jh% ^^^^^ bfe^
^^^^

better (absolutely fireproof) and are no more costly than wood. The only absolute

window protection on the market. Get particulars from

^^ . . r^ •-r.^-k EXCLUSIVE AQEINTS
t-4 L^ A I X/^n A I f-< (Am Suite?. St. MunKO Building

n£Z/\Lw M -KJ/-\1^1^ \^KJ»J Cor. Fillmore St. and Golden Gate Ave..

SAN FRANCISCO

|V\p]NJT ^^*< ALL litLlVLKl

^ ^ ^
American. English. German. Belgian. Swedish,

Australian, Japanese and Chinese Brands

CBAS. P. COLES, Broker
218 Merchants' Exchange Building

SAN FRANCISCO

17 State St.. New YorK 118 Battery St., San Francisco

BOWRING &i COMPANY
Importers of Bxiilding Materials

Sole Pacific Coast Ajfcnts for

THi: GOAT BRAND AND PB:Tt:RS' BRAND^^PORTLAND ^NTS^^

u
G\iarant«od to Pass all Tests

Equal, if not Supt-rior. to thr Very Best Ct-ments on the Market

_ - Liverpool London
C. T. Bowring h. Company, Ltd. Cardi ff

Barneson-Hibberd Co. Macondray Co.

Dealers in Cement

SHIPPING AND COMMISSION *^ft
IMPORTERS and EXPORTERS

TEAS AND COFFEES INSURANCE, Firg and Marine

Mission Wharf No. 2 and 175 East St., San Francisco, Cal.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

fl
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OILS, PAINTS, GLASS
ESTIMATEis GIVEN ON

Plate and Sheet ^'tass
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

WHITTIER, COBURN CO
=OFFICE: 18 SANSOME STREET

Factory : Seventh and Hooper Streets SAN FRANCISCO

INQERSON & QLASER COMl^ANY

I
J< Mi l i^

1 I y
1 f_

7-7—

r

..'.h-^

Designers

and Manufacturers

RNAMENTAL
QLASS

of every description

MaoufacturioK and Sales Agents fo r

AMERICAN LUXFEK PRISM CO.
Memorial Windows Treated in Glass Effect or

. EnK^lish Anticjiie Style our Specialty-

245 OAK STREET telephone page 7111 SAN FRANCISCO

BUILDERS' HARDWARE
YALE AND TOWNE GOODS

Also Bath-room Fittings, Electrical Supplies,

Cabinet Hardware, Roofing
and Building Paper.

BRITTAIN &t COMPANY (inc)
Everything in Hardwaki.

v^M Jir&er avenue aj^b turk street, s. f.

The Architect and Engineer of California 15

,Ve have durin^^ the past year equipped with Safes

more modern office buildings than any other

safe manufacturers in the world.

WHY?

Rlttsburg: Safes
are the most modern and best constructed fire-

proof safes in the world. They contain every im-

provement known to the science of safe construction

Send for further particulars and catalogue.

I. PREEMAIN
2518 Clay Street San Francisco, Cal.

LOS ANGELES PRESSED BRICK CO

THE FINEST FRESSED BRICK IN THE WORLD
All Shapes, All Colors. Impervious Roofing Tile, Mission,

Spanish, Oriental. Flint and Silica Clay Fire Brick, the Highest

Grades Made. Hollow Tile Fire Proofing. Mantel Tile.

Hearth Tile. Vitrified Paving Brick. Salt Glazed Conduits.

Office:

Los AngeleSf Cal, 1006 UNION TRUST BUILDING

GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
AND RIGGER

ERECTING AND
WRECKING

C. A. BLUMB
STRUCTURAL STEEL

OFFICE RESIDENCE

Builders' Exchange, Oak 4 Oough Sts. 775 Fourteenth Street

SAN FRANCISCO Loft, Bryant Ave., Het. 19tli and 20th Sts.

IF YOU WANT

STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS
Which will Stand the Test, Place your Orders with .

BENICIA IRON WORKS
TRUSS AND ANCHOR RODS, BOLTS, RIVETS

AND SPPXIAL FORCINGS

Works, BENICIA, CAL.

CITY OFFICE :

MONADNOCK BLDG., SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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OUR ^PHCIAUTIBS
**Edwards" Fire-Proof Metal Windows, Four Styles;

Skylights, Cornices, Ceilings
.

• and all kinds of Galvanized and Copper Work

The best of each class Estimates furnished

A. C. RULOFSON SHEET METAL WORKS
Office: 315-319 Monadnock Bldg.

Phone Temporary 1918

Factory: 8th and Brannan Sts.
Phone Special 1049

Steam and Mot Water
Heating and Ventilating

In all its branches*

MANGRUM & OTTER, inc.

Engineers and Contractors

538-540-542 MISSION ST. - - SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Telephone Temporary 3155

rVO SVSTEiVITHE RC
Fire-proof Floors, Partitions, Ceilings^

Wire LMtli and Column Protection.

THE SYSTEM THAT IS FIRE=PROOF
Phone, Special 760

4.70—478-4^SO Biuhth St* San Francisco, Cat

CONCRETE MACHINERY

CONCRETE MFOR nWENTS

CEM.

WOR CIALTIES

PACIFIC CONCRETE MACHINERY CO.

ATLAS BUILDING. 604 Mission St. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

PHONE, TEMPORARY 731

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Issued monthly in the interests of Architects, Structural Engineers, Con-

tractors and the Allied Trades of the Pacific Coast
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Two California Homes With Attractive Pergolas

THE perj^ola is coming to be a popular feature of

residence building in California. Many of the
" tine homes recently constructed, or now being

])lanne(l, are distinguished by the i)ergola, either in

modest or pretentious form.

A house that is just now attracting much attention

is that recently com])leted at Alta Piedmont for Mr.

1\. L. Johns. It occu])ies a commanding position on

what is known as the Scenic Road, and overlooks from

the highest point in Alta Piedmont the beautiful Marin

countv hills, the Golden (late. San Francisco and the

picturescjue Santa Clara valley.

The house is (piite original in design, an<l the

architect, William Knowles. has succeeded in accom-

plishing a feat in architecture not easily achieved. A
loftv tower of hve stories, which seemed at first im-

possible to treat architecturally on account of its

extreme height, has been handled by giving it a good

width and breaking up the facade with a series of

balconies, and extending the ])ergola to the south, mak-

ing a long horizontal base line that was needed in the c<mii)osition.

Some (iothic detail in the windows and t<»wer and the introduction

of the trefoil detail on the buttresse.-> ot the piazza give the house (piite a

feeling of the X'enetian (iothic.

The house is of frame construction with i)lastere(l exterior, and con-

tains fifteen rooms. .\ feature of the interior is the music room with

Gothic i)ointed windows projecting into a domed ceiling. The tower

makes the dome in this room ])Ossible, giving space for the vaulted ceiling.

The dining room is done in light yellow cedar and old gold pa])er with

gold gauze hangings. The cost of the house was about S1?,(X)().

.\rchitect j. (ather Xew^-ome has introduced the jx-rgola cpiite ])ic-

tures(pielv in^ a Mission residence design. Sexeral i)hotograi)hs of this

house, wiiich i^ in Pos .Xngele^. arc «^ho\vn.
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Two California Homes With Attractive Pergolas

THE pergola is coming to be a popular feature of

residence building in California. Many of the

fine homes recently constructed, or now being

planned, are distinguished by the pergola, either in

modest or pretentious form.

A house that is just now attracting much attention

is tha^ recently completed at Alta Piedmont for Mr.

R. L. Johns. It occupies a commanding position on

what is known as the Scenic Road, and overlooks from

the highest point in Alta Fied^moiTt the iTeauTtfutlVranT^

county hills, the Golden Gate, San Francisco and the

picturesque Santa Clara valley.

The house is quite original in design, and the

architect, William Knowles, has succeeded in accom-

plishing a feat in architecture not easily achieved. A
lofty tower of five stories, which seemed at first im-

possible to treat architecturally on account of its

extreme height, has been handled by giving it a good

width and breaking up the facade with a series of

balconies, and extending the pergola to the south, mak-

ing a long horizontal base line that was needed in the composition.

Some Gothic detail in the windows and tower and the introduction

of the trefoil detail on the buttresses of the piazza give the house quite a

feeling of the Venetian Gothic.

The house is of frame construction with plastered exterior, and con-

tains fifteen rooms. A feature of the interior is the music room with

Gothic pointed windows projecting into a domed ceiling. The tower

makes the dome in this room possible, giving space for the vaulted ceiling.

The dining room is done in light yellow cedar and old gold paper with

gold gauze hangings. The cost of the house was about $15,000.

Architect J. Gather Xewsome has introduced the pergola quite pic-

turesquely in a Mission residence design. Several photographs of this

house, which is in Los Angeles, are shown.
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Billiard Koom in Rcsidcme of Air. A'. L. Johns. Piedmont

W 'tUiam Knoii'tcs. Architect

Corner of Mitstc Koom tn Residence of Mr. h'. L. Johns. Piedmont

[Villiam h'no7vles. Architect
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Billiard hinnn in Jxcsuhiur u/ Mr. A'. L. Joliu<. J'/iiimoiit

W'llluitn Knv~<.'lcs. Ariiittcct

( nfiu r !>/' Mitsu Noom'ifi Kcauicncc of Mr. A'. /,. Jo/in<. f'fciiinont

W'llh.n)! hiiini-lr^ .\ rchitrct
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Front Vini>of Residence of Mrs. Joseph Faxion. Los An^e/es

J. C. Ne-wsome. Architect

Side Fie-w of Residence of Mrs. Joseph Faxton. Los Angeles

J. C. Ne-wsome. Architect

' rii

Garden and Pergola. Re.'^idence of Mrs. Joseph Faxton. Los Angeles

J. C. Newsome. Architect

i

4 Living Room. Residence of Mrs. Joseph Faxton. Los Angeles

J. C. New.Kome. Architect -^

I
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Froiii iM-i'of I^csufcfiiC of Mrs. Josc't>/i lurxtou. Los A curies

J. I'. X'-'i'sowc. ArihiiCit

Side I'icu' of Residence of Mrs. Joseph Faxton. I.os Anji-e/es

I . C iVe'u'some. Architect

Gardevaud PerKoUi. Residevce of Mrs. JoseH' I'^^^tov. I.os Angeles

J. C. Neivsome. Architect

Living Room. Residence of Mfs. Joseph Faxton. I.os Anaeles

J. ('. Xe'k-some. .trchttect

«f ^* > 1
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Fiftieth Anniversary of American Institute of

Architects

HE fortieth annual convention of the

I American Institute of Architects

held in Washington, D. C, January

7th, 8th and 9th, was a most interesting

affair, and delegates from leading centers

were present. A meeting of the board of

directors was held in the Octagon on the

afternoon of January 5th, and on Monday
morning the members of the Institute

gathered in the Assembly Hall of the

New Willard Hotel and registered their

names.
An address of welcome was made by

Henry B. F. MacFarland, president of

the Board of Commissioners of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, and the speaker was

several times interrupted by bursts of

applause. Numerous committees were

announced by President Frank Miles

Day; the board of directors made its re-

port, as did also the treasurer and audit-

. , , , „ , , ing committee, the various Chapters

;

De^en ofMenu ot A. I. A. Banquet, by f>
'

,
. . -,

T.MuH.Biasi,/ieid lutmerous standing and special commit-

tees etc These occupied the morning and afternoon sessions and con-

stitiited an interesting feature of the golden jubilee, so-called because it

marked the fiftieth anniversary of the foundation of tire Institute.

An important matter considered with the reading of the reports was

a form of competition contract authorized by the Institute, including

general principles of competition agreement; the code, the judges, the

procedure, the competition charges, schedule of costs and the ethics of

competition. •

. , ^ ,. .

In the afternoon a committee escorted from the railroad station to

the hotel Sir Aston Webb, formerly president of the Royal Institute

of British Architects, and upon whom at the reception at the Corcoran

Art Gallery, on the evening of January 8th. was conferred the gold medal

of the American Institute of Architects. The presentation address was

made by President Day.
, , . t ai i

The sessions of Tuesday were devoted to the election of ofticers and

directors, the reports of the committees appointed at the first session of

the convention and the consideration of miscellaneous business.

The election of officers resulted as follows: President, Frank Miles

Day, Philadelphia. Pa.; first vice-president, William B. Mundie, Chicago;

second vice-president. R. C. Sturgis, Boston; secretary and treasurer,

Glenn Brown, Washington. The directors elected for three years were

Walter Cook, New York; Edgar V. Seeler, Philadelphia, and J. L. Maurin,

St. Louis. The auditor chosen was Robert Stead, Washington.

- The morning session of January 9th was devoted to miscellaneous

business and in the afternoon there were exercises commemorative of

the foundat'on of the Institute. In the evening was the annual dinner in

the New Willard Hotel, at which 250 guests were present.
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Applied Arts and Sciences

THE committee on Applied Arts and Sciences was instructed to con-

sider on such questions as": First, "how to overcome the unsatis-

factory conditions due to the severance of the intim^^te relation

once existing between architect and the craftsman"; Second, liow to

facilitate the delegation of design to craftsmen ;
and Ihird, how »

secure some assistance to the architect in his work from the Arts and

Crafts movement."
. . r , i..- ^

In order to know "how to overcome the unsatisfactory conditions

due to" the cause above stated, it is quite necessary to understand the

nature of the original conditions and the reasons underlying the changes

which have led up to and still compel "the severance of ,|hat in innate

relation once existing between architect and the craftsman. Even with

a knowledge of the facts, power to do not always follows desire to do, and

to (Aercoine or to know how to overcome the unsatisfactory conditions is

not'lvithin the power of a single committee, a single body, or a single

generation. A partial knowledge, however, may suggest mitigations

where it can not efTect radical change. The intense apathy of the great

public toward art, the general lack of knowledge or care as to what con-

stitutes art or how art touches life, the utterly commonplace and devitaliz-

ing attitude on part of public and designer, of seeking the line of least

resistance, of harking back to something which is well known and can be

recognized on the instant-all of this conspires against the elevating of

art Standards ; and the architect, if he would, can not rise above the

general flood ^f wilful and self-satisfied stupefaction. It seems perfectly

demonstrable that in the great periods of art ^^y^'^o^^y '^^IEJ/^^^^^PP^^

ciate<l beauty, whether actual producers thereof or not. The povyer to

create and the capacity to appreciate beauty ^P^^"^^";j'^^^^^jS
of life and inhere in all classes—at least the capac ty foi- appr«c atK>n-

was general The artists themselves, until the Renaissance, were drawn

mainfv rom one class and that not socially a high one They vv^re banded

Is brothers their training was from within and was developed by associa-

tio theTr mind were o1 about the same caliber ;
and mutual sympathy

n bought and ideal made for the best. Class distinctions in art did not

exisMn tl e loftv periods as they do ik>w. Even in our great democracy

these distinctions are most clearly marked. The doers, that ,s, the craf s-

rnen!are of the lower classes, the designers are a grade h'f^her '" he s^^c al

scale the architects are coming more and more from the cultured class

and unfortunately for art, many of indepen.lent means are seeking the

profesion because the work is genteel The -* 1-'™-
/';,̂ ^^^ "'

^,

mav dictate the monumental art of the world are of the moneyed

aristocracy The assumption of knowledge and the possession of power

fn the upper classes beglts in the mind of the worker a dull subservience

which loes not make for art and which on all counts is to be deplored

The general scheme of education is herein at fault, for it touches life but

suoerfic ally and gives to "educated persons" a mere smattering of the

non-essentials of art and to the workman a business knowledge tlie so e

end oT which is its mintable quality. And life has not gained by tha

^ha^e of modern education which devotes its -jerg.es to de e P

producers. Once art was lived, now it is taught. Schools of art lia%e

^i;:;„r, nreson...d a. .h- Conv.-n.ion of ,.>,• .X. I. ^.. h.ld January. l',07. b, .h.- Committee on .M.,.Uod

Arts and Sck-nces. Irvina K. Pond. Chairman.
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come to be considered necessary. But schools do not seem to have
justified themselves, while they do seem in no small measure to justify

the proverb—"When schools come in, art goes out."

An irrational system of general education, then, and closely drawn
class distinctions, especially in the field of art production, would seem to

.be marked factors in this severance of ties between architect and crafts-

man. Realizing the great advantage to the art worker in the old inti-

mate conditions, many great and rare minds have advocated an advance
beyond the unsocial and wholly irrational tendencies of modern life,

to an ideal existence under State socialism, viewing the matter as one
falling in the range of political econorny. It would seem that in this they
have not been wholly justified, for the great creative periods of art and
those referred to during which love and appreciation of art have been
general, have occurred under varied forms of government and have been
'wholly independent of the nature of the governmental structure. The
matter is largely one of social ethics, of mental development, and of social

economics, and not at all of governmental forms. The socialism which
shall bring joy in labor is not necessarily governmental, but it is greatly to

be feared that the socialism which is governmental will operate to reduce
humanity to one dead level of incentive, of capacity, of achievement, and
may be of recompense, though that is of minor importance. The arbitrary

apportionment of task which must almost of necessity accompany any
system of State initiative and supervision of activities can not otherwise
than stunt personality and individuality. But this phase of socialism
will hardly endure, for the annihilation of the distinctive functions of the
various members can no more prevail in the body politic than it can in the
individual, the body natural. For l^y nature and design (if we grant to the
great universe a directing force) certain individuals, as certain members,
are appointed—not condemned, but consecrated—to do certain work, and

_the pleasure and profit to the individual need not necessarily be in the work
he performs, except as that work is necessary to the wholesome life of the
body general. In other words, the feet are not to take upon themselves
the work of the hands ; the heart finds itself in deep and troubled water
when it takes upon itself the functions of the brain ; the brain is incapable
of doing the work of the heart. The eflfort of a new civilization should be,

not to uproot individuality, not to smooth to a dead level the face of

nature, the southern slope which catches the sun and the rugged eminence
which shields it from the winds, but to make life tolerable where it has
been intolerable, to make beauty bloom where no beauty has been, to

minimize as far as possible the burden of irksome toil and to make the
general conditions of life productive of the higher happiness. Through
education and bettered environment the State may make the general life

fruitful of sane enjoyment. A broader education, a wider sympathy, a
deeper knowledge of the realities of life, a developed love of beauty in the
mind of the race and a passionate zeal to express it, will reunite the
sundered relation of intimacy which once existed between creator, in-

terpreter, and laity; that is, architect, craftsman, and public.

Until an advanced state of art endeavor and of art appreciation has
been reached, the architect need not seriously concern himself with the
matter of delegation of design to craftsmen. The question is, rather how
far shall the personal equation be allowed to enter in the interpretation of
a sketch by the craftsman. No broadminded architect shuts himself oflF

from the suggestions of draughtsman or craftsman. But unless there be
a singleness of thought and purpose in the minds of architect, assistant
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and interpreter, and understanding born of long seasons of sympathetic

interchange of thought and idea, suggestions will tend rarely toward a

Unified ex^ession. The wise architect will seek to have about him under-

handing and sympathetic assistants in all branches but the architect

need no^t seek to^scape the travail of creation. Does the work bear down

upon him? He must realize that beauty comes through stress, perfection

through infinite pains, life comes even through death. The practical

solution of the problem for today would seem, then, to be ^or the architect

to bring himself as far as possible into the same relation with the era ts-

man that he holds with his assistant over the board, and fading that

should seek the craftsman whose work expresses a parallelism of idealism

and motive, and, having found, employ that hand to execute the work and

that mind to interpret the sketch.
, , ,

,• i,^„

The so-called Arts and Crafts movement, we must frankly realize, has

not vet entered the stage in which it can be of much or of any assistance to

"he architect. The movement as such has not yet affected the grea body

of craftsmen. Artists and craftsmen connected with the movement have

confined their thought and activity mainly to the design and execution of

single and simple objects of use or beauty, such as pieces of fi'm't^re

hoifsehold utensils, and bits of decoration. In most of ^h.s production the

amateur spirit is manifested and not any of it bears upon the greater

problems of architecture. Most of the artist-craftsmen have no intm ate

knowledge of architectural principles, which is to be regretted
;

and too

they have had no architectural schooling, upon which they are to be

congratulated, at least those of them to whom such schooling would mean

the acquirement of an academic method and a frame of mind which

express^ itself in the application of architectural details to the various

sfmpk objects, rather than in a lucid recognition of the limitation of

nmer'als and ^ frank adaptation of form to use. It is m the design and

-^K^^utior^^ained glass for windows a.d on^a^nentayneUl^
tarvingTwhich the arts-craftsmen are called upon occasionaTTy to accom-

olish fharthe want of appreciation of architectural and structura lines

most lian'fLts kself. Now and then arts-craftsmenship has undertaken to

mprers ks sp r upon some modest example of cottage architecture, and

has'^succ eded; but\hese are sporadic cases, and do not afct in any w^y

thP trf-neral tendencies The architecture of the cottage, of the lesser

ousf of the vUla of the mansion, of the palace, is but a reflection of the

Greater architectural spirit, and until architects have learned to hand e the

Ireater Architect ral problems, and to solve them on their merits without

Reference to conventions established in other climes, under conditions

the lesser architecture will suffer from and express the same want of

canaci ? for f eshness of invention and directness of thought, the same

inability to more than rehash old motifs which expression in the greater

and the monumental architecture of the day.

It were unjust to place upon the architect the entire blame for bla ne

there is, in all his abuse of tradition. It were better to attribute it in the

laree nart to the lack of taste and of knowledge which exists because ot the

ceruin deficiencies in our civilization, the lack of correct ."ethods in

education which fosters the general ignorance of and indifference toward

all forms of art. The germ of hope lies in the attitude of some of the

ksser Architects, and iii the Arts and Crafts movement-not so much in

what it has accomplished as in the spirit which animates it. The move-

ment protends an awakening to art consciousness
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Depraved Building Business Practice

By WM. HAM. HALL

[T/tts third article of Mr. Wm. Ham. Hall's Architect and Engineer
series is again the openifig of a ?tew subject and a separate set of papers which
will soon appear i?i book form. These papers are addressed directly to property
otvfters and citizens generally. The first set, of ivhich the folloiving is the

second one, deals ivith the business relations of oivners and contractors binder

the several fortns of contract and of organization for the contracting busi?iess.

They will he found of immediate practical interest and importance.^

IT
is the common custom to lay at the door of the building contractor
by far the greater part of the blame for poorly built houses. The owner
bemoans his fate at having to deal with contractors. The architect,

shrugging his shoulders, tells you that there really are some trustworthy
contractors. But common talk implies that there are not. The fact is that,

barring a lot of scamps whom the great body of contractors themselves
tabboo, there is in the contracting business as large a proportion of trust-
worthy men as in other businesses. There is no necessity for an owner to
deal with the scamps, and he will not if he goes about getting his building
erected, in a sound and business-like way.

The contracting business in this country has until recently been
almost wholly upon a radically unsound basis, which has put a premium
on rascality and, in many cases, njade petty trickery almost necessary to
business existence. Of late years better systems for contract agreement
have been brought forward, and although the contract business status
is still iar„ from what it^ught to be, in the^ontractor's as. well as^ th€
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owners interest, the public might, except for certain sporadic develop-
ments just now having a run of favor, be congratulated on an outlook
promising cleaner contract relations and better contract work.

But however bad the conditions may be at any time, the underlying
fault is not, by any means, wholly with the contractor. He cannot control
the situation. The real fault is always in the system and the building
conditions which it produces. It is not the contractors who make the
business system what it may happen to be, but the system which makes the
contractors whatever they are found to be. The property ow^ners and
money lenders to such owners are each as much responsible for the system
as are the contractors. Thus is behooves owners to look a little into such
matters, and to do their part toward making a clean contracting business
possible, and it behooves lenders to put forth a strong hand to the better-
ment of that on which the value of their securities depends.

Without stopping further to talk in generalities, I come at once to
the kernel of this article. I address it to all good citizens; property
owners in particular.

Do not attempt to erect your building without the professional
services of an independent architect. That is, do not make your builder
your architect. You make a fundamental and dangerous business error
if you do. The public would have grave cause for regret and even alarm
if property owners in any considerable number should pursue such a
course. Bear with me while I point out its bearing on you and the public
welfare.

There is a lesson of life which it is good fortune to learn early and

that is the wisdom of discriminating between opposmg and unavoidable

evils, of seizing the le^sser, and strenuously making the most of it—turnmg

it to virtue, if you pan. - , -i i- • ^
^

If the architect looms as an evil in the path of your building inten-

tions, take my word for it, further on you will encounter the builder and

from the earliest time he has been looked upon as the greater evil of the

two You cannot combine them, neither can they amalgamate them-

selves to your advantage. Quicksilver seizes upon gold and absorbs it mto

its substance, but the resulting amalgam as a flabby, and m itself, a most

useless compound which has to be retorted back to its separate forms

before it is fitted for human application.
l , i

• • u- i

lust so with builders and architects; wlien the architect is combined

with the builder he is swallowed up in the less stable calling, which he

does not solidify anv more than the gold does the quicksilver and the

product is an amalgamated business being which is not suited to your

service, as a property owner. This results from the very nature of things

^""'Abandoning metaphor and '^coming down to brass tacks," world-

wide experience has shown, from time out of mind, that a building can but

seldom, almost never, be erected without difiference arismg between the

interests involved. A building is a thing capable of infinite variation, and

complications unavoidably come about in the course of its evolution. I he

human mind is limited in its scope. The human heart is on one side only

of the body. Neither party to this building contract can foresee all the

. differences which may arise in the course of the building s progress.

Neither heart can be on both sides of the conflicts of mterest unavoidably

'''"The^se conflicts may not come to the surface as between the owner and

the builder; but, as between the value of the building itself and the

interests of the man seeking to. make money 4>3Mts.^4-ection. the>^.are not,^

to be avoided under the forms of contract thus far commonly used.

Courts are designed to settle the differences between- men. But we do

not assume that even half of those who are parties to litigation are

"crooks" Honest differences most often give rise to the litigations which

crowd our courts. We all recognize how much better it were could our

disputes be arbitrated and kept out of court. Custom, from experience

in time, has provided in the architect, the arbiter between owner and

builder It is in this capacity whbrein the architect is indispensable

Is it not curious that in this one relation between men, custom has provided

a body of men to serve as arbiters. Why is this? Because while in every

other re^ati^n men are prone to settle most of their differences out of court

and withoTarbitratio^ man has been forced to realize that the relation

between owner and builder demands special provision for arbitration to

prevent the business world being swamped in their litigations

^
It is no answer to say that the "Percentage", or any other basis or

contract work, explained in following talks, does away with the greater

part of ground for conflicts between owner and builder. It is no answer

to say that an engineer, architect or company operating on a we-make-

rour-plans-and-ereft-your-buildings-for-ten-per-cent-of-cost basis, does n^^

^e into disputes with its clients. Of course it does not. bnder such con-

frac s on such conditions the client has slight chance to win m a dispute.

He has not been able to get ground for a dispute. He is down and out

h^ointhe start ; the building cannot talk, and people who might know
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•'"of the rotten work which has ^ne into it, would not talk. What business

of theirs, forsooth, in any parnsularcase, to come to an owner's rescue

who deliberately puts himself in such a position?

It is no rejoinder to the point I make, to say that under some forms'

of contract the owners and the builders interest are so nearly alike that it

will serve the builder best to conserve his client's interests and thereby
assure his friendship as reference. This might be so if the owner under-

stood the building business as well as the builder, or i^ the building could

talk, or if the client had a skilled professional representative, an architect,

on the work, in his interest alone. But under an I-make-your-plans-and-do
as-I-please-for-ten-per-cent contract, that kind of talk is nonsense, too thin

for any body who knows the building business to listen to with patience.

It probably never occurred to you that a most important part of an
architect's service is in supervising construction of your building, in seeing
that it is fairly treated in your interest, and serving as a shield between
your purse and your builder. But it is. The making of plans and specifi-

cations by your architect is merely a function precedent to the more
valuable service he renders in assuring realization, in the building, of the

plans you have accepted. How can you possibly have any such assurance
when you employ in but one man, one interest, or one aggregation, the

persons who are to please you on paper and then to convert the picture

into steel, wood, stone, brick or concrete?
Unfortunately, many architects themselves, overlook or slight this

prime function of their calling, that of supervisor of constructions in their

charge. These make you a series of satisfying drawings, select a builder,

and leave much to him which they should personally or by competent
associate, closely supervise. But even this loose practice, of which the

best class of architects, it is hoped,*'are not guilty, is safer for you than the

other, wherein your builder is your architect.

You may be an architect yourself and make plans~an<l specifications

for y6ur own building, to suit yourseTrT)etter than anyone else could^, but
you will probably feel the need of a brother architect as supervisor of its

construction and arbiter between your builder and yourself as owner,
before you ''get the painters out of the house".

Or, not being an architect, you may place your job with a combination
architect-builder or an engineer-construction company which undertakes
to design as well as erect structures, and you may get a plan just to your
liking; but if you sign a contract to have such an amalgamated concern
both plan and erect your building, take my word for it, you will some day
regret the step.

You will have made a fundamental business error. You will have
struck a blow at the root of a system which world-experience has proven
indispensable for your protection. You will have omitted the shield

which all usage has shown to be necessary between your purse and him to

whom you have engaged to pay its contents for services as to which he is

expert and you are not. You will have contributed to put on its feet a

building business system so widely open to abuse that the bulk of the build-

ing and architect businesses, in the course of time and not so very long
either will pass into the hands of the veriest fakirs, and, of course, to the

grave detriment of public as well as private interests. What is the use of

railing against "graft," and ''frenzied finance" and "trust corruption" when
solid and staid business men and good-old-stand-by citizens, to whom we
have looked for example of civic and business virtue, will thoughtlessly pur-

sue a course contributory to such an outcome? This is no reflection on any

man or set of men, but only an endeavor to point out the dangerous un-

soundness of a lousiness and professional (?) fad of the times.

Not all missteps bring the swift retribution which they deserve, and '

because of this, your case might long go unpunished, and meanwhile you

may think you have escaped. But your building cannot talk and no one

will have watched over it solely in its interest or yours. The tongue

which can persuade an owner to open his purse to its hands, "sight-

vmseen" (as boys used to say in trading marbles), for the purpose of

planning and also of making his building, often may succeed in causing

the owner later to think that he has in the result all he has paid for. But

time, to say nothing of earthquakes and fires, will give another account of

what took place under that Plan-as-I-please-and-do-as-I-please-and-get-

paid-ten-per-cent contract.

There is no reason of professional propriety or business morality why

engineers and architects should not become contractors, and there is every

reason, making for clean business and good construction, w^hy they should.

When a man by years of professional contact with construction work,

feels that he understands it, he owes it to himself to take it up, if he has

good opportunity so to do, if he can better himself financially, and if

circumstances allow of self-respecting occupation in it. He should have

no compunctions at leaving his profession. But when he becomes a con-

tractor he ought to show that he was an honorable engineer or architect,

and intends to be a trustworthy contractor, by refusing to undertake

professional responsibility on jobs he seeks to secure as contractor. Prop-

erty owners should remember this in choosing the contractor who is to

spend their money.
, i

•

An engineer o^rchitect who combines his professional business with

a contract business/Sq^ the exclusion of engineers or architects in the

service of owners, is either professionally short-sighted or morally blind,

or he is an egotist, who should be put under a glass case as a curiosity. If

he realizes the mtssron of iire^ engineering arid ar€4iitectural professions

to human society, he should know that he is trampling on that mission, to

the public injury, to the detriment of those with whom he deals, and to the

utter ruination of his profession. If he does not know this he is pro-

fessionally short-sighted, at least, and it will be an act of kindness to supply

him with correctional glasses. It might even be thought that he is without

the high instincts of the professional man; though doubtless there are

cases wherein this accusation would be unjust. Some good people are

sometimes swept off their feet by commercial ambition, and later regret

their lack of firmness.
i -i i

If the professional man amalgamating himself into a designer-builder,

does not realize that he is undermining his profession, or maintains that

the profession should follow his course, in the interest of "progress" by the

new way of getting vour building builded, then we may assume that he

can not see on the moral side of the subject. He does not see that his

way of doing business is, practically, to say to the client: "Dispense with

"
all time-honored safe-guards, :\Ir. Owner; permit me to put my hand into

"your pockets, draw out your money, expend it in a building for you, that

"
I will design and supervise, and for which service you will pay me ten

" cents on each dollar I spend for you." If that is not an immoral pro-

position for one man to make to another in business, what is?

Surely, it is not based on any practice which heretofore has been

proven sound and safe in the business world. It seems to presume on the

owners soft-headedness, or his thoughtlessness, or lack of business

vm

i
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experience. If either of these, then it is immoral business to make such a

proposition. Perhaps in some cases it may be grounded on self assump-

tion of superlatively superior moral and business worthmess on the part of

he who makes the proposition. Then it becomes a sort of honest "We-are-

goodAVe-are-capable-We-will-take-care-of-you" proposition. If I thought

the business world was ready for that sort of thing, I would have nothmg

to say on the subject.

It matters not that any particular individual or aggregation practic-

ing in this way be both capable and honest. The business prmciple on

which they operate is so unsound that the practice will surely and swiftly

come to a stage of offensive decay. Meanwhile, some owners will have

saved (?) a paltrv five per cent in architects' fees; but they may later have

the chagrin of seeing that they have contributed toward debauchery of an

honorable calling, and have helped to open the way for tumble-down con-

struction in the upbuilding of their city.
, . , , .

Neither does it matter that the commercial-professional man or his

company offers owners every facility for watching and ''controlling" the

expenditure of their money, under this I-plan-and-build-and-take-care-of-

you system. This particular tune which the trumpet of this advanced-way-

of-building man plays is dangerous, for it appears to lull his own con-

cience as well as to soothe into business torpitude the client whom he

secures. What good does that so-called "control" do the owner when he

is incapable of exercising it himself and has no one in his service who as a

specialist is thus fitted to protect him and the integrity of his building?

Finally, if we give the commercial-professional man credit for moral

preception, 'we must at' least convict him of indifference to the working

of his unsound business system by others who may not be safeguarded by

his brand of refined honesty. And' as a corollary, we must further conclude

that he has such a high opinion of himself that he really believes he can

long-continue to do full justice to his clients, and at the same time take

""care of Ms own interests, in a business, of dollars and xents, wherein he-

has all the advantage and his clients are, from the start, prostrate at his

feet. If • •

Property owner, think of this situation. Do not put yourself in it.

Human nature has not been made over again in the person of this amalga-

mated business creature, the engineer-contractor or architect-contractor or

company, working under an I-plan-and-build-it contract system, for your

benefit. In the arena of life there are many battles. Enter with a shield

those in which you are not expert with a sword. You are not a technical

and business swordsman in matters of building. You are not expert in

cut and thrust over questions sure to arise if your best interests and those

of your building itself, are consulted in the business and technical details of

its^erection. You cannot serve as sentry over the channels of supply of all

that will be necessary in the work. You cannot puncture with any weapon

you have the bags of technical wind that might be substituted for sound

sense material in planning your construction. Beware, in signing a

contract, lest you are placed prostrate where you are helpless. Your

engineer or architect-builder contract vis-a-vis is a skilled gladiator in

these matters. He will have it all his own way. The arena of the only

real conflict in your affair will be his inner conscience. He there has for an

audience his own business interests and a bastard representative of your

interests, through the fact of his being your architect born of your builder.

When the time comes for decision of matters affecting the integrity of

your building, is it not probable that his audience will, by a large majority,
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as did the brutal Romans who wanted to see the fallen combatants in their

arenas killed, present ''thumbs down"? Will not his interests lead him to

act in the interest of his interests? Of course they will.

It should not be necessary to assume that any particular party is not

doing a legitimate building business. It should no|: be necessary to show
that this engineer-contractor or architect-contractor way of conducting

the building business is a way being resorted to in some places by build-

ing fakirs. To widely open the eyes of the intelligent person to the

private and public danger in such practice, it should only be necessary

to point out that it is based on an idea which from the viewpoint of

world-wide business experience, is rotten.

If men of means chose to go into the building business as a money-

making proposition, and employ an architect or engineer on salary or take

him in as a partner, and thus secure his professional services to plan,

supervise and erect buildings by contract, for their profit, they occupy a

different position from their professional associate. They with their money
chose to enter the engineer's, architect's and builder's callings, and they

find a professional man who in consideration of the salary or share interest

or both, is willing that his professional brains and experience be farmed

out on speculation. That is all there is to it, so far as the capitalists are

concerned. We cannot help noticing, however, that capitalized law-jobbing

companies have not been similarly formed. There are probably attorneys

who would farm out their services in such a venture for a good salary

'or a share of the profits. Necessity might offer an excuse for the lawyer

in such a Case. But no attorney recognized as trustworthy and a man of

ability would put himself in such a position. The very capitalists who
would do such a thing with an architect or engineer, would not think

of doing it with a lawyer because they would despise an attorney who
would join them on such a footing.

And so, they would look upon a doctor or a surgeon as a dangerous

"^lack wha would allow them a^ a eompany^to^ sell his professional services

in a job lot with his prescribed remedies and bandages prepared at their

shop, together with lotions, pink powder-puffs and other things carried

in stock by druggists such as they themselves would in that case be.

A property owner may choose to do his own building and employ

professional men to plan and execute the work for him ; or a group of

owners may form a company to plan and erect their own buildings in

like manner ; and this would be absolutely legitimate for all concerned,

only somewhat discouraging to independent professional men and builders.

Finally, the architect-contractor may say he has had such unfortunate

experience^ in having his clients' buildings wretchedly erected by con-

tractors, that he has determined to throw to the winds all professional

considerations and protect his clients and himself by undertaking to erect

as well as plan their buildings by contract. Such a course would be heroic.

But many a hero has fallen through choosing the wrong horn of the dilemma

by which he was confronted. The architect in such a case simply con-

victs himself of having failed as supervisor of his clients' former works,

and of being deficient in firmness to face the contractor bogey for the future.

There is nothing more to be said of such a case, except that all else

in this talk applies to it.

There are legitimate fields for engineer-construction companies and

architect-contractors but the planning and erection of buildings independ-

ently of separate professional service solely in the interest of the owner,

is not one of them.

^
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It would be to the public good if all high class construction work

were handled by such combinaUona or companies, but, as constructnig

contractors merely. The influence would be toward cleaner contract

business and better building. The practice would conduce to perfect and

purify the engineering and architectural professions having to plan ana

supervise such work in the client's interest.
. ,. .

, T ^
Professionally-competent contractors, both individuals and com-

panies very properly submit plans prepared by themselves or their engi-

neers or architects, by which they propose to carry out works, or erect

buildings or engineering constructions, under contract, for owners who

have professional men separately engaged to advise them and otherwise

safeguard their interests. But when such companies or amalgamated

peoples represent to owners or allow owners to conclude that it is a use-

less expense to employ an architect or engineer, seeing that they stand

readv to furnish plans for them as well as to build for them, their first

move is to tear down the profession which is the very corner-stone of

their alleged extra worth over the ordinary contractor, whom they at

"the same time, belittle and undermine. Thus, on the one hand, they place

themselves, professionally, in the shoes of fakirs, and, on the other hand,

thev minimize the value of the vaunted practical side of their being.

It is much to be regretted that some good and worthy engineers and

architects -eem to be blinded to the inevitably disastrous outcome of this

course Their fellows who are still loyal to their professions and to the

interest of the public, should reason with them, and property owners

should for their own protection, help to the end in view—the saving of

the technical professions from the grasp of mere commercialism.

Painting Galvanized Iron

UCH diflficulty is generally experienced in getting pamt to adhere

firmly to galvanized iron, and various experiments are resorted to to

overcome the trouble. The government has adopted a mode of

procedure that seems to be satisfactory. Their specifications compel the

use of vinegar for washing the surface preparatory to painting. Ihis

roughens or corrodes the surface, and gives the paint better adhesion.—

Modern Painter.

*

Tall Chimneys

THE highest chimney in England is that at Barlow & Dobson's mill, at

Bolton. It is 368 feet in height and the material used in its construc-

tion was 800,000 bricks and 122 tons of stone.

^ This big smokestack is excelled by at least two in Scotland—the St.

Rollox chimney in Glasgow is 445 feet and the Townsend chimney in the

same city is 468 feet high.
, „. , ,

• ,, •
i

-^

All chimneys vibrate, says Harpers Weekly, especially in a gale; it

is a condition of their safety, but the oscillation at the top is a serious

matter for any one at work there during a high wind, and the job is post-

poned to a calmer day.
'

.
i i j

Lancashire also boasts one of the crookedest chimneys in the world—

a

shaft at Brook Mill, Heywood—which is nearly 200 feet high and more

than six feet out of plumb. It has been belted with iron bands and is con-

fiidered safe.

i
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Cause of Earthquake Shock and Its Effect on
Building Foundations

By ROBEl^T MORGENEIER, Architect and Engineer
*

TO KNOW much of what has been said, written and observed on

earthquake phenomena from the time of Leibnitz to Rudolph Falb,

makes it somewhat easier to understand the nature and cause of

the constant seismic tremors and occasional vivid shocks, which prevail

in a certain part of the State of California. In addition to this knowledge,

however, a close observation of the phenomena and a careful study of the

field in which it is manifest, will give the investigator additional and

very valuable information, and will above all convince him that all those

general and wide spread causes, affecting whole continents more or less.

are not as active here as some may be inclined to believe. Undoubtedly
upheaval due to contraction of the mass of the earth is operative on the

Pacific Coast, but its operation is so gradual and its climaxes so wide

apart, that they are liable to escape the observation of all except the

seismologist.

The one first fact confronting the investigator, is that the shocks ar

regards destructiveness are, and in every instance have been, confined to

a certain limited territory, skirting the coast ; and, secondly, the territory

contiguous thereto is practically in constant repose, or in other words,

that not only is the area of destructiveness within the limits of the State,

but also the cause of such disturbance is within or at best very close to

such disturbed area. The reports, examinations and surveys made since

the destructive shock of April 18, 1906, coincide with those covering the

shock of 1868, and the surface evidence in the way of scarps, cracks or

faults are practically the same in .botlv iftstanc^s. T4i€S€ latter show the-

area of disturbance was limited, that it can be readily segregated and show
relative to its position with the greater undisturbed area.

On Figure 1 is shown a diagramatic or generalized geological sur-

face map of the State, which I apprehend will suffice to make clear the

various points to be herein passed upon. The diagram cross-sections on

Figures 2 and 3, will serve to further elucidate the subject. It will be

noticed that on Figure 1, and spreading centrally from the indenture of

San Francisco bay, are shown four shaded zones marked A, B, C and D.

This shaded part shows the entire area in which the destructive shock

manifested itself in 1868, and again in 1906, and furthermore embraced
considerable territory in which the shock was of a less serious nature. The
zone of greatest destructiveness is A, the next B, and so on to D, in which

destruction is rare or entirely lacking, the effect being more in the nature

of a violent shaking, particularly heavy waves, being greatest in the

zone A. Within the zone A are the counties of Sonoma, Marin, San

Francisco, San Mateo and part of Santa Clar^ and Santa Cruz, and pass-

ing through these, as indicated on Figure 1, by the irregular line GG fron:

F to H, is a new fault due to the shock of April 18, 1906. Along this fault

disturbances of the surface formerly were not so manifect. Embraced in

all of the zones from A to E are the above counties and the whole or

fractional parts of the counties of Mendocino, Glenn, Colusa, Lake, Napa,

Yolo, Solano, Sacramento, San Joaquin, Contra Costa, Alameda, Stanis-

laus, Merced, Fresno, San lienito, Monterey and San Luis Obispo. The
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^^"'"i H Lith sJnd eravel broken and disintegrated rock, the detritus

T"^.nf erosion floaution and local seismic rise%nd fall. Assuming that

^iXngesnX'cruso the earth are due to upheaval, due to the constant

contractton of the mass of the earth and that simultaneously a leveling

orocess due o water and disintegration of the mass, is going on. then

the ereat detrUus basin and its geological function may be readdy under-

stood The contents of the basin are really the connecting link be ween

the mass of the Sierra and the Coast Range. It is as a huge wedge driven

. obUrely between them with its point under the lesser mass and by

p-ravitv and hydraulic pressure crowding westerly.

^
n illustration of the force of subterranean waters when ac ing in

coniunc ion with stress of matter seeking equilibrium Figure 3 wi 1
prove

instructive The central line of cleavage between the Sierra and Coast

Ranee masses are still somewhat surface-indicated by the beds of the

Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers, and where these trend and open out

to discharge their waters, either surface or subterraneous, is located the

head the fesultant of the total stress, which in the ages to come is des-

tined to crush downward and again thrust upward and outward that region

indicated by the shaded zone sections from A to U. l-igure 1.
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In the superior mass of the Sierra is found the immovable l^ackground

of the force acting westerly, the accumulated stress .s vented by the coast

which ruptures. Before such rupturmg, a crushmg and tdting of under

lying strata, accompanied by subterranean erosion has earned the weak-

Sarea, o some Jart thereof, to the verge of instab.hty. hence the result^

Of the great abysmal descent of the waters, the height and intervening

distances of the respective masses and the angles of their slopes, give some

additional information. .
i i r ^

I am strongly tempted to offer a few figures on the ponderous force

engendered in such depth by water along, but recall that I have promised

not to intrude with technical information, and particularly because th^
ls"norintended for tTie Taity, sUir a reference to^ the dtagram^ bigure^

will show what occurs at even much higher levels. In consideration of

the proceeding, I assume that the general direction of the seismic wave is

from east to west. That the power upon which it depends is accumulative

and when so accumulated manifests itself in tremors often noticeable at

the surface The resultant may be at any point between the main masses

and many, in transmission, impact, deflect and gyrate to eve.y conceivable

angle.
. , , . ,

To the third question we can say, that, without taking up the more

abstruse geological questions of the intensity of the shocks, in different

locations, it mav be safely assumed that as we recede from the coast,

the effect diminishes, and that the small number and slight surface frac-

tures and known earth cracks are an absolute assurance that we are not

in anv immediate danger of being engulfed even in the zone A. A knowl-

edge of the effect of force acting on masses of various degrees of elasticity

and also a knowledge of the effect of the shocks heretofore experienced,

makes it self-evident that where strata protrudes or forms the surface,

any building firmly founded thereon is safe, on the other hand on alluvial

soil resting within the digressions of the rock, the building will be sub-

jected to direct westward shocks, eastwardly rebounding, torsinal twists,

by the forming of couples, etc., and in such location, public buildings of

magnitude should be constructed of iron or very thoroughly reinforced.

.On ''made" ground, like the filling of the old Mission marsh, any building

of any considerable height, should be anchored to piles sent down to a good,

Oc-,
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firm foundation. Of buildings, which in the past were not so founded in

this district, the "Valencia Street Hotel" was a terrible example.

Transversely of any surface faulted locality, the foundation walls

should be of concrete and properly reinforced with steel, also corners pro-

tected in the same way. In San Francisco, as well as elsewhere in the

zone A, the direction of the line of travel of the shock force should, if

possible, be ascertained and the foundation, afe well as transversely thereof,

should receive thorough reinforcement to insure a certain degree of flexi-

bility. The walls longitudinally with the line of force should be thoroughly

constructed, and of material which will indurate by age. Naturally all

footings should be on levels and the different ''steps" tied with rein-

forcement.

These or similar precautions should be taken, if not for our own
benefit, for that of posterity.

Jefferson as an Architect

IT
is, perhaps, not generally known that Thomas Jefferson, the author of the

Declaration of Independence, and twice President of the United States, in

addition to serving as one of the leading architects for planning and building

a great and free republic, was likewise an architect in the conventional sense

of the word. Poplar Forest, in Bedford county, Va., was at one time the

home of Mr. Jefferson, the estate coming to him through his wife. Jefferson

built the house himself, after plans of his own drawing.

This old-time mansion which is very spacious, containing twelve large

rooms is octagonal in form. The rooms are all very high for the time when

the structure was erected, and excellently well lighted. The dining room and

~pafk>r are each twenty-eight feet long, with an open fireplace at either end^

Like all southern residences of the time, and largely of the present for that

matter, the front and rear are provided with long porches, or "galleries,"

which add decidedly to the architectural beauty of the house, while increasing

its convenience and comfort. Every part of the 1100 acres which comprise

the estate can be seen from the residence, which demonstrates the wisdom

of the great statesman in selecting its site. Poplar Forest is today one of the

finest places in Virginia.

Hollow Glass Bricks

The demand for hollow bricks and building blocks for house construction

has induced glass manufacturers to put hollow glass bricks on the market,

and they promise to be used extensively for novel and artistic effects. The

first glass bricks, being solid, proved a failure on account of their cost, but the

hollow glass bricks can be made at much less expense. They are lighter

and stronger than clay bricks, and are such excellent non-conductors that

walls built of them are proof against dampness, sound, heat and cold. The

bricks are sealed hermetically when hot, and are placed in walls with a colorless

mortar made of special glass. The bonding strength of the glass mortar is

almost as great as the bricks themselves.—Ex.
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The Licensing of Architects

By W. GARDEN MITCHELL, Architect

I

HAVE in front of me an article from the American Architect on the

licensing of Architects that, whether an advocate of the law or an

opponent, I feel is so unfair that in the simple nam* of justice I am
constrained to take issue with it.

The American Architect says that the license law has been passed by

architects to protect themselves against competition and to make more

easy the maintenance of rates and the accumulation of profits, and that

any assertion that these laws have been made to insure a higher standard

of professional ability is *'the shallowest of humbug." Were these remarks

read by only old stagers in the profession I would not consider them suffi-

ciently serious to be worth disputing, but as there are many others,

both in the profession and outside it, who might be misled by such state-

ments, I think it right that the facts of the case should be set forth. The

American Architect is at perfect liberty to oppose the license law, but if

it so wishes we are at least entitled to demand that the objections be

put forward in some reasonable manner. Improved emolument may or may
not be a result of the license law, but in no place nor at any time has it

been the substantial object. Base motives, such as a desire to reduce fair

competition, may have been in the minds of a few, but the broad principle

of licensing has always had in view the raising of the standard of archi-

tectural requirements. I have been living for a number of years in Lon-

don and have only recently returned to San Francisco so that I have

clearly in my mind the many discussions that have been going on there

for several years past on this question of licensing or registration of

architects. In England there are two prominent societies that represent

architecture: The Royal Institute of British Architects and The Archie

tectural Society. The latter society sprang into existence with the idea

of correcting the faults that had been evolved and become venerated by

the more fossilized and older society ; it was a case of the younger genius

and generation. The younger society promoted a bill (which so far has

failed to pass through Parliament) for the licensing of architects. The

Royal Institute opposed the bill or at least refused its support, but illogi-

cally enough this same institute permits of membership to its ranks

only by examination, and just such an examination as is set by the Cali-

fornia State Board of Architecture. The magic letters F. R. I. B. A.

after an architect's name arc considered desirable and honorable and to

give to the public some assurance that the possessor has at least some

capacity in his profession. There are however many good architects who

do not belong to this or any society, and partly for the reason that as in

times past the examination has not been exacting enough nor well set,

the honor of membership, by the really clever, is questionable. If, how-

ever, it is necessary and desirable to qualify for membership in the Royal

Institute, why not desirable to qualify for membership in the profession

generally. Well, as an outcome of these many arguments and contentions

in England, I could learn of only one substantial objection to the com-

pulsory registration of architects.

There are in all times and in all places a few geniuses. Now, tuost

geniuses do not pass examinations, for if they did they would become

commonplace in the process of acquiring the general knowledge necessary.
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It is equally true that there are many, I might say fools, who can pass

examinations. This is sad, but it is still more sad to contemplate this

one isolated genius who might give to the world somethmg worth, the

combined efforts of his contemporaries, frustrated by a license law or

obliged to become the ghost or under dog of a less capable associate.

Most laws in an imperfect world bear severely on some one. To save the

discomfiture of this one genius, the opponents of registration have fought

in England. Of course, if the examining body were really astute, they

would let the genius slip through, but the perspicasity of examiners is

not to be depended on, and genius is not always recognized at first sight.

So much for the arguments against licensing. Now for the other side of

the picture. Lawyers, doctors, dentists, druggists, plumbers all have to

pass their examinations, but it was argued by the Institute of British

Architects, that the architect is too much of an artist to be measured by

examinations. At the same time the institute admits members to study

in its school and finally to membership by this same process. Now,

personally, I hate examinations, and do not take ten cents worth of

interest in the man who can simply pass an examination. I care nothing

about him—he frequently is a stick. The man we do like to meet, of

course is the genius. But it is not the object of this examination to leave

in the profession only the very clever. Why, if that were done, there

would be left only a few architects for each large city, and none

for the country towns. No, the object of these examinations is simply

to determine that the individual has made a study of his subject and has

a moderate and necessary knowledge, so that the public may not be led

blindly by the blind. Under the system of non-licensing of architects,

every Tom, Dick and Harry, including construction companies, is allowed

to design buildings. In planning, t\iey are generally poor, in construction,

weak, and in the disfigurement of our streets and countrysides, they are

^triumphant. Choose between two evilsjA^ stray genius, incommoded be-

cause a dulT State Board Is not smart enougTi to pass htm at sight, and ar"

whole army of incompetents let loose upon the public. Men, who in

place of years of study and scholarly training or native genius, forge ahead

by hustle and audacity and an unbridled conceit born of ignorance. No,

rather than modify the license law I should like to see it made more

comprehensive. In Mexico, not only are architects required to pass an

examination, but no one is allowed to build, except the plans have been

prepared by a duly qualified architect. No plans would be even looked

at, if not so signed. This, I think, in our country, should be made to

apply to all towns having a population of more than 20,000. But contrary

to the assertions of the American Architect, the license law does wish

to promote the cause of true architecture and to this end we must educate

the public mind. Now the public cannot and never has been able to easily

discriminate between good and bad architecture and good and bad archi-

tects, and the granting of a diploma at least helps them to discriminate

between those who have some qualifications and those who have none.

The American Architect asserts that it is on principle that a nurnber

of the architects in this State, have failed to take out a license. Now,

from considerable experience I should say that is nonsense. Some, I be-

lieve, who have been duly licensed and are quite competent have been

disqualified simply because they refused or failed to pay certain dues. On
this point, they may have stood out on principle, but not on the license

law generally, but such cases are the exception. Most, who do not take

out a license, fail to do so because they fear they may have difficulty in

I

I

passing the examination. Now about the examination, I can speak from

experience, for although I had practiced in this State previous to the pas-

sage of the Act, I was compelled on my return to take the examination,

and I can say with assurance and after over twenty years experience

among architects and draughtsmen, that the examination as set at the time

in which I was subjected to the ordeal was not only a very well

thought out examination and a good all around test on thoroughly sen-

sible lines, but was quite the opposite of that, which almost any one

could pass, as one might infer from the American Architect. In truth,

it was an examination that without previous special study 50 per cent of

the architectural profession could not have passed, as two out of four days

were devoted to problems that could only be solved by carrying in one's

memory formula that I am confident 50 per cent of the profession do not

memorize. Space is too short to comment on this or other examinations.

Sufficient to say that if an architect could solve all the problems in design,

construction, detail and general knowledge in the four days allowed, and

do so really well, he would be what is known as a crackerjack, to gain

100 per cent, I think would be the lot of one in a thousand.

I am presuming that the placing of the marks was done with as much

judgment as the setting of the papers. Well, contrary to the suggestions

of the American Architect, we insist that the object of the license law is

to raise the standard in the profession and at the same time public taste

and discrimination.

Let us look forward with the eye of imagination to the time when

all states will have as one of their proudest boasts—a monumental building

dedicated to the teaching of architecture and the kindred arts. Once a

year, the golden-mouthed herald will be sent forth to make the annuncia-

tion, once a year, under the great dome, the dignitaries of the state and

the learned in art, architecture and engineering will assemble and there in

presence of a great host of the people, confer on such as may have won the

distinction, the diploma of architecture. Teaching the people thereby that^

the distinction is one difficult to attain; that architecture is not house

building, nor the honorable business of bricklaying, but a distinct and

separate cult, one which demands and gives scope for as high qualities as

any and in the following of which success (I do not mean monetary) is

just as difficult to achieve as that high standard of ideality which with

the eye of imagination, we may place before us, but may never hope to

overtake.
*

The Reaper

The vouth who sows wild oats, 'tis true,

Must reap as he has sown ;

But then his father ought to do

Some thrashing of his own.
—Philadelphia Press.

*
* *

"I have three times as many applicants for apartments in my new flat

building as I can accommodate," said the owner.

"How do you account for it?" asked the real estate agent.

"There isn't a room in the building large enough for a piano," explained

the owner.—Exchange.
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Concrete Factory Wall, Sho^vitmr Witidou> Construction
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Cement and Concrete

Cost of Reinforced Concrete Building Construction

By LOUIS H. GIBSON, Architect, in Municipal Engineerin

JAMES J Hill, of the Northern Pacific Railroad and withal a great

economist, statistician and brilliant writer on subjects of interest to

the commercial world, has said that the end of fifty years will see the

"Ironless Age." Maybe, but may not that period when there will be no

metal be postponed through the use of cement? Mr. Hill, a very wise and

verv efficient man, may not have realized the possibilities in the use of

cement as an economical agent and its relation to the saving in the use of

metal Many structures are built with cement and metal which do not con-

sume more than three per cent of the metal that would be required if

steel alone were used. Be this as it may, we find ourselves at the beginning

of the ''Cement Age," and near the beginning of a "Woodless Age."

The price of framing lumber is now such that one may well consider

the question of the use of concrete and steel. There are conditions where

4h^ concrete-steel structure will cost less money and it always costs much

less than steel with fire-proofing other than concrete.

This statement with regard to the relative cost of the materials named

is. not loosely made. It is based on an extensive practical demonstration.

Some months ago the writer was employed as the architect of a large

factory—a building 500 feet long and 187 feet deep at its wings. The

material recommended to the owners was concrete-steel. The preliminary

estimate from the office of the architect indicated slow-burning construc-

tion of wood to be more expensive by five per cent and the actual bids

on the work by contractors indicated a greater difference than that

shown by the preliminary estimate. The owners of the property, in their

eagerness to be fully convinced that they were getting not only the best

but the cheapest, had drawings and specifications made for joist construc-

tion with wood girders and posts, joist construction with steel girders and

posts, slow-burning construction with planking, beams, girders and posts of

wood slow-burning construction with wood planking and beams and with

girders and posts of steel. In connection with these various combinations,

walls of brick and cement blocks were considered. In every instance, the

comparison not only resulted favorably to the concrete construction in

the matter of cost, but bred in the minds of all a determination that, from

every point of view, the concrete-steel construction was superior. That is,

concrete-steel is not only the best, but the cheapest. So it must be when a

relatively new medium, structural or otherwise, comes into being, it

must not only have superior merit, physically, as compared to other good
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things, but, in order to receive early recognition, it must be obtainable

at a cost as low as or lower than the best competitive material. No product

intended for the market can make rapid progress on any other basis.

It is not necessary to go into absolute details as to the cost of this

structure in order to mal^e a clear showing. It is sufficient to say that in

the first figures the cost of this structure, as a concrete-steel building,

approximated $42,000, in slow-burning construction of wood $45,000, and

steel frame construction went well beyond this figure and this without

fire-proofing.

The work of taking these figures and considering and makmg plans

and specifications was educational not alone to the owners of the structure,

but also to the architect. It gave him freedom and courage that he would

not otherwise have had in dealing with a new client. So it was that from

an early determination to contract all the work, it was eventually decided

to do it by the day; to bring all of the material and put it in place by local

labor under competent supervision. The result has been not only a

high grade of workmanship, but at a cost well below that of any contract

proposition. Broken stone, gravel and sand were obtained locally and the

steel members purchased on the basis of specific requirements.

Before explaining structural details, it may be well to consider the

question of insurance which was considered as one of the determining

factors as to material of construction.

In this structure, the cost of insurance was considered before a shovel-

ful of dirt was moved, and with astonishing results.

- It is well to bear in mind in building that there are two elements in the

insurance question, one of which relates to loss of property by fire, and the

other which relates to loss of business. Again, it must be observed that

there is a definite relation between the cost of insurance on the building and

on the stock which it contains.

The owners of this property and their architect took no chances as

to^wliat the fesiHr would be; They met the managers^^^^ mutuah

organizations with the purpose of having plans carefully examined and

criticised from the underwriters' standpoint. The result showed that the

insurance bugaboo is a bugaboo indeed, in so far as it relates to factory

risks.

Estimates were made by the various organizations and indicated that

it was up to the owners and the archit^^ct as to just 'what the insurance

would cost. Under certain conditions of protection and construction ihe

estimate was forty cents per hundred dollars at risk, and under certain

oiher conditions, eight cents per hundred dollars at risk. The latter esti-

mate was made by the Boston Manufacturers Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany, of Boston, Massachusetts, and was on a protected cement -steel

structure. The actual disposition of the insurance has not yet been made,

but here again the educational results of investigation through right

sources was apparent. The owners of this property have determined to

carry very little insurance on this risk and that largely on the stock. Here

is a saving not only in the percentage cost of insurance, but also on the

amount to be carried. This company has had the experience of being

burned out before and is not apt to be indiscreet in rhis matter.

In this structure there was involved the work of the i^tructural,

mechauical and insurance engineer, and not the least of these was the

insurance engineer.

In Indianapolis, the fire tax is twice as large as the municipal tax.

The fire taX is made up of insurance and prot*H'tit:>n costs. It i.iay be

CD. /itrrr/z/c ^^ /ytr^D or Ay^ji
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Details of Concrete Setting of Window Frames

assumed that Indianapolis is not an exceptional instance but rather a

typical one. This city is mentioned because the writer took the trouble to

go tc» tlie city records and get taxables represente<l by improvements, and

stocks in buildings and relate it to the insurance premiums and the cost

of the f.re department.

The fire loss in Indiana to the insurance companies alone and without

relation to the insured or to the protect ion cost is about fifty-seven cents_

per $100 at risk. This, when compared with possible rate of eight cents

per $100 at risk on a hazardous risk, shows that our immense fire tax is as

unnecessary as it is wasteful. The fifty-seven cents loss to the insurance

companies m Indiana is probably typical of the average loss in the United

States.

It must not be assumed that cement-concrete construction alone is

responsible for this saving. It was a very helpful factor, but is associated

with protective apparatus. Again, this saving in cost is not wholly in

terms of percentage, but as well by volume of insurance to be carried,

which latter saving is largely owing to the use of cement. The Boston

Mutuals have $225,000,000 at risk and their fire loss within the last five

years has been less than four and one-half cents per hundred dollars at risk.

As said iDefore, the labor work on this structure was done by the day.

This gave an opportunity for careful analysis of results, and a chance to

experiment which would not have been possible or desirable under contract

conditions. The work of making concrete was particularly satisfactory in

its results. There were no arbitrary standards of proportions of broken

stone, gravel, sand and cement.

The voids were reduced to a minimum in the mixture of the aggregate,

i. e., in the stone and sand, and the voids therein and proper excess was
taken as the volume for cement. This made a particularly strong concrete

as only the necessary amount of cement was used. The concrete was not

weakened by using an excess of cement.
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The voids were first determined in the broken stone or' gravel and

then the vokime of the voids therein was supplied by fine gravel and sand,

the voids remianing being the basis for the determination of the amount

of cement.

/ Not only was the quality very satisfactory, but the cost was less than

ituvould have been under the usual rough and tumble method of making

concrete.

Before the engineering possibilities of concrete-steel work will have

been determined, we must realize that the proportion of cement in concrete

must be the lowest normal amount possible, and that the mixture of the

inert material, the gravel, stone and sand in a manner to reduce the voids

is quite as important as any other single process. The addition of cement

may be normal or abnormal. There may be too much cement or not enough.
' The walls of this structure are of concrete blocks. The window frames,

as indicated by the drawing, are made with cement and wood. The advant-

age of a cement block in a window frame is twofold. It reduces the

amount of wood to a minimum and gives a maximum amount of glass.

In the design shown, the separation is only eight inches. With a

. different design of frame, the separation would be at least ten and one-half

inches and with an exposure of that much wood to the action of fire.

It will be seen that the weights for the sashes run up and down in the

box formed in the cement. The cement box frame has great insurance

value over wood or metal. An eight inch mullion of brick for box frame

windows would not be possible. Again, the form of the cement part of the

frame is admirable as a supporting column for superimposed weight.

The pully style and sash might be made of galvanized metal and in this

wav still farther reduce the fire hazard.

The cost of an all-wood frame and mullion and the combination of

wood and cement is, under normal conditions, the same.

Advantages of Concrete

THE advantages of concrete on the mechanical side are these : It is proof

against fire, wind and water, rats, insects and dry-rot and the

danger of electricity. It needs no painting or repair. Fire or water

overflow inside can do only local damage to the contents of a room and no

more. It becomes stronger and harder with age. There are no leaky

roofs, no damp or cold east or north rooms. There is great economy of

heating. Being a firm mass throughout, like a house made of baked clay,

there is no vibration, and in case one spot of the foundation should be

undermined the well-knit structure might not show so much as a crack.

It is practically earthquake proof. Concrete is healthful. It leaves no

fissures for dust or for insects which spread disease. It is cool in sum-

mer and warm in winter, and with a minimum of exertion can be kept

sweet and clean.

"Genius is the ability to take infinite pains!" Not a bit of it. Anybody
can take pains, if he will. Genius is the ability to apply your pains in the

right way and along the right line. Genius is the ability to discriminate.

Humbug in Reinforced Concrete Building

By WM. RAM. HALL, C. E.

The following is the first paper of a secofid series of " Talks to Property Ozc n-

ersy by Mr, Wni. Ham. Hall, apropos of the buildi?ig situation throughout the

larger cities of the United States, and specially applicable in San Francisco at

this time. The title well tells zvhat it is about. The ?natter will be eagerly read

by those having civic pride and i?iterest, as zvell as by those having buildings to

erect, or ivho are in the building busi?tess,

THE scoring administered to San Francisco last April was opportune

for the introduction of a new class of construction into this city;

namely, reinforced concrete.

This type represents the long step forward made of late years in the

building art. It is one of the two practical growths in building which have

been along scientific lines. It stands for development of the building

business on a higher plane. And it is, at the same time, the convenient

stalking-horse of the building fakir.

Reinforced concrete is selected as the subject of these talks. to property

owners and citizens, not only because it is a comparatively new thing in

building practice, and consequently a stranger to them, but because it is

a good thing, peculiarly capable of being grossly abused and thus being

made into a bad and dangerous thing, and because it is being so abused

in many places throughout our country.

No other class of buildings can be made more safe and lasting than

those of reinforced concrete. No other class of buildings may be so decep-

tively and utterly unsound and sure to have but short lives in proportion

to cost, as those of reinforced concrete.

No other class of buildings, when well designed and constructed, will

preserve their Integrity so wIioHyand^blnpre"tety under eaT^

as those of reinforced concrete. No other class of buildings, being poorly

designed and constructed, will tumble down so completely and disastrously

under earthquake shock, as those of reinforced concrete.

No other kind of building of equal cost can be made so nearly fire-

proof, as one of reinforced concrete. No other kind of building with right

to claim fire-proof quality may be more utterly worthless after a fire has

roasted it, than one of reinforced concrete.

In no other class of construction are incompetent people so apt to be

cock-sure that they know it all, and so impressive in making others believe

so, as in reinforced concrete. In no other class of construction may the

property-owner be so grossly deceived- by those with whom he may have

to deal in the erection of his building, as in reinforced concrete.

Conditions in San Francisco are such as to invite the presence in the

building industry of those who are apt to do this sort of thing. The out-

come of such practice cannot be otherwise than dangerous to life, harmful

to business interests and depressing to property values.

We seem to be entering upon a very carnival of reinforced concrete

building. The work thus far is not all good. Some, at least, of it is

distinctly bad.

In this regard San Francisco is not different from other cities in our

country where such construction has been introduced, except in amount

r^atl-A* HEV m^- vut tP-ltlB
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going on at one time. But we have onh^ commenced our ^ujlding carnival,

ff it develops as expected, it will beco^Tie ^ wild rush. What then^

'"'' A^'not'able reinforced concrete failure in San Francisco would attract

Tnd'^trthT'.e^t^r^plTot^of^Ir^h^^^^^^

ear hquake to cause then tney
concrete building cannot readdy

te^plov^ for Xat'lt t wort\ oTshown up for what it is not worth, after

"'*
'' Abiect prostrating failures of reinforced concrete building are occurr-

ing now an/again elswhere, without the aid of earthquakes. Our technica

papers have given details and illustrations of half a dozen such fadures

"'''VVJ^prS I'esTof have its attention centered upon these lessons/

Consequently it does not learn them. The property owner, as a rule, seeks

to buUd clea^per than he ought to, for the result demanded. Consequently,

he is often i; easy mark for some one who will deceive h.m as to the

prospective cost, and the integr al. value of the proposed construction.

Fnr a ntiarter of a century engineers have been preaching the merits

4

in? DracUci while builders, as a rule, set their backs against it. Litt e by

litUeThere and tliere; now and again, it has been advanced in public favor

^"'^
ifs extreme adaptability and structural value were shown by engineers

anplyngTr very thin and flat span bridges, very light and economical

rrtainini vvahs and dams and other structures. The position of those who

were fightTii is battles in city building practice was thereby upheld and

kistifiecf The art was much perfected. Engineering societies discussed

careful y prepared papers as to its theory" and practical application. Engi-

neering periodicals gave space to accounts of its use. Architects became

converts'^ Notable buildings were erected of the newly favored type^

pTblic demand for its use grew. The spirit of commercialism saw its

oppominity^
after these long years of fighting, experimenting demon-

strating on the part of the professional civil engineer; after volumes of

accounts of detaifs of practice^ success and failure, which he has prepared;

after other volumes of carefully worked out theories based on experimenta-

?ion and practice, to guide future design, which he has produced
;

after the

nrofessfon has had it! attention centered on this subject, in theory and in

practicr"n good construction and in bad, in its various systems, par s and

deta Is untif to many civil engineers it is as a household word
:
the so-

ca led "prac ical" man, the commercial man, and the patent-right man. the

unprofessional amalgamated engineer-contractor and architect-builder, and

M^'^'ei isjib*T:t;ij,**
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the professional upstart assume to know more about this way of building

'than anyone else. These are they always who are most assiduous and

irequently most successsful in getting the ear of the man who has the

money to put into buildingsx
, . . • i ,^^

The art of building in reinW^^ed concreteus a civd engmeermg develop-

ment on a high plane. If designing and supervision m the practice is

turned over to people not capable in, or not implicitly faithful m such art,

there will be disastrous results.

The official door was long closed against reinforced concrete building

in San Francisco. There was strenuous opposition to its being opened

thought to come from interests involved in other buildmg materials and

methods The architects as a rule Were indifferent to the use of reinforced

concrete The builders, except a few concrete workers, opposed it or did

not want to bother about it. Only a few engineers took active interest in

the subject, though many appreciated it. The public knew nothing of it,

and cared not at all. Were we not solidly and well built in brick and stone

;

and was not steel being well introduced and applied? The great earthquake

in shaking down brick and stone, shook the official door ajar for remforced

concrete A small number of professional men, engineers mostly, stepped

into the breach. The concrete workers were there also. The opening was

effected The new building ordinance, allowing reinforced concrete con-

struction, was passed. And, forthwith, there appeared a multitude of re-

inforced concrete advocates, experts and specialist budders.

A number of these seem to have come from elsewhere, the new comer

has an advantage in connection with a new thing. He can claim, whether

truthfully or not, to have been practiced and expert in it elsewhere. He has

no antagonisms among prominent local people, such as are una^^ldably

made by every engineer or architect who does his duty. The local public

is not familiar with his shortcomings. He is received with special courtesy

and attention just because he is a newcomer, introduced from some more

advanced city, and vouched for W some local^ ^^p^ standing.

People under a great affliction are prone to look for a prophet. The prophet

always comes from some other city. He usually is stoned if he sets up for

one in the place of his home. . . .

It is difficult for the layman to understand how local professional

people could know anything about reinforced concrete, for instance, seeing

that such buildings had not been constructed here. The layman often is

guilty of not knowing the difference between a thorough engineer, who

knows his subject as part of his profession and is a practiced man m that

profession from the mere technical worker, who knows his art only trom

the teaching of labor in it. The layman may forget that local engineers

may go and by observation on works in a number of places become

particularly proficient in a wide range of experience^ and practice in rein-

forced concrete or any other specialty. r-
.

The veriest fakir might come into a city as an amalgamated engineer-

construction company, for instance, and victimize a number of prominent

citizens by imposing upon them under contracts to plan and build tor

them He might misrepresent, not only as to his own achievements else-

where but as to the practical knowledge of local engineers and architects

of the subject he takes as a specialty. He might claim to control some

patent device which he does not control. He might assert special worth

as to some system whereby he builds, but which is known to the engineer-

ing profession to be grossly defective. He might show photographs
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of his creations in his last stamping ground; but how is the beholder,

especially if non-professional, to know whether the .structures are good or

very bad, and likely to fail wholly or in part? He might show letters of

satisfaction from clients he has built for; but how were they to know, not

being professional, whether their buildings were structurally well or ill

planned, or whether sound or rotten jobs? He might show comphmentary

press notices of his worth as a builder; but such ads are frequently bought.

He would not show, of course, notices .which had denounced him as a

fakir, if such there were, nor would he show, if such was the fact, that the

engineering profession knew him to be a shallow humbug. All these things

might be done by a newcomer into a community, especially a city in

business confusion and grasping for straws to float on. No one, of course,

would feel called upon to expose such people, individually, merely to save

individual property owners from being victimized. But after a while this

sort of thing becomes a public menace.

By the close of 1906 over fifty permits had been issued, nearly all with-

in the four months preceding, for erection of reinforced concrete buildings

or large parts of buildings, under the new ordinance, and located within

that part of the burned-over area, only, bounded by Van Ness Avenue,

Eleventh and Channel Streets and the Bay front. This number is rapidly

being added to.
j u r-i •

About that time several engineers and architects called upon the Chair-

man of the Board of Public Works, and in a friendly way drew his atten-

tion to conditions with respect to reinforced concrete work being executed

in the city, which they thought he should take cognizance of. The Chair-

man courteously acknowledged die truth of what they said, but feared he

would not be able, under existing conditions, to correct matters. He
promised, however, to do all he could toward ensuring good construction,

which he desired as^rmich as they

At the same time, he reminded his callers that the Board of Super-

visors, of which he formerly was a member, had acted on the recommenda-

tion of a committee of architects and engineers, in adopting the reinforced

concrete part of the building ordinance, and he implied that if it did not

work aright, those who had urged it, might be chietiy to blame before the

public.

The Honorable Chairman's ground was not tenable, of course, for the

best possible building ordinance may not work aright if it is not duly and

efficiently administered. The object of such an ordinance is to vest in the

city a supervision of such matters, and to lay the basis and provide the

means for exercise of that supervision.

Already, some of the local opponents of reinforced concrete are pre-

dicting failure for it, and consequent expunging from the building ordin-

ance. That ordinance is quite full in specifying what reinforced concrete

shall be, how designed, how proportioned and how put in. Though the

ordinance is far from perfect, if its provisions were even nearly complied

with, under efficient expert supervision, the result would be safe and last-

ing work. .^ . .

The Board of Public Works, whose duty it is to see that specifications

in the ordinance are complied with, have not a nearly sufficient force of

examiners and inspectors to do the work of this kind which the law and

public safety demand shall be done One inspector, only, is employed

to see that the law is not violated in the process of construction of over
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fifty reinforced concrete buildings, spread over a wide area, wherein he has

also several hundred other buildings, of brick, stone and steel, to in like

manner inspect. He cannot keep track of, much less efficiently supervise

the work in progress in his field. He has the duty of at least four or five

men imposed upon him, at least two of whom should be professional

experts.

The situation in this regard is bad. It may be difficult to make it much
better. It is a situation not unknown in other cities ; only, it is accentuated

here. The Honorable Chairman of the Board of Public Works says that he

desires to do all he can to enforce compliance with the building ordinance,

but the facts speak for themselves.
•His records show that he has for months collected between ten and

twelve thousand dollars per month as fees for building permits. This

money, under the law, is collectible for examination of building plans and

inspection of building work, and for no other purpose. It is a'tax levied

on owners who build houses, to be used for their mutual protection, as

well as that of the public. The salary roll and expenses of the force

employed on this examination and inspection duty, apparently cannot

exceed ten to twelve hundred dollars per month—about one-tenth of the

amount collected for the permits issued. The other nine-tenths seem to be

devoted to some other purpose for which it was not collectible.

Before the passage of the present building ordinance, nearly all of the

leading architects of the city were indifferent, if not quietly opposed, to

the admission of reinforced concrete construction. In one way, the out-

come to this time has shown they were right. The practical weakness of

the system is in getting the work planned aright and executed well, and in

getting an adequate municipal supervision of it.

A San Francisco can be built of reinforced concrete which would not

be, at all materially, injured by an earthquake that would shake a brick and

^tone San Francisco as harmful as did the one of iast April. A better-

brick, stone and steel San Francisco can be built than the one which we
had. But it does not seem that a new San Francisco will be built under

present conditions, of any material, that will be any safer under earthquake

stress, or even as safe as the old. Something must be done.

Possibly, publicity might make for a better outcome. The owner,

after all, is the party directly at interest, in each case. If he wants a safe

building and pays enough to get one, the chances are that he will get it

;

that is, if he knows how to avoid humbug. If he has in mind to get the

cheapest building which will serve his purpose, regardless of the building

ordinance and public safety, possibly he might be influenced for good if his

neighbor or any other passer-by were enabled to detect violation of the

ordinance, or of good practice, in the building being erected on his property.

There are enough books specially for professional people in building

practice. Possibly one for the owners and the public may not be amiss.

There are enough books which show engineers how to build in reinforced

concrete. Possibly, one which points out also how not to build in it may
be of value to them.*

*This is the first chapter of an attempt at such a book. It will not deal in personalities, but

will, without specifying buildings, tell of and illustrate bad as well as good work. W. H. H.
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7/1^ " Pfrciva/" Concrete Tie

Concrete Ties for Railroad Use

DURING the past year no less than a dozen patents were granted to

inventors of concrete railroad ties. There is much significance in

the present activity of designers and inventors along the line of

attempting to hit upon some form of tie which shall be better than the

present wooden tie, more lasting and at least as cheap as those which are

still in general use. It indicates a realization of the field which is already

open for new forms of ties. Concrete in almost every conceivable form and
combination has been suggested, but it seems to be the general feeling

that the reinforced concrete tie is the type that will eventually be adopted,

^number of serious problems^present themselves to the manufacturer^
who contemplates turning out a concrete tie for railroad use. One of the

most important considerations is the matter of securing an absolutely

reliable means of securing the rail to the tie. Even the long-tried

and familiar spikes in wooden ties have by no means a clean record

in the matter of holding, and spreading rails are still a source of

uneasiness to every roadmaster and trackwalker. The rapid deteriora-

tion of wooden ties is a large item of expense and the cost of employ-
ing some means of wood preservation is open to the same objection

of high cost. Reinforced concrete scientifically assembled, and with some
reliable method of rail-holding, seems to be the thing sought.

One of the most successful types thus far made available is the

"Percival," manufactured in Galveston, Tex., but capable of manufacture
all over the country. It is made of reinforced concrete, the reinforcement

consisting of four corrugated steel bars, weighing twenty-four pounds in

all. These are made by the Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar Co., of

St. Loijis, Mo., and are of the familiar type of product turned out by this

house. As the cut shows, the body of the tie is in the shape of a triangle,

with three bars across one face and the fourth at the angle opposite the

heavily reinforced face. Each end of the tie is thickened for about 3 feet,

giving an average bearing of about 5 inches. The central portion, how-
ever, is a true triangle^

Accommodation for the rail is provided for by a hardwood cushion,

1^ inches thick, 9 inches wide and 14 inches long.- Sockets to receive the

.-/ Mottled Tile Mantel

yrkve^i^mm^^y rjB~ii«iiiiiif|irfyf
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Concrete Ticv After a Year on the G. H. &> H.

cushion are cast in the tie as it is made and this socket is^ filled with a

riRidlv connected composition of galvanized cut wire and Babbjtt metal.

A screw spike, J^xlO inches, screws down into this composition and holds

the rail firmly to the cushion.
.

Practical demonstrations of this tie indicate not only its practicability

but its permanence as well. Tests that have been made as severe as pos-

sible have shown the most satisfactory results. In the case of the Galves-

ton Houston & Henderson Railroad Company, the ties were put in the

main line track at Forty-third ^street, Galveston, where al incoming and

outbound traffic passes and where an enormous amount of heavy switch-

ing is done. After a vear of service, giving the ties as heavy usage as

possible, they were inspected and found to be in perfect condition.

I

' *
'

•

Some Drawbacks to 100-Story Sky Scrapers

\n eminent New York engineer and practical builder, who has to his

credit manv of the finest skv-scrapers of the metropolis, states that a one-

hundred-storv building, built of reinforced concrete and tovvering more

than 1000 feet from the ground, may yet be seen by people who are living

and even reached middle life. The fifty-story buildings, which are now

being seriously considered as a future possibility, will constitute but a

stepping stone to the seventy-five-story buildings and then to the one-

hundred-storv buildings. The principal drawback which now presents

itself is said 'to be the impossibility of providing elevator accommodations

for even a fifty-storv building, for the reason that the weight of the cable

to support the car 'in the numerous thirty-story buildings now in com-

mission is enormous, and some other method of utilizing the upper floors

will have to be invented and introduced before the sky-scraper can ^e built

any higher. The limits of the elevator, as understood at this time, have

been already reached.

* *

The spirit of looking on the bright side of things is all too rare in this

day and age ; hence all praise to the old lady who was so old that she had

only two teeth left, but said, ''Thank God, they hit!"

Fire Resistance of Reinforced Concrete Buildings*

By JAMES SHEPPARD, Chairman of the International Fire Library

ALL practical fire fighters will, in view of their own experiences,
unanimously agree that the fullest success in fire fighting can only
be secured by vigorous attacks at close quarters inside the burning

building. Unless in some measure such close attacks on the discoverv of a
fire can be made with ample volume of water at efficient pressure the
building involved, especially if of large extent, will probably with its

contents be destroyed, and the prevention of the spread of fire to the
surrounding property may become both difficult and dangerous. Build-
ings erected to meet these requirements have lamentably failed under the
tests of actual fires, chiefly owing to noncompliance with conditions
obviously necessary to secure success.

To avoid such disasters, buildings effectually separated into compart-
ments of moderate extent, planned without unprotected flooE openings
Imd constructed so a^ To give Teady^and secure access for firenien to every
part, for the longest period of time possible after an outbreak of fire, are
required, both in the interest of the public and of the chief officers of fire

brigades and salvage corps and the men under their command. Buildings
constructed with reinforced concrete, properly prepared with suitable
aggregates, sand and cement, ample thickness of such concrete being
continued in front of all metal rods or network, will satisfactorily meet
these requirements if the conditions as to extent and other provisions
referred to are duly observed.

So-called Fireproof Buildings

Experience has repeatedly proved that large buildings constructed
with incombustible materials only, but without due protection against
the inevitable action of heat, fire and water on the metal and other
materials used, although called '^fireproof," are during the burning of their

contents of a most treacherous and dangerous character, defying all

reliable calculations as to the time and manner of their certain collapse.

Why architects and engineers continue to waste their client's money
on the erection of dangerous buildings of this character and proclaim them
"fireproof" is a mystery which firemen fail to comprehend. It cannot
be too strongly asserted that it is false economy of the worst description to

• Extracts from pap.-r read at the Milan International Fire Oongress
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omit efficient protection against the action of fire for all structural metal

work used in important warehouse and factory buiiamgs.

In vfew of^he experience in the case of buildings constructed with

unproteled metal columns and girders the use of timber m posts and

beams of laree size, witn thick plank floors made air and water-tight, has

LrexfeSly employed with^onsiderable advantage, espec.a y wW
protected with an efficient system of automatic sprinklers. Further advant

Tge would be secured if the timber used is made thoroughly and pe-

manently flameproof, but eflfective processes with this object appear at pres-

ent to be too costly for general use.

The term "reinforced concrete" is used to describe systems of con-

struction in which iron or steel, in the form of rods bars or network, is

embedded in concrete, both horizontally and vertically, so as o take al

tensional strain and ofTer resistance to shear, leavmg the concrete to resist

compression, thus uniting both materials, so that each is applied to the best

3.civ3.nt3.£rc

Previous methods of fire resisting and slow burning construction,

especially for warehouses, trade and manufacturing premises, are now

rapidly giving place to reinforced concrete systems, used either alone or

in combination with hollow reinforced concrete or porous terra cotta

l!]ocks These systems, it is hoped, will enable architects and engmeers

to meet conditions necessary to obtain resistance to fire.

' A Safe Structural Material

. Reinforced concrete is clain^ed by its advocates to be a safe structural

material, but this can only be conceded so long as normal conditions

continue, which many users of these new structural methods appear to

-consider will always b^the case, and therefore make no provision against

possible if not probable changes resulting from fire amongst the goods

stored in buildings of this construction.

The materials employed in reinforced concrete acquire no new fire-

resisting qualities, and although they may be made effectively to assist

each other in this respect and offer every facility for providing a building of

the character needed in the interest of the public and of firemen before

mentioned, it is necessary to secure such qualities duly to consider and

provide against the effect of heat, fire and water on the materials employed,

usins only materials and methods proved from actual experience under

various known conditions to be effective. This is equally necessary with

reinforced concrete svstems, as with other methods of construction, if

satisfactory resistance to fire is expected, and the avoidance of disasters

that have occurred with other systems desired.

The city of New York Building Code, 1901, provides that all systems

of floor construction used in buildings required to be "fireproof shall

be submitted to an official test for four hours under a distributed load of 150

pounds per square foot placed on bays four feet wide between steel beams

ten inches deep, weighing twenty-five pounds per foot run, havmg a clear

span of fourteen feet, these beams being protected in the manner adopted

by the system under test, the temperature to average not less than 1700

decrees F for the whole period of the test. At the end of this four

hours' heat test a stream of water through 1% inch nozzle under sixty

pounds pressure, to be applied to the under side of the floor for five

minutes- the top of floor to be then flooded with water under low pressure,
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and tl|e stream from the lys inch nozzle, under sixty pounds pressure,
again applied to the under side of the floor for a further five minutes.

A load of 600 pounds per square foot to be then placed between the
beams equally distributed.

If during these tests any flame has passed or any part of the load
has fallen through, or if the maximum deflection of the beams, having a
clear span of fourteen feet, exceeds 2>^ inches, the use of the system
is prohibited in any building required to be "fireproof." Similar test

regulations are also applied to partitions.

Experts in reinforced concrete buildings agree that to obtain the
best results (considered only from a structural point of view and under
normal conditions) reinforcing rods must be placed near the outer surface
of the concrete, a thickness of one inch in front of the rods being generally
adopted; but this thickness is altogether insufficient for the protection of
metal rods against a serious fire, and the aggregates, sand and cement,
for the concrete used to protect the metal rods are of the greatest import-
ance.

It has been conclusively proved that concrete having gravel aggre-
gates is especially unreliable under the action of fire, and the same may
be said of other dense material. Aggregates that have passed through
fire and are of a porous nature, such as broken stock brick, clinkers, clean
coke breeze with fine ground, high class Portland cement and sand, oflfer

the greatest resistance to fire, but even with these materials a thickness
of at least two inches in front of all important metal members is essential

for reasonable security.

There would be no difficulty in applying a thickness of two inches of
concrete of this description for the protection of all metal work, while the
central portion of the concrete might be of different material.

It is to be feared that some of the large buildings already erected with
reinforced concrete w ill fail when subjected to a serious fire amongst,
their inflammable contents, especially in cases where the building chiefly
consists of extensive galleries round large central vertical spaces passing
through all floors. Such buildings certainly involve the possibility of very
serious consequences, as proved in numerc^s instances, and even re-

inforced concrete construction can do but little to lessen this evil.

The method adopted for protecting columns and other parts of rein-

forced concrete structures against mechanical injury during the making
and deposit of merchandise is of the greatest importance. With this object,

in many large public warehouses constructed in reinforced concrete, steel

angles of considerable size and weight are partly embedded in the concrete
flush with its outer face at each corner of numerous square columns support-
ing very heavy loads ; these steel angles are held in place by riveted eyes
passing into the concrete. In the event of a serious fire amongst
merchandise stored round these columns these steel angles would twist, dis-

placing portions of the concrete, leaving important reinforcing rods ex-
posed at most critical moments. Any mechanical protection needed should
be held in position independently of the concrete and be placed against its

outer face only.

Divisional walls relied upon as fire stops in warehouses and similar

buildings should not be less than nine inches thick.

Combustible goods against a reinforced concrete wall less than nine
inches thick would be liable to ignition by heat from a fire burning on the

opposite side of the wall.

,i \
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The Modern Lighting Fixture and Its Place in Interior

Decoration

By JOHN A. BRITTAIN, President of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company

'
•

"A dim ,i.h. .a, vouf . fai.h„o„ lord, .is .ha.. b„. should .he Kin« so honor us, wo ^-^^^^

W'HAT exclamations of surprise and ad-

miration would have burst from the

writer of the above had he the oppor-

tunity today of visiting even the humblest homes

and noting the abundance and in many mstances,

the extravagant use of artificial illummation.

Nothing in history is more interestmg than

to note the progress in artificial lightmg and it

is a noticeable fact that as the nations of the

world advanced in civilization their lighting ap-

pliances kept pace with them. Notice the pme

torch giving way to the candle and m succession

to the oil lamp, gas lighting, electric lightmg

and this latter illuminant striving, today, to ex-

cel its strong competitor, the incandescent gas

lieht as discovered by Auer Von Welsbach.

it is not our desire to trace the advancement

\ as abote noted but rather to consider the means

of artificial illumination placed at our disposal

. A A .tnrlv flipir best uscs for residence and commercial lighting, not

^ ' 'rhffirlt'ts fittu'res were pieces of gas pipe bent in the shape of a
The first gas nxuirei» wcic p

iittlp later we note the addition of

T with no thotight of beauty. A httle late^ ve
„^^^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^

apphed ornament, to
J^^ J^^;;

''^^ ^he introduction of electricity, the
were incased ,n ''^ass tubes

^''^l^ll'^tht^^Un, and today we have the
wires were ^a^^*^"" /°

^'^^jffi'^'e wi h both gas pipe and electric wires

rcS'^'t'th^tuSttction'orihe incandesLu^'gas light an obstacle

presented' itself, as far as the beau>ificat.on of

he fixture was concerned on account of the

ugliness of the porcelain reflectuig shade. This

fact is itself evident today but it >s bemg cor-

rected bv the introduction of the Bunsen
'

Fixture."'a chandelier made expressly for incan-

descent gas lighting and which obviates the iise

of what has heretofore been considered an ugly

necessity. The socket burner, and ingenious gas

burner that looks like an electric socket did

much to improve the appearance of the gas fix-

ture as it made possible the execution of beauti-

ful designs heretofore confined to the realm of

electricity. ....
Within the past year a lighting magazine

has made its appearance in New York and is

i
1

doing much to fill a void in the field of illumination by furnishing to the

architect, decorator, gas fixture salesman and others interested, helpful

suggestions as well as giving scientific experiments and enabling them to

lay out a lighting scheme much more intelligently by showing the result

of various types of illuminants under stated conditions. It is also en-

couraging to note the fact that a few men have taken up the practice of

the New York magazine and are prepared to give us the benefit of their

research which shows that our Eastern friends are beginning to realize

the importance of the subject and will profit by the employment of these

men from an economical standpoint, to say nothing of the pleasure of

having properly lighted stores, offices and homes.
The lighting fixture of today should be an ornament rather than a

self-evident ugly necessity. It is this feature of the subject I should like

to lay particular stress on.

The best results in lighting are obtained by those, who, in planning

their homes, give the subject proper consideration, by trying to picture

in their mind's eye, the room as it will appear when furnished, noting

where the strongest light is needed, arranging their outlets so the greatest

efficiency can be obtained at the least possible expense, bearing in mind
that a few dollars spent in wiring will be repaid tenfold by the saving in the

monthly lighting bill.

There are so many conditions that eff"ect the amount of light required

in any room, such as color of wood work, wall covering, height of ceilings,

to say nothing of the needs of the occupants, that it is impossible to make
a rule to meet all conditions but if a 16 candlepower lamp burning with

its full efficiency is allowed for every 1000 cubic feet of space it will cover

the majority of cases, bearing in mind that the efficiency of a light at any
point decreases as the square of its distance increases, in other words you
get but one-quarter of the light at four feet as you do at two feet from
its source.

I f ar̂ ^itect^ when, about to write specifications for the lighting ol
any building, store, office, theater or residence would before placing out-

lets, divide the illumination into two parts: First, General Lighting;

second. Special Lighting; and give each ample consideration, much better

results would be obtained. To make this point clear let us consider a

few examples.
Theaters.—General illumination best obtained by lights concealed so

that the light is reflected from the ceiling and the filament of the lamp
not seen by the audience. This can be obtained
by putting them in a trough in the arches with
their backs to the audience.

Special Lighting.—Foot-lights, orchestra

lights, boxes, etc. Offices: General illumination,

ceiling fixture or chandelier in center. Special

ilkimination : Desk lights, typewriter lights,

etc.

Residence.-^Living room : General illumina-

tion, ceiling fixture in center. Special illumina-

tion : Reading lamps, reading brackets, book-
case lights, etc. Dining room: General illumina-

tion : Side brackets are much better than arms,

outside of center dome. Special ilkimination

:

Dome with diffusing plate much better than
using fringe.
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Before passing, let us call attention to two errors generally made in

residence lighting. The first is the placing of an overhead light to illumi-

nate a carriage porch, as it places the step of the carriage in the shadow

while a side light would illuminate it nicely. This also applies to an over-

head vestibule light, as it casts a shadow over the countenance, while a

bracket light would overcome this difficulty and the advantage of this is

self-evident. The second error is the placing of a light on either side of a

mirror where it is desired to get a good light for dressing purposes. Much

better results would be obtained by an overhead light placed about ten

inches in front of it and just high enough not to interfere with the per-

son using the mirror.

All the above refers to the practical side of lighting but much more

could be said of the artistic.
,

From a lighting standpoint the most successful installations are those

where you feel plentifully supplied with light and the source of it is no

more conspicuous than any other part of the furnishings.

What better time to consider this important subject than now when

we are about to rebuild the city. What vast opportunities to get the

benefit of all our past experiences and profit by our errors

!

This can only be brought about by the hearty co-operation of our

architects with the people making a study of this work. If the power

companies would place at the disposal of the architects, or any one in-

terested, the services of a man who is competent to advise them on this

important subject they would be doing much to rebuild San Francisco

on the right lines. I say the power companies could do this as they would

be acting from a purely unselfish motive and would be repaid by the

appreciation of a satisfied clientage. San Francisco is going to be rebuilt

nobler and grander than ever. Why not light its homes and buildings

consistent with their construction?

About Smokeless Furnaces

NEVER has greater interest been shown in the kindred subjects of smoke

abatement and fuel economy than at the present time, and this brings to

mind how surprisingly ignorant some men are as to the requirements

of a smokeless furnace. It is not a difficult task for any fair engineer to

build a furnace in almost any plant, which will not smoke, but in most cases the

cure is worse than the disease. The difficulty 4ies in the construction of a

furnace which will not only be smokeless but economical; in securing the

proper combustion so that the elements which produce smoke will be consumed

without the introduction of too much air or the use of other agencies which

would tend to reduce economy. In buying a smokeless furnace see that it not

only prevents the emission of dense smoke but does it with a minimum loss

of economy—Ex.

* *

High Ground
The moral ground some men are found

To take is high enough ;

But, after all, the highest ground !

Is frequently a bluff.

—Philadelphia Press.

i-i.
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The Ingenuous Bricklayer

Seme Builder's "Laborers once waxed hot

About the Hardships of their Lot,

And with Abuse did thickly plaster

Their grinding and despotic Master.

'Twas Jones, a Layer he of Bricks,

Most fierce denounced that Tyrant's Tricks,

And cursed the Wretch Who'd have them lay

Eight hundred Bricks (Oh! Shame!) per day.

"Say, let's agree to lay no more
Henceforth, my Mates, than Hundreds four."

Now Jones, who this Suggestion made,

Was still a Novice at the Trade,
""

And then four hundred Bricks a Day
Was just as much as he could lay.

But as the Months progressing ran,

Jones, who's a quick and handy Man,
Outstripped his Mates and soon could lay

Four hundred Bricks in half a day.

'Tis now the Wish our Friend did take

Double his present Wage to make;
So he the Limit would rescind

Which stringent thus his Efforts pinned.

But lo! His Mates, who—sad, but true!-

Were still a lazy, unskilled Crew,

With Insolence and loud Derision

-^>eclined to hear of stich Rescission^

"What next? The Compact—Truth to tell-

Us Duffers suits amazing well.

Nor do we mean such Fools to be

As now to cancel it for thee.

Just 'cos thee's gotten extra Skill

And wants thy private Purse to fill.

Naw! Thee shan't rise above our Level,

And if thee tries, we'll raise the Devil!"

Then Jones, with rueful Face, did see

The Vice of forced Equality :

'T know—alas! too late—such Rules

Protect bnt Lazybones and FooN.

And, leveling up the unskilled Clown,

His Mate more skillful level douniT

MORAL:

Twixt Right and Wrong, 'twixt False and True,

How much depends on Point of View!
—Truth.

i*^ tr ^t=*t\'t. -HS ' - < ^ ..^j ¥ T
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English Cathedrals

THERE is nothing among all the many beauties of England that ap-

peals so strongly to man's poetic nature as her cathedrals. Indeed,

there is no other land where the cathedrals and churches are so

beautifully and distinctly a dominating feature in the landscape as in

England, and the English people love them.

''Each in its little plot of holy ground,

How beautiful they stand,

Those old gray churches of their native land."

Unlike the cathedrals of continental Europe, most of which are hidden

from view by shabby shops, and overwhelmed by the mercenary war of a

great city, there emanates from the English cathedrals the peace and calm

spirit of the Christ, and they beget a reverence in the soul of the beholder

that softens the voice so near to silence that the soul seems huehed m
prayer, and reverently awaits the benediction of its Maker.

Nothing as an accessory is so beautiful as their setting amid the peace-

ful surrounding of the ''close," for the very peace of God abides there. Visit

Wells; pass up from the railway station, following the main street to

near its end, then turn to the left and pass through a low, deep arch of an-

cient masonry. Step out upon the cool green beauty of the "close," and

there bursts upon your vision the wondrous beauty of the west front of

Wells Cathedral. Instinctively, you remove your hat and can scarce refrain

from falling on your knees in reverential worship.

"And 'tis for this they stand,

The old gray churches of their native land."

But through the passing centuries "the walls have crumbled, the

stones decayed," and it creates a feeling of sajclness t^ look iipon thd^fa

ing beauties amid the decay caused by their lengthened years, and the time

has come when they must either be repaired or be closed to worship.

Poorly Lighted Hallways

MANY buildings make the mistake of having their halls poorly lighted.

Light costs money, but it is poor economy to try to save it by darkening

halls. A well lighted hall presents a more cheerful appearance, makes

it easier to find names and numbers on the doors, prevents possible accidents

in entering elevators or descending stairways, while dark, poorly lighted hall-

ways will have an opposite efTect.

Some properties which are very well lighted during the day turn off too

much light after br.siness hours. The only thing to be considered here is the

matter of safety. So long as there are people in the building there should be

enough light to enable them to find their way to and from their offices with-

out difficulty. One case comes to mind of a tenant who worked in his office

until after the elevators had shut down and was obliged to descend the stairs.

The halls were poorly lighted and he slipped on a banana peel which had been

carelessly dropped on a stair ledge with the result that when he reached the

bottom he was sore in body and spirit and considerably used up. The remnants

of his watch, spectacles, etc., figured prominently in the damage suit which

followed.
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Brick Demand Grows Larger

AN authority on building materials has made an investigation to

determine if, as generally claimed by many advocates of reinforced

concrete construction, concrete has superseded burnt clay in modern

building operations. The investigation covered current building opera-

tions in many states, and the facts gathered show that as yet concrete

has made no inroads on the demand for bricks, tiles and other burnt clay

materials. Concrete in its best form is admitted to be a desirable buddmg

material, but is unsuited for many types of construction. Wood because

of its increasing cost is being slowly eliminated as a building material, and

to a large extent brick and concrete must supply the place it has previously

held in building operations. In the increasing demand for a substitute for

wood the products of the modern clay working plants will stand more than

an even chance.

As was pointed out by many of the delegates to the congress of

architects, recently held in London, concrete is still an unknown quantity.

It may be anything from one part cement to two parts gravel or cinders

or one part cement to twenty parts of other materials. There are no

recognized standards in concrete today, and we have an unprecedented

record of failures in its use. The mere relative cost of the two materials will

not, we believe, be a serious factor one way or the other, for there is really

little difference between the cost of good concrete and of good brick work,

the odds being on one side under certain conditions, and on the other under

different ones, although it is pretty safe to say that first-class concrete

would be fully as expensive as brick work. It is, therefore, merely a

question of choice of materials.

Notwithstanding the unprecedented and well-directed efforts made

by the concrete interests to secure a^ demand for their materials, .and the

very liberal employment of concrete by architects and builders through-

out the country, it is nevertheless a fact that this year has been the largest

in the matter of production and sales ever known in the burnt clay

industries.

Nearly all of the pressed brick manufacturers of the country have

been running their factories night and day to keep up with their orders.

The output of architectural terra cotta has nearly doubled. Burnt clay

fireproofing plants are doing more business than ever before in the his-

tory ofThls industry. Single factories are now producing as many enameled

bricks as put forth by all of the factories combined a few years ago.

The use of roofing tiles has grown far beyond the experimental stage,

and is a thriving, growing business, while one need only follow the illustra-

tions in the architectural magazines to appreciate how rapidly faience for

both interior and exterior work has grown in favor among the best

architects in the country.—Clay Worker.

Mrs Firstfloor—"I called to speak about your daughter's playing.

Mrs. Secondflat—"Now, look here; she'll play just as loud as she

likes See?'' Mrs7 Firstfloor—"That's what I was going to ask for. You

, see, I'm going to give Willie a whippin', and I don't want folks to hear him

holler."—Chicago News.
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Causes of Varnish Cracking

TECHNO" in writing upon the subject of the cracking of varnish in

the Decorator says: **So much has already been said on this subject

that it will only be necessary to summarize here the causes and their

avoidance. Various causes produce cracks of distinct character. The
addition of terebine to a varnish for hardening will often cause crack-

ing, especially when exposed to direct sunlight. These cracks at first

give the varnish a silky appearance, due to their hairlike fineness and

great numbers. Subsequently many of the cracks open out wider under

atmospheric variations. But the crack due to terebine is always sharp and

clean, and mostly straight, as though cut with a razor edge, crossing the

work in all directions. Terebine is sometimes used in graining color and

in other undercoats prior to varnishing. In such cases the cracks will show
their origin to be in undercoats by the depth of every crack, while if the

varnish only be at fault the undercoats will in many parts remain un-

pfTected.

"Tli^ application of any hard quick drymg coat of paint oi varnish on

a soft undercoat is liable to cause cracking, and would affect any super-

coat likewise. This may sometimes be traceable to a glaze coating prior to

varnishing, to a goldsize and turps flatting coat on an oily ground or to a

hard drying varnish on a soft groundwork. Goldsize cracks are distinguish-

able by their usually lying in the direct line of the brushwork, and having

soft round edges, turning inwards, the cracks being less numerous but

more open than terebine cracks.

"The application of a coat of size upon a hard non-porous ground prior

to varnishing, such as sometimes occurs when re-varnishing old work in

cheap jobs, if the size be fairly strong, will sometimes result in cracks,

the cracks being notably of polygon shape and the edges having a tendency

to curl outwards.

"Cracking sometimes occurs only where knots exist in the woodwork.
That is generally due to the preliminary use of too much shellac or patent

knotting, destroying the porous key of the wood, leaving no hold for the

priming coat. As no affinity exists between the shellac and the oil paint,

the latter cracks by irregular contraction and expansion of the paint and

the wood. The remedy is to scrape down to the bare wood and to paint

again without fresh knotting, or after a thin coat of reduced strength, in

case of new woodwork.
"To avoid tendency to cracking, there is no better course than to take

care that every coat prior to varnishing be thin, and allowed to dry hard

before applying the following coat. It is important also that no quick

drying medium, such as goldsize or terebine, be employed in painting

over a coat mixed with ordinary linseed or boiled oil, though the reverse

order may be employed without danger, and in case of quick drying paint

being necessary, employ no oil at all, excepting for the priming coat on

new wood, and the finishing varnish may then be elastic or hard as desired

without danger of cracking. A hard varnish may be used as an undercoat,

and an elastic finishing over varnish over that. But the reverse order may
give rise to the fault under notice."

Sleep and the world sleeps with you. Snore and you sleep alone.

Ii \\x^\ Decoration

Decoration by Robert Aitken

San Francisco's Famous Bohemian Kestaurant*

By MABEL CKOFt DEERING

Eeny, meeny, minee, moe,

A fig for Care and a fig for Woe.

IMAGINE two attenuated figures sitting at a table, one of them holding

up two fingers, not for Zwei Bier, alas ! but for two figs wh.ch a waiter

bears aloft on a spinning tray-all that poor Care and Woe can

^
^"^In such delightful foolery have the wall frescoer^ at Coppa's, San

Francisco's famous Bohemian restaurant, been done. There is no central

idea- there is no general scheme of decoration. Everything was done just

by chance and on the spur of the moment, and no panel has anything at

both earthquake and Hre.

4
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all to do with any other panel. On the one next to dull Care, for mstance,

is a very rotund man eating macaroni underneath the legend, 'Taste

makes waist."

The mural decoration of Coppa's is a delightful illustration of the

amateur spirit, for the entire work was a labor of love. The story of it is

interesting. Coppa is a fat and locally famous chef who learned the divine

art of feeding in Turin, with a postgraduate course in Paris. He came to

San Francisco years ago by way of Guatemala, where there are many
good appetites. For a while he cooked at Martinelli's, the Italian cafe

in San Francisco's Latin Quarter, where many gourmets gathered in an

older day, and where Paderewski always dines when he visits the far

West. From there Coppa went to the Old Poodle Dog, and at last set

up in business for himself. Though a past master of the cuisine, his

business was not as successful as his ragouts. Something seemed to be

the matter.

In all his wanderings through other men's kitchens, however, there

was one faithful little coterie which followed Coppa, and when he finally

settled in a tiny place of his own these faithful ones became the nucleus

of his trade. They were artists and writers for the most part, many of

them members of the Bohemian Club, and though they were not rich they

were appreciative.

One day about a year ago the Bohemian Club gave an exhibition of

fine photographs, which were displayed on a screen of fine cartridge paper

twenty-five feet long by ten feet high. The day after the pictures were

removed from the screen a number of Bohemians worked far into the

night ornamenting this virgin surface with grotesque caricatures of club

members. Some of these were pleasant and some of them were not, but

they made a sensation. The Snaterial used was kindergarten chalk in

various colors.

That night at Coppa's one of the artists remarked to Felix, Coppa's

-young and good-looking partner, -Tt'^fearfully dark here, ol<i maur Why
don't you have some light?"

''We're going to," said Felix. "We are going to have new paper and

more lights and be fixed up fine."

"Great," said one of the fellows. "Get gray paper, Coppa, and we'll

fix it up for you. Like the screen," he remarked to his table companions.

One Monday when the faithful came to dine they found the little

Montgomery street cafe lined with hideous bright red paper with an im-

possible molding of red and gold, and Coppa rubbing his plump hands with

delight.

''Awful," said the artists, while Coppa's face fell. Only the arrival

of the ravioli restored the status quo.

So Coppa was told to provide kindergarten chalk, which he did in

abundance, though not without anxious inquiries as to what they proposed

to do to his beautiful red paper.

"Never you mind," they said. "It will be all right. You'll like it

when it's done."

Queerly enough, Coppa is closed on Sunday. It is an oddly un-

Bohemian custom, and results in much loss of patronage, but Coppa likes

one day a week in the country.

The first Sunday three men worked. They were Porter Garnett, of

the Argonaut staflf, who writes and draws with equal facility ; Perry New-
berry, a newspaper artist, and "Bobby" Aitken, the best-known sculptor

of the West, a number of whose statues ornament San Francisco streets
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Uiiu/uc Mural Decorations at CofPas

^and squares, to say nothing of the Spreckels marble music-stand in Golden^

Gate Park, though his best-known work is probably *^Art tured by Bo-

hemia," which ornaments the Jinks Room of the Bohemian Club.

Coppa had spread a cold luncheon for the willing workers, and. with

a touching trust not confined to wall-paper, had left the sideboard open.

For the three men it was a lark, like the famous publication of that name

which was intended merelv as a hoax on the public, to last for one issue,

and who^e year of life made such a stir in the literary world. The three

decided to have fun with the Philistines and to let their fancies run away •

with them. The most inconsequential fooleries began to cover the wall.

Nothing had anything to do with anything else, and if you attempt any

sort of orderly progression you end in despair.

The first cartoon placed on the wall showed a large continent sur-

rounded by water, and on it a huge red lobster oflFers a claw to a long-

haired man in a corduroy jacket, while a winged head, ^hich looks like

Shakespeare, hovers above. The picture was Porter Garnett's, and the

idea is that the lobster and the poet meet on common ground in Bohemia.

Mr. Aitken decorated the arch which faces the entrance in fine bold

strokes, and the spandrels show two nude figures, one of which bears aloft

a smoking fowl and the other a fish. A green frog, very much flattened,

forms the keystone of the arch. Literal-minded people gravely survey

these figures and say they are out of drawing, which is part of the joke.

Underneath the figures is the refrain of a Bohemian song known only to

the elect.
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More Mural Decoration!: in the Copfa Temple of Fame

That same first day Mr. Newberry contributed two figures, arms about

waists, wandering up Telegraph Hill in the moonlight. As Coppa's is iu

the very shadow of the Hill this bit of realism may be considered as

reminiscent of transient after-dinner affections.

After the first tremendous burst of energy, the frescoes languished,

the artistic enthusiasm leaked away, and Coppa thought he was destined

to go through life with only part of his beautiful red wall-paper spoiled

by pastels which wouldn't wash off. The spring and summer, when all

grasshoppers wish to dance, came on, the beautiful California country

beckoned to the artists and poets, and it was some time before they worked

again. One day the enthusiastic fit came back. Zavier Martinez, a pic-

turesque-looking, impressionist-painting Mexican artist, returned from his

native country where he had been sketching, and, being an old patron of

Coppa's, he fell in enthusiastically with the idea. One of the best panels

at the left of the entrance had been reserved for Martinez, and his first

work showed two figures, typical of the Latin Quarter of Paris, where

Martinez spent five years, during which time he was the favorite of

Whistler and Carriere and, among other things, did illustrations for Gil

Bias. These typical figures, a man and a woman, are at^^either side of a
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big mirror of the conventional sort, but there is nothing conventional about

the next panel, which is also the work of Martinez. It is called "Before

the Gringo Came," after Gertrude Atherton's novel, and shows a table

at Coppa's in the good old days before conventionality came to sample

Coppa's dishes and to ogle the Bohemians. ^

A number of men appear in the picture, all portraits. There are three

women, but these are said to be "just anybody," though some might wager

something and not lose. The men are Martinez, Newberry, Garnett,

Sterling, who wears a laurel crown for his "Testimony of the Suns,"

Gelett Burgess, Lafler, editor of the Argohaut, and Maynard Dixon,

painter of Arizona scenes and frontier life. One man clasps a girl about

the waist, not noticing that her free hand presses that of another man.

A girl with a crown of Titian hair smokes a cigarette with Maynard

Dixon. It all suggests Mimi and Musetta.

All this freedom and easiness have disappeared. The place is proper

enough now if it eyer were anything else. "We used to sing and talk, you

know," the Bohemians^ay regretfully. It is their own fault ; their pictures

made Coppa's one of the sights of the town and put the place in the class

with Madame Begue's in New Orleans, and the Parisian cafe decorated by

students of the Latin Quarter under the direction of Florence Lundborg.

You are likely to be turned away from Coppa's unless you have bespoken

a table, and Coppa beams as he counts the shekels his pictures and his

shabby friends have brought him.

The gulf between those who go to Coppa's because it is "the thing"

and those who have always gone there form the theme of another cartoon

bv Garnett, in which a lady with a lorgnon says to her evening-coated

escort, "Freaks?" He ^replies, "Yes, artists," to which the long-haired

ones at a neighboring table are saying, "Rastaquoueres? Oui, cretins."

Rastaquoueres, in the Latin Quarter, it may be explained, meant originally

a Philistine who hailed from southern countries.

In July, Gelett Burgess arrived from the Eastern States and the-

decorations at Coppa's received a new impetus. Burgess added several

Goop panels in his characteristic style. He also contributed the "Josephine

est morte," after a Latin Quarter song. Josephine is, of course, a Goop.

Burgess also suggests a number of quotations.

These quotations, which dot the walls but have nothing to do with

the pictures, range from heaven to hell and back again. They are inten-

tionally cryptic and "designed to keep the Philistine guessing." As a

matter of fact they range from Rabelais to Alice in Wonderland, takmg

in Kant by the way, and the best-read in the world would be puzzled by

some of them. There is, for instance, the "Something terrible is gomg

to happen," from Oscar Wilde's "Salome," and Whistler's famous retort

when classed with Velasquez, "Why drag in Velasquez?" "It is a crime"

is from Martinez's unpublished conversations, and the literary mmer may

dig up for himself, "O love, dead, and your adjectives still in you" and

"You cannot argue with the choice of. the soul."

The blue-eyed vampire, sated at her feet,

.Smiles bloodily against the leprous moon-

is from an unpublished poem by George Sterling, and is not likely to be

in demand as a motto for the ordinary salle a manger.

Besides these, there are numberless bits from Villon, naturally popular

with these unconventional diners, from Verlaine and other vagabond

^
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c
poets, many of them in the picturesque French of other times. One of

the ideas was to have as many languages represented as possible—also to

the bewilderment of the stranger—and beside Hebrew there appears m
the Greek character above the clock, "Business tomorrow." The clock,

by the way, is supported on the soles of the feet of Father Time, who,

lying on his back, spins an hour-glass on one hand, a Chianti bottle on

the other. \
, i i t ^u

The Goop who represents the muse of nonsense, placed there by the

author of the Purple Cow, beams across the room at a baby in a high

chair. The baby has the tangled black mane of Martinez and his flaunt-

ing red tie. His milk bottle contains Martinez's favorite tipple, absinthe,

and the infant is bawling lustily, 'T want my Tagliarini."

Above all this miscellany of quotation and illustration is a frieze of

prowling black cats, all headed in one direction. Tis- queer how these

figures seem to be moving, as though they walked on a roof, looking in

through attic windows at Pierrot and Columbine. As a matter of fact, the

cats were designed by Martinez, a stencil was made, and the cats were ap-

pliqued on the wall. In spite of the strong similarity each cat seems to have

an individuality, and several have eyeballs painted in. These cats are

all to have golden paper eyes some day. Below the cats are a string of

names—the Coppa Temple of Fame. The delightful thing about these

names is the juxtaposition of the past great with the shifting present. The

names follow in their order: Aristotle, Newberry, Velasquez, Isabel I,

Dante, Martinez, Villon, Buttsky, Rabelais, Garnett, Goethe, Maisie, Niet-

ze^che. Burgess, Whistler, Lafler, Sappho, Sterling, Verlaine, Aitken.

Could anything be more grotesque than the juxtaposition of Maisie

and Goethe? Of course it is to be expected that the eternal feminine would

press close to the famous lover,* but "Maisie" is such an inconsequential

name such a legacy from a sentimental mother. "Maisie" is the "Chris-

tian" name of a young woman who dbes magazine work in San Francisco,

"and wlib ts^ a great favorite with the Httle group which has made CoppaV-

famous. "Buttsky" is the nickname of the wife of one of the decorators,

and Isabel I was a well-known San Francisco newspaper woman now in

New York, who was known during her Western sojourn as the queen of

Bohemia. She still lives as Isabel the First., In the Temple of Fame
Neitzsche was misspelled, but in the claws of the cat above, taken out by

- force, no doubt, may be seen the missing "Z." The cat above Dante's

name casts most languishing eyes at the Italian poet below, and has been

christened "Beatrice."

I said that one must secure a table in advance if one would not be

turned away from Coppa's, but there is one table at which there is always

room. It is a rectangular table, almost in the middle of the room, and

at it the original patrons of the place dine. There may be ten persons

standing up and but two Bohemians at this table, but the other seats

remain sacredly empty. At this table are often to be seen the men who
decorated the wall, including Spencer Wright, who does bookbinding, and

who contributed "Eeny, meeny, minee, moe" ; Anna Strunsky, who col-

laborated with Jack London in the Kempton-Wace Letters—an enthusi-

astic little Russian nihilist—London, himself, Lafler of the Argonaut, and

a few newspaper men who have been admitted to the inner circle. They

and they alone may add to the company at the "Round Table."

Straying in by chance you might think that you had discovered

the original of Du Maurier's Little Billee or the prototypes for Rudolpho

and his friends from La Boheme, so strange are the clothes, so unfamiliar
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Section of fane I. "Before the Untif^o Came." by '/.at^ter Martinez

the talk. If you glance at the ceiling you will see black footprints there

—

footprints which approach the Bohemian table at an orderly pace. AppaN
ently the owner of the feet sees something interesting, for his steps

suddenly lengthen, and, in a trice, his feet are cuddled beside a much
smaller pair of soles and you see the marks of chair-legs drawn close

together. The prints of the chair-legs ornament the ceiling at a point

which is just above the Bohemian table.

If you be too polite to stare, you may listen to the conversation at

this interesting table.

Sometimes the talk does not scintillate, because the worry of daily

bread sits on the Bohemian brow ; but suddenly the cloud lifts, glasses

clink, and some one proposes a toast and all goes merrily again.

The Mother-in-law Again

Smith— I never could understand all these mother-in-law jokes. I've

always considered Mrs. Smith's mother a heaven-sent blessing.

Jones—You don't mean it

!

Smith—Surely. She died when my wife was a baby.—New York Times.

yL^iir^J^\aS/^.^'SBa £,tt e^ p^r-
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()ne of the I\i*e'w Friezes

The Decorative Periods*

By C, WALTER TOZER

ARTICLE 11.

Egyptian—Babylonian—Assyrian—Persian.

Egyptian-Old Empire, 4000-3000 B. C, Middle Empire, 3000-2100 B. C. New

Fmnire 2100-324 B. C. Graeco-Roman Revival, 324 B. C to 300 A. U.

EgyPt-332 B. C, became a Greek kingdom; 30 B. C. became a Roman

province until the Mohammedan invasion 640 A. D
H^j^ht nf Assvrian

Assyrian—Colonized probably from Babylonia, 1900 B. C. Height ot Assyrian

influence in art 1300 B C.-625 B. C. The inhabitants of Media, Persia and

Babylonia we?e sublets o f Assyria. In 640 B. C. the Medes revolted and estab-

lished^l^he Medi^an^^Emp.^.^^
^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ when the Empire of Babylon w.s

established and the Persians also became independent.
, u -d •

In 558 B C. the Medes were conquered by the Persians and the Persian

Empire was established.

Old Babylonian-^000 B. C.
. j u *u r> -.^e

Persian—In 538 the Babylonian Empire was incorporated by the Persians—

thus, the Persians inherited the arts of Assyria, Media and Babylonia.

BY \ careful analysis of the above brief history, the similarity between

the Egyptian, Assyrian, Babylonian and Persian characteristics of

design will be apparent. ^- ,- - a
Egypt and Assyria owed much to Babylon, whose artistic influences

were widespread, and strongly exercised in decoration 1800 B. C. to

C7.Q "D r"

Assyrian art was practically a branch of Babylonian art and its in-

fluences were not only supreme throughout Western Asia but bore

directly upon Greek art, and also survived in Persia. A chaos of decorative

expression was created through interminable wars and the interchange of

commerce between the early nations, followed by the Greek influences

the Roman influences and the Mohammedan influences. Time has failed

to obliterate certain characterizing details.
t t- .•

i . .

The fleur-de-lis of French heraldry sprung from the Egyptian lotus,

like many other motifs. The lotus in decoration has been used in three

principal forms. The bud form, the full blossom, and the bud and pod.

VAlTtablcs in this articU- taken from The Decorative Periods, by Clifford & Lawton.

Of ancient Egypt we know but little, except from what still remains

as evidence oL its former greatness; the Pyramids, the Labyrinth, and
the Catacombs. Egyptian art was at its height 3000 years ago, and its

most distinguishing features consist of hieroglyphics, nude human figures,

winged globes, the ram, the sparrow, hawk, dung bettle, symbolic animals

and foliage, especially that of the palm and the lotus, the latter a symbol
of fecundity and life; for the lotus was the first flower to spring up after

the waters of the overflowing Nile had subsided and came as a harbinger

of promise and prosperity.

The lotus plant is frequently used as a symbol of immortality. The
palm has been handed down to the Greeks as a symbol of victory, and

the Christian church today regards it as a token of peace.

Frequently we find the so-called Sacred Tree, or the winged male
figures, symbolical of the soul ; the winged griffins, lions and bulls with

human faces. The Assyrian form indulged in geometrical figures, inter-

lacings, zig-zag lines and rosettes, but they all bore more or less the

impress of Egyptian art.

Chinese—Japanese

Chinese—3500 B. C Mythic Period, 3500 B. C-2200 B. C First Emperor,
2200 B. C; Confucius, 500 -B. C.

Japanese—1200 B. C. Empire Established, 660 B. C.

From the above table, it will be seen that the Chinese decorative

arts date back many centuries. We find in Chinese art many details,

that were used in lat^r periods, hundreds of years later. In the floral

work of the Chinese, we can note a great deal that is similar to the early

Indian work.
As religion has always had a great deal to do with the formation

of the Decorative Periods, so the Buddhist religion was responsible for

the ^lose affinky between the <lesign workers^ oi India and China .

—

It per^

mitted the introduction of animal details.

It is a difficult matter to exactly define the distinguishing features

of the Chinese and Japanese productions. There was an active com-
mercial intercourse kept up between the two countries for many years,

and this in conjunction with the result of their mutual teaching and

learning, resulted in a uniformity of taste as well as technical practice.

This was a very natural condition, as there was so much in common in

the flora, religion and customs. Japan, however, was more partial to the

geometrical figures, requiring a nicety of construction and a precision of

drawing which was not always found in the Chinese work.

Both countries used symbolism in their design work almost entirely.

All their lines expressed the earth, the heavens and the ocean, and all

forms of art, either plant or animal, were considered as the products of

heaven and earth.

Man was the crown of the creation, and it was therefore the

representative of life. Heaven was called the position or male prin-

ciple, while earth or water stood for the negative or feminine principle.

The universe was the phenomenon of these principles according to the

idea of the ancient Japanese.
The grotesque features which enter into the Chinese decoration are

very seriously accepted by the people. The ludicrous attitude of the

human figure is necessary to the philosophy of the symbolism. Hence one
must be versed in the philosophy of the design to see any beauty in it.
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Panel Treatment for Chamber. Cretonne Matching Lilac Border

The Chinese life is one much given to superstitious practices, and around

these practices the decorative work is based. Certain rites are laid down

in the code of the Empire. For instance when the Emperor worships

heaven he wears a robe of blue, and from this fact, blue is the color

depicting celestial matters. During his worship of the earth his robes

are yellow, and thus yellow is the color used pertaining to all worldly

affairs. His robes for worshipping the sun are red, and for the moon,

white.
, 11 1- 4. r

In their decorative work, the Chinese employ an endless list ol

deities, demons, monsters and animals of all sorts.

India—Persia—Arabian—Moorish—Turkish

Tndia-2000 B. C. First Period, 2000 B. C.-1525 A D^ (Brahma, 1400 BC-
500 B C; Buddha, 500 B. C); Mogul Empire. 1525 A. D.-1748 A. D.; English

Control, 1748 A. D.; English Empire, 1858 A D^ ^ ^ ^. .,,

Persia—558 B. C—Persian Empire, 558 B. C; Extending with some inter-

ruptions to 641 A. D.; Conquered by the Saracens (Arabs), became Mohammedan

641 A. D.

{
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Arabian—571 A. D.—Mohammed Born 571 A. D., died 632 A. D.; Saracens

Dominion 571-1258; Turkish Dominion 1258. •"

Moorish—711 A. D.-1610 A. D.—Conquest of Spain 711; Moors expelled from
Spain 1610; Alhambric Period 1200-1300.

Turkish—1298 A. D.—Asiatic Empire established 1298 A, D.; European Empire
established 1453 A. D.

The above five forms of Oriental design have many characteristics

in common, but at the same time it is not a very difficult matter to differ-

entiate between them.
Persian art was founded upon mythology and copied much from the

Assyrian and Egyptian. Animal life was commonly depicted until the

conquest of Persia by the Saracens, when the Mohammedan creed for-

bade the use of animal figures.

Turkish design plainly follows the arts of Phoenicia and the Holy
Land, Assyria, Babylonia and Chaldea.

Early Indian design was naturally pure as they were united by a

common faith. Buddhism. It showed a fantastic temperament, profuse

in richness and ever-recurring motifs, principally found among the native

plants and flowers. It was also replete with mythological motifs. The
Mohammedan tendencies naturally showed themselves in Indian art at a

later period. They presented in good decorative spirit the juxtaposition

of scroll, floral and mythological suggestion with religious symbolism

and the depiction of animal life. Birds in life-like plumage, flowers and

animals, verdure conventionalized design were all utilized.

The spirit of mythology also saturated the Persian Empire, prior to

its conquest by the Arabians. The fabled animals, serpents and birds,

had their deep religious significance and were extensively utilized in

designs.

After the conquest of Persia by the Arabians, it was natural to find

the Arabian characteristics introduced. Hence we find the mythological

-^features of Persian design disappearing, together with the life form, and

the floral, arabesque and strap character succeeding. The Mohammedan
influence on Persian art is* noticed in the conventionalized florals.

The Mohammedan bible or the Koran, forbade the depiction of life

forms. So in the strict Arabian, which was Mohammedan, in which the

depiction of animal forms was forbidden, developed a style of design

pompous with elaborate Arabesques, scrolls and sweeping lines intervening.

The inhabitants of Roman and Greek descent, after the conquests of

Northern Africa, adopted the Mohammedan faith, and with the Arabians,

amalgamated under the name of Moors. Shortly after this the Moorish

government was established by the Moors crossing over to Spain. Hence

their arts were of Arabian characteristics, but were developed to extra-

ordinary magnificence and grandeur. More details of strapwork were

introduced, being interlaced most ingeniously. The floral and geometrical

details, ignored by the Arabians, were ornamented with unusual skill by

the Moors. The Moorish treatment gives one the idea of one pattern

interlacing another. Colors, much used, were gold, red and blue. They
used inscriptions decoratively and hieroglyphics ornamentally. The Al-

hambra gives us the best examples and the walls there were covered with

inscriptions.

The Turks adopted Mohammedanism in the Seventh Century, and

their dynasties reigned in Palestine, Syria and Egypt. Seven centuries

later all Christendom felt great anxiety over the power of the Turks in

Asia Minor and the wonderful expansion of the Mohammedan faith. The

\i
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crusade movement brought about an alliance between the Greeks at

Constantinople and the Turks, but this alliance did not result well and

terminated in the surrender of Constantinople to the Turks. Thus was

established the Turkish Empire in Europe, The Turks then ^converted

Christian churches in the conquered countries into mosques or charged

Christian artists with the erection of new buildings. The Turkish ori^amen-

tation became very much confused, because of the Byzantine and Arabian

modes.
, , ^, . .

• j r^ ..i ^

Strange to say, the Mediaeval art was largely Christian, and after the

Mohammedans established their European Empire in Constantinople;

Christian symbolism and Mohammedan symbolism were merged.

Apparently meaningless, were the geometric forms so much used in

Mohammedan design, but they not infrequently represented convention-

alized animal life, as the Koran forbidding any direct representation, the

artist used the life form conventionalized.

Ownership of Architect's Drawings

IN
discussing the above subject in a recent issue of one of the Western

architectural papers, H.-H. Statham writes as follows:

The question is distinct from that of architectural copyright in designs,

with which it must not be confounded. It turns on the question whether

the drawings and specifications made by the architect in order to carry out

a building are to be retained in his custody or to be handed over to his

client. In France and Germany no legal question is raised on the subject—

the architect retains the drawings as a matter of law. In England, though,

custom has been almost universal in the same sense. But in the case

of Ebdy V. McGowan (1870), the court ruled that, the building not having

been carried out, the drawings must be handed over to the client on his

paying for the time expended on them^ In the xase of Gibbons Jvr^Pease-

(1904), the court, to the surprise of architects, ruled that the precedent of

Ebdy V. McGowan covered all cases, whether the building had been carried

out or not, and that the client had a right to demand all the drawings,

the court refusing to hear any evidence on the side of the architect, whose

drawings and specification can, therefore, in England, be legally claimed

by the client, althougli he already has what he really paid for, viz
:
the build-

ing itself.
1 . 1 •

It is pointed out that an architect is not paid for making drawings,

but for producing a building, the drawings being only his necessary in-

structions to the workmen; under some circumstances he might even

dispense with drawings altogether. To require him to hand over to the

client drawings and specifications, which represent the result of his pro-

fessional experience over many years, for the client to use as he pleases, is

a manifest injustice to the architect. Moreover, the custom in the profes-

sion of handing over the drawings to the client when the building has been

planned, but not carried out, is a mistake on the part of the profession ;
as

in such a case an unscrupulous client has only to say that he has changed

his mind in order to get possession of the drawings and use them as he

pleases, with no further compensation to the architect. The wording of

clause I of the institute scale of charges is most unfortunate, as it appears

to state (though not so intended) that the architect's commission is for

producing drawings of a building. The wording of this clause should be

amended.

State Board of Architecture

President Henry A. Schulze
Secretary-Treasurer Lionel Dean
Asst. Sec.-Treas Fred H. Roehrig

Northern District

Henry A. Schulze, Lionel Dean, Seth Babson,
William Curlett, Clinton Day.

Southern District

John P. Krempel, Fred H. Roehrig, Octavius
Morgan, Sumner P. Hunt, W. S.

Hibbard.

San Francisco Chapter of American institute of

Architects

President Henry A. Schulze
Sec.-Treas William Curlett
Vice-Pres William Mooser
Trustees Jas. W. Reid and Clinton Day

Regular meetings, the second Friday in January,
April, July and October.

San Jose Schools

The San Jose school board has se-

lected five well-known California archi-

tects to draw plans for as many new
school houses to replace those destroyed

^by^febe^^artliquake. The fortunate ones_
are:

S. F. Allen of Pasadena, to be archi-

tect of the High School building.

Wolfe & McKenzie, San Jose, archi-

tects of the Grant school; cost $50,000.

Binder & Schumacher, San Jose,

Lowell High School; cost $70,000.

G. W. Page. San Jose, Longfellow
school; 'cost $80,000.

Stone & Smith, San Francisco, Horace
Mann school; cost $85,000.

All the buildings will be erected with

special regard to safety from both fire

and earthquake. Metal lath and steel

partitions will be used wherever pos-

sible. All will be supplied with modern
heating and ventilating equipment, light-

ing and sanitary arrangements.
The High school will represent an

outlay of $175,000. The style will be

mission. There will be two wings con-

necting a central edifice with two square

towers in the center. There will be an

assembly hall with a seating capacity

of 1200.

Contractors and material men should

get in touch with the above architects

without delay. There will be consid-

erable mission tile used on the buildings,

also cement, metal lath, etc.

Palace Hotel Plans

It has been decided to build a hos-

telry to cover the entire site of the old

Palace. The former plan did not con-

template the construction of a main
building to extend from Market street

to Jessie, but an open palm garden, be-

tween narrow wings, facing on the latter

thoroughfare, was considered.
Arrangements have been made to put

up a main building of nine stories, with
a two-story extension on Jessie street,

which will contain a ballroom, reception,

banquet and dressing rooms, similar in

arrangement to those of the old Palace,

but on a more magnificent scale. Espe-
cially notable will be the Louis XV re-

ception room. There will be several

dining and reception rooms as successors
of the famous Maple Hall and Marble
room.
The palm court will be rebuilt in the

old location, but will be larger than
the former historic lounging place
"About half of the space will be devoted^
to a cafe. Another difference in the
new court will be in the roof of orna-
mental glass, which will cover the area
at the second story. This will provide
an open court above for furnishing
light and air to the hotel rooms.
The architects are still busy with

the plans, and there may be further
minor changes before work is com-
menced. The hotel and site will repre-

sent an investment of $5,500,000.

Pioneers Building

From time to time information has
been given to these reports regarding
the new home of the California Pioneers
Society. It has been definitely decided
to make the building six stories, and
it is to contain 350 rooms. Righetti &
Kuhl are the architects, and the build-

ing committee is composed of H. L.

Byrne, G. H. Luchsinger and H. P.

Gibbs, who have the say in awarding
all contracts.
A feature of the building will be a

large assembly hall, where the Pioneers
will hold their reunions. Probably
movable seats will be installed. The

ill
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buiWtng is to be elaborately furnished

and ydecor^ted. There will be a hotel

in connection with the building which

will cost $300,000. The Lindgren-Hicks

Company are the general contractors.

Olympic Club*s New Home

The greatest rush job in the rebuild-

ing of San Francisco is the work started

a week ago on the reconstruction of the

Olympic Club's home on Post street,

near Mason.
Day and night, Sundays and holidays,

the dismantling of the ruins is going

on. A force of 200 men and thirty de-

bris wagons working in two shifts are

engaged in the task of removing the

foundations and the huge cement swim-

ming tank in order to make room for

the enlarged salt-water bathing resor-

voir that is promised for the regular use

of the club's members by June 1st.

Where the old swimming tank was
sixty feet long the new one is to be

100 feet, which it is claimed, will make
it the largest tank in any swimming
club in the world. The old tank was
practically on a level with the street

floor. The new tank is to be at the

basement level, which will be thirty-

three feet and four inches below the

sidewalk line. *

The old site of the Olympic Club
covered a ground area 137.6 square.

The building upon it, constructed of

builder and architect in Louisville, where

he built up a consideiable practice, ex-

tending it later in life in Jeffersonville,

Cincinnati and St. Louis. About a dozen

years ago he moved to San Francisco

to join his son Willis, who had estab-

lished himself there some^ years earlier,

thus bringing about that confusion of

identities which always afflicts father

and son of the same prenomen engaged

in the same pursuit.—American Archi-

tect.

stone and brick, was Ilifee stbrtes and
a half high. The new site has been
enlarged to a frontage of 170. The old

depth of 137.6 has been retained. The
new building will be six stories high

and will have a sub-basement. The en-

tire building will be devoted to the

uses of the club members, of whom
there are now about 3000. It is the

present intention to have the entire

building ready for occupancy by March
1st of next year. Henry A. Shulze is

the architect.

These Architects Are Busy

One of the busiest architectural firms

in San Francisco today is Meyers &
Ward in the Kohl building. The fol-

lowing work, representing an outlay of

close to $1,000,000, is on hand in this

firm's oflice, and on many of these jobs

bids are now being taken:

Building for Keil Estate Co., Mission

street, between Third and Fourth streets,

$110,000.
Building for Keil Estate Company,

Third street, between Market and Mis-

sion streets, $60,000.

Building for Ruby Hill Vinevard Com-
pany, corner Mission and Annie streets,

$45,000.
Building for Ruby Hill Vineyard Com-

pany,on the east side of Mason street be-

tween Eddy and Market streets, $28,000.

Building for C. F. Kohl, west side 'of

Third street, between Market and Mis-

sion streets, $150,000.— Building for Hyman Bros., west side^

of Third street, between Market and
Mission streets, $180,000.

Building for Baruch Bro's., corner

Third and Stevenson streets, $85,000.

Building for Phillips Estate Company,
southeast corner of Second and Mission
streets, $75,000.

Three story brick apartment house,

Shattuck avenue, Berkeley, $60,000.

Class A office building in Stockton,

for the Stockton Savings and Loan
Society, $130,000.

Willis Webb Polk

The death of Willis Webb Polk, a

Kentucky architect, in San Francisco,

on November 30, at the age of seventy,

is noteworthy, as it recalls the fact

that there really was a considerable

number of private soldiers engaged in

the Civil War over and above the

officers who have been glorified in his-

tory and immortalized in bronze. Mr.

Polk more than once declined a commis-
sion, on the ground that it was easier

to get good officers than good men of

the rank and file. After an unusually

strenuous career in the Confederate

Army, he began life over again as a

$40,000,000 for New Buildings

The total cost of the new buildings

begun in this city between May 19, 1906,

one month after the great fire, and Jan-

uary 31st, last, is stated by Chief Build-

ing Inspector John P. Horgan to be

$40,128,753.

Of the total mentioned $25,984,598 rep-

resents the cost of buildings for which
permits were issued and on which work
was begun between May 19, 1906, and
November 19th of the same year. The
remaining $14,217,296 represents the

showing made between the latter date

and the end of last month.
Of the total cost of all the buildings

m

$3,050,000 represents Class A structures,

$2,194,100 Class B, $14,198,549 Class C,

and $16,387,902 frame structures, while

the remaining $4,298,202 represents the

cost of alterations and repairs.

Red Mens' Home

Plans for New Hotel

Competitive plans have been called for

from architects all over the United
States, for the new million dollar hotel

which the Bankers' Syndicate is to erect

in Oakland. The committee has under
contemplation the offering of a bonus
of $25,000 to the architect whose plans

are accepted. Architect Walter J.

Matthews of Oakland is to act as super-

vising architect in the construction of the
building.

The plans and designs for the Red
Men's Home, by Architect W. H. Weeks
of San Francisco and Watsonville. which
is to be erected at Vista Del Rey, a

suburb of Monterey, have been accepted

by the Red Men's Building Association.

The structure will be of the mission

style of architecture and cost $50,000.

Articles of incorporation of the building

association have been filed.

New Oakland Buildings

A permit has been granted J. P. Edoff
to build a three-story brick structure on
Broadway just north of Seventeenth
street, Oakland, and which will be occu-
pied by the Braley-Grote Furniture
Company. The plans have been pre-

pared by Bakewell & Brown of San
Francisco, and the cost is to be $50,-

000. C. M. McGregor has the contract.

A. V. Feight will erect a three-story
apartment house on Grand avenue, near
Webster street. Plans for the structure,

which will contain eighty-eight rooms
and cost $30,000, have been prepared by
Architect Thomas D. Newsom.

Portland Association of Architects

At a recent meeting of the Portland
Association of Architects the following

officers were elected for the ensuing

year: President, Emil Schacht ; vice-

president, C. C. Robbins; treasurer,

Edgar M. Lazarus; secretary, Otto
Kleeman; trustee, Carl Leick. The
association has been in existance

about five years, and has done a great

deal in revising building laws in the

interest of better construction.

Scottish Rite Cathedral

Several of the prominent San Fran-

cisco architects have been invited to

compete in preparing plans for a $500,-

000 Scottish Rite cathedral, details of

which will be published as soon as the

competition ends. The building will

probably be of stone and concrete and

will be elaborate in all its details.

Southern California Chapter, A. I. A.

The Southern California Chapter,
American Institute of Architects, after

the usual dinner at Levy's, January 8th,

endorsed the work being done in large

cities of the United States by the Na-
tional Industrial Peace Association.

The request for endorsement came
from P. H. Scullin. general secretary of

the organization, who told the architects

of the endeavor being made to estab-

lish State boards of arbitration for the

prevention of antagonism between em-
ployers and employees in the form of

lock-outs and strikes. The association's

work was commended in a letter from
Secretary Glenn Brown, of the American
Institute, which President Myron Hunt
of the Chapter read.

The remainder of the meeting was de-

voted to consideration of voluminous
committee reports submitted by Archi-

tects Hudson and Rosenheim. The
members present were Messrs. Myron
Hunt, Fernand Parmentier, August
Wackerbarth, J. Lee Burton, Thomas
Preston, R. B. Young, John P. Krempel,
Arthur Benton, F. A. Rosenheim, Harri-

son Albright, Frank Hudson, P. W.
Ehlers and W. Reeves.

W. L.3. Jcnney, Architect

As we go to press the press dispatches

state that William le Baron Jcnney,

formerly of Chicago, the originator of

steel construction in building, is dying

at his home, 6616 Thorne avenue, South
Pasadena. He is known throughout the

architectural world as one of the fore-

most men of his profession, and will

leave many magnificent monuments as

the result of his application and accom-
plishments.
Jenney, who was born in 1832 at Buz-

zards Bav. Mass., located in Chicago as

an architect in 1867, and was burned out

in the great fire of '71. Before the ashes

of his office cooled, he went to work
on the first plans for rebuilding the city,

and put up the first brick building after

the conflagration. It still stands.

Jenney's first building, in which steel

was applied, was the Home Insurance

Company's office, Adapis and Lasalle

streets, reared in 1885. More followed

fast, principal among them being the

New York Life, Fort Dearborn, National

Life, Central Association, Isabella, Fair,

and many others. Horticultural Hall,

at the World's Columbian Exposition,

also was Jenney's design.

lit
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CONCRETE FAIL-

URES; MUST WE
HAVE THEM?

From this time on there are likely

to be some records broke /^ in rush

jobs in reconstruc-

tion work in San
PVancisco. A. few
buildings have al-

ready been put up

in remarkably short time. Just how
thorough has been the workman-
ship remains to be seen. We know
there has been some very bad rein-

forced concrete construction, but

this cannot be laid to rush work so

much as to incompetent workman-
ship and lack of proper engineering

supervision.

Architects make a mistake in not

hiring a competent engineer or su-

perintendent to plan and supervise

their concrete work. Especially is

the architect deserving of censure

if he is not well informed upon this

type of construction. And there are

quite a few who are not. If a con-

crete building fails—and there

surely will be some that will the

way a few are going up—the first

inquiry that will be made will be

for the architect. If he has designed

and superintended the construction

personally it wtll be "up to him" tcr-

explain the causes for the failure

and if he hedges there will be ex-

perts who will get at the facts and

the public will be advised. This

to tlje injury, perhaps the undoing,

of the architect.

On the other hand, if the archi-

tect has employed competent engi-

neering advice and has left the su-

pervision of the work in skilled

hands, his conscience need not

trouble him. He need have no

fear of failure or professional criti-

cism.

The Architect and Engineer has

for over two years championed the

cause of good reinforced concrete

construction on the Pacific Coast.

It repeats what it has said many
times before that a properly built

reinforced concrete structure cannot

be beaten, at least from fire protec-

tive and economic standpoints. But

a poorly built structure is a menace

I

I

1

to the community in more particu-

lars than one, and unless drastic

niv-asures are taken to prevent fail-

ures, concrete construction will re-

ceive a set back from which it will

be no easy matter to recover.

Good engineers and reliable con-
tractors know this, and it behooves
them to protect their own interests.

We suggest that a committee be ap-

pointed to inspect all reinforced

concrete buildings under construc-

tion in San Francisco, and wherever
weaknesses are found the building
should be reported to the municipal
authorities with a recommendation
that the structure be condemned.
It is safe to say that if one or two
owners or contractors were forced

to stand the cost of tearing down a

building and rebuilding it they
would be more careful in the future.

We do not like rush jobs,

although it must be admitted that

some of the grandest and most suc-

cessful achievements in building
construction have been accom-
plished in a hurrv. Day and night
shifts are generallv employed on
rush jobs and it sometimes happens
-that in the haste "to^ get through
seemingly little things are over-

looked. Its the little things that

count, even in putting up a build-

ing, so gentlemen, -be careful when
you undertake a rush job not to

' overlook the little things, for we
want only honest, well constructed
buildings in the new San Francisco,

be they of concrete, brick or frame.

Among the subjects which came
before the members of the American

Institute of Architects

at Washington, D. C,
in January was that of

architects signing their

names to buildings. The committee
appointed to report on the question

was heard from but its findings

failed to elicit the enthusiasm that

some of the other reports evoked.

The report, it must be admitted,

was lacking in positive conclusions.

SMNINQ
BUILDINGS

The committee lamented the fact

that it was able to find only a small
amount of material with which to
base its arguments in favor of the
architect signing his work. The
fact of the execution of an archi-
tect's design by others than himself
is, we believe, one reason why the
architect has not taken seriously to
the signing idea. On this point the
committee says

:

''Even the best of painters will
probably sign in some manner a
rough pen-and-ink sketch. Let us
not therefore hasten to do the same.
The pen-and-ink sketch is com-
pletely the author's work no matter
how^ unimportant, while the archi-
tect's stable may be so largely in-

fused with the practical reasonings
of a somewhat unimaginative coach-
man, that it becomes difficult to
determine how much of the result
belongs to his genius and how much
to that of the desigfner. Clearly at

one end of the scale the architect
will have no desire to immortalize
himself. If, on the other hand, the
work is important and of a public
character, the practice would prob-
ably be recommended without argu^
ment."

It seems to us that the question
is one which the architect himself
should solve. If he wants* his signa-
ture to appear on some eflFort of
which he is especially proud, all well
and good. There can be nothing
unprofessional in his doing so pro-
vided, of course, the signature is

made in an unostentatious manner
similar to that adopted by painters
and sculptors.

The committee concludes that if

the custom is to be taken up it

should come gradually and not by
proclamation. If any piece of work
is good and very good, both in de-

sign and execution, the architect

deserves to have his name placed
upon it. It would be impractical to

have the exercise of this right

passed upon by proper and compe-
tent committees, so, as we said be-

fore, he must decide for himself.

>. iSAA^^Z.-^'
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CHIMNEYS MADE
OF CONCRETE

Under the caption "Another Con-

crete Failure," an Eastern bVick
"^

journal devotes

much space to

describing and
illustrating the

collapse of a reinforced concrete

chimney at Peoria, Illinois. The
cause given for the so-called failure

is overweight. No official report,

however, has been made, and until

such is given we shall not attempt

to form any conclusions.

We think it opportune at this

time, however, to call for a discus-

sion on the durability of concrete

for smoke stacks. The point has

been raised that the sulphur and
corrosive acids in coal smoke wil^

slowly decompose the portions of

concrete exposed to their action and

cause the inside of the chimney to

crumble in the form of dust, and

that this process will continue until

the chimney will be in danger of

collapse from its own weight.

Doubtless some of our readers

have had occasion to watch the

changes that take place inside of a

cement chimney and the results

must necessarily be valuable to con-

crete advocates. Therefore we in-

vite contributions on the subject

and quote from a recent issue of

Concrete the following interroga-

tions :

"First.—Is cement concrete, com-
pot:.ed of Portland cement, sand and
gravel, or of cement, stone-dust and

crushed stone, either or both, suita-

ble and durable material for build-

ing chimneys, and something that

will not be injured by coal smoke or

other usual products of combustion?*

"Second.—If cement concrete,

made as above, is not proof against

smoke, what aggregates can be used

to make it so?"
*

* *

. Position Wanted

Reinforced concrete superintendent,

having constructed high reinforced con-

crete buildings. Also experienced in

design of members, desires a position.

Address or call at office of the Architect

Engineer, 621 Monadnock building, San
Francisco.

A Short Talk on Advertising

(Domestic Engineering.)

To advertise or not to advertise seems
to be the great question of the day and
on this subject, as all others, there are

"many men of many minds." To any-
one who makes a careful study of the

matter, however, there can be but one
answer and that is—ADVERTISE—

,

with a big A. In proof of this one has
only to look through the various trade

papers as well as the numberless maga-
zines of all kinds published each month
and note the advertisements that are

being put forth by the leading houses
of all. lines until the names of some of

them are household words.
It is also a well-known fact that all

progressive manufacturers now read the

advertising pages of their trade papers

with as much care as its reading col-

umns, because they are constantly on
the watch for the latest improvements
in their particular line, and i*t is the man
who presents the merits of his article

in the most convincing manner who will

get the business.

Another thing—one advertisment can-
not be expected to produce great results.

There must be a continued effort stead-

ily maintained. Advertising must be
looked upon as an investment, not an
expense, and if one will follow the

writer's plan of charging advertising

with all expenses of any kind connected
with it and giving it credit for all nev^L

business obtained, one can soon see the

result and it will be practical proof of

what advertising does.

The whole matter resolves itself,

therefore, into the following: Good ad-

vertising matter plus good trade papers
equals largely increased business.

An Index to the Advertisements

New Advertisers Not Noted Here Will Be Classified Next Month

She—That Mr. Planz, the architect,

has a funny way of pronouncing things,

hasn't he?
He— I haven't noticed it.

She—Why, yes. Didn't you hear him
allude to a sore throat?
He—A sore throat!

She—Yes. I heard him mention a

gargoyle several times. We always call

it gargle, you know.—Cleveland Plain

Dealer.

Wants Back Numbers

T. T. Davis, architect, 341 E. Second
South street, Provo, Utah, will pay
twenty-five cents for each back copy of

the Architect and Engineer dated Jan-
uary, February, September and October,
1906. A complete file from January to

October, if left at this office, will be paid

for at the same rate.
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Scofield Company Changes Name

The Scofieid Engineering & Construc-

tion Company, of San -Francisro, >as
change.d its name to the Scofield-D€Palo

Company. L.M. Scofield is the president

and M. DePalo the chiefe, engineer. The

company has moved its general offices

from the Kohl building to the new

Flannery building at the corner ot

Market and Geary streets. Among the

notable contracts taken recently by this

company is one for the erection of a

four story and basement fireproof hotel

for Mrs Charlotte Clark on Turk street

near Larkin. The building, which wks

designed by Architects Meyer & O'Bnen

will be of reinforced concrete and 137/2

feet square. The company also has

under construction a five story and base-

ment office building of reinforced con-

crete for the Anglo-Californian bnnk at

Sixteenth and Mission streets. The
plans for this building were drawn by

Sylvan Schnaittacher.

Fulton Construction Company

The Fulton Construction Company
with offices in the Stover building,

corner of Eighth and Market streets.

San Francisco, has been incorporated

with Delmar Smith, president, H. R.

Fulton, general manager and Duncan
Davis, secretary and treasurer. The
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Company will make a specialty of boiler

settings and general brickwork. Among
the important contracts already taken
by the Company along this line are the

following: Ovens and boiler settings,

Standard Biscuit Company; boiler set-

tings, American Biscuit Company, Boyce
Lumber Company, Globe Milling Com-
pany, Finley Wood Company, John Hoy
Company, Harmon Lumber Company,
Warner Bros, Lorden Milling Company,
Speck Machinery Company, American
River Power Company of Stockton, and
Taylor and Company, Alameda.

Increased Sale of Peninsula Onyx.

This beautiful decorative stone has
been coming to the front very rapidly,

as Mr. Lew C. Black, the agent for

the company in this territory, states

that his company has secured a num-
ber of contracts, the largest of which is

the interior finish and fixtures of the
First National Bank of Long Beach.
The company is putting in 162 feet of

counters, the check desks, ladies' wait-
ing rooms and the President's recep-
tion rooms and office. This will be,

when completed, one of the most elegant
banking rooms on the coast.

A contract has been secured for the

entrance of the new Elks' Hall, now be-

ing erected in San Diego.

In San Francisco the company has put

in, through the Brunswick-Balke Col-

lender Company, a small but very fine

job in onyx for the Ferry Cafe.

In its factory in San Diego the com-
pany is turning out a line of fine pedes-

tals, the first of which have been shipped

to George Borgfeldt & Co., the immense
importing firm of New York. Satisfac-

tory connections made yvith other first

dealers in high grade lighting fij^tures

'will eventually result in a large busjiness

in this line. Shades made from Onyx
are not only unique and beautiful but

are equal in every way to light diffusing

globes such as the well known Halo-

phane and other globes of this clas^.

One company has shipped twenty-five

carloads of Onyx in the rough squared

blocks to eastern manufacturers and has

orders for six more carloads which will

be shipped on arrival of the ne^t cargo

from the quarries.

Altogether the New Pedrara Mexican

Onyx Company is very well pleased with

its first year's business and the pros-

pects for the future are bright indeed.

PHONE MARKET
2109

I- OIL BURNERS
ROVED LITTLE GIANT OIL BURNERS

Modern Hi^h Grade FUEL OIL BURNING MACHINERY and

Supplies for Power and Heating Plants.

G. E. WITT CO., INC.

Consulting Engineers and Contractors for the In-

stallation of High and Low Pressure Steam Plants

1165 HOWARD STREET SAN FRANCISCO, GAL.

HEUrrEL & ESSER CO. or
NE'W YORK

4'0 OaK St. t, San Francisco

Architects* and Drawing Materials

PARAGON DRAFTING

INSTRUMENTS

...Builders' and Surveying Instruments...

Q PROFIT BY EXPERIENCE—If you
intend to equip your Drawing Room, re-

member that Keuffel & Esser Co.'s
nstruments and materials are still the

standard of quality. We have all requi

sites for drawing and engineering, and all

our goods are warranted. Complete illus-

trated catalogue (550 pp.) sent on request.

HigHest A-wards
St. Louis, '04- Portland. '05
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American Construction Company Clearing Debrts from Basemer.t of Hearst Building. San Francisxo

The American Construction Company

Wrecking Chronicle Building

Manager Reis of the American Con-

struction Company reports enough con-

tracts on hand to keep his men busy

the rest of the year. The company has

begun to wreck the old Chronicle build-

ing which is quite a delicate job owing

to the heavy traffic on that corner.

When the walls have been taken down

the structure will be rebuilt to har-

monize with the new building now be-

ing completed. Other work undertaken

by this company is the removal of the

debris from the basement of the old

Examiner building at Third and Market

streets; setting the steel for the Cali-

fornia Wine Association's big building;

also the History building, removing the

steel from the ruins of the old Odd
Fellows building at Market and Seventh

streets, and numerous other smaller

jobs. The company besides making a

specialty of steel wrecking an^ construc-

tion work does considerable pile-driving

and wharf and bridge building. The
main office is at 896 Eddy street.

Carnegie Plant Enlarged

M. A. Murphy, manager of the Car-

negie Brick and Pottery Company, says

that his plant has considerably increased

its output during the past year. The
many improvements and extensions in

the various departments have placed the

company m a good position to do a large

part of the work in its line that will

be required in connection with the great

rush of building work consequent to the

rehabilitation of San Francisco durmg
the next few years. The entire State of

California, and for that matter, all the

other Coast States, are also doing a

great deal of building. The products

turned out at the company's plants near

Tesla are face brick, enamel brick, fire

brick and sewer pipe. The demand
for all these has been extremely

heavy ever since the San Francisco

fire. While a great deal of fine

architectural terra cotta will be re-

quired, the erection of so many rem-

forced concrete buildings will make the

total required much less than would

have been the case if all the large build-

ine were to be of brick. Many of these

reinforced concrete buildings have a

ti\^^rex Cement Paint
For painting structural iron, corrugated iron, smoke stacks,

tin roofs, interior of battery rooms, coating and
damp proofing walls and interior surfaces

of concrete, brick, etc.

MOST EFFICIENT LEAST EXPENSIVE

HYDREX FELT AND ENGINEERING CO.
Specialists and Experts in Waterproofing Problems

New York Chicago Washington East Walpol«, Mass.

REPRESENTED BY

BOVLE=LUEV COMPAM' 'J'corporste^

ENOINEERS AND CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY MERCHANTS
MONADNOCK BUILDING ^ SAN FRANCISCO

Geo. A. Schastey Harry P. Vollmer Robt. M. Beggs

SCHASTEY & VOLLMER
GENERAL CONTRACTORS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION
INTERIOR DECORATIONS
HOTEL EQUIPMENT

Send for Booklet

" FROM FOUNDATION TO FURNISHINGS

«

3 1 8 Monadnock Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Temporary 1 667
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cement exterior finish and do not require

a great deal of terra cotta on the in-

side, as compared with the amount used

in the buildings formerly erected here.

While the use of second-hand brick

from the ruins of the city has some-

what reduced the demand for common
brick, as compared with what it other-

wise would have been, Mr. Murphy
finds that the pressed brick manufac-

turers have had and will have plenty

to do. There are four large factories

in and around San Francisco, which pro-

duce large quantities of face brick and

terra cotta. In Mr. Murphy's opinion,

these plants can take care of the new
year's demands in fair shape, although,

if nothing orcurs to interfere with build-

ing construction, the year 1907 will far

eclipse all previous records in the de-

mand for building materials. This com-

pany has now erected a large frame

Mantels, Orates
and Tile

Mosaic and Ceramic
Tile Floors, Fireplace

Fixtures & Art Goods

PACIFIC MANTEL AND TILE CO
(Incorporated)

125-127 Telegraph Ave.
Phone Oak 121

OAKLAND - - CAL.

warehouse at its new San Francisco

yards, on Tenth street, between Mission

and Howard, where a large stock of its

products is carried. The general offices

are still located in the Montgomery,

block, on Montgomery street.

Los Angeles Pressed Brick Company.

The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com-

pany, which is now arranging to increase

the size of its plant at Point Richmond,

California, by 50 per cent., has con-

tracted for 1000 additional horse-power

of electric energy.

The Pacific Blower and Heating Com-
pany is rushed with orders.

W. W. BREITE, C. a
structural Engineer

Dcsitosand Details of

All Classes of Metallic Structures

Now Permanently Located at

Rooms 401-403-40S Jefferson Square

Building

925 Golden Gate Ave. cor. Octavia

SAN FRANCISCO

WHITE BRO" ^S
Importers and Dealers in

Hard Wood Lumber

Ship Plank and Oak Timber. Cabinet

Woods Veneers. Walnut. Primevera

Oak. Hickory. \sh. Mahogany. Cherry.

Spanish Cedar. Poplar. Maple, fctc.

S. E. Cor. Spear and Howard Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

f M.C.COUCHOT,C.E.

Consulting, Designing, Constructing

Reinforced Concrete

Kahn System
(See full page advertisement)

Steel Construction

604 MISSION STREET, S. F.

Telephone Temporary S02
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John Mcfiiiigan & Co.

Permanently located at

1913 Mission Street
SAN FRANCISCO

Telephone Special 2081

Sidewalk Lights
(patent allowed)

All Steel Waterproof Doors
(Licensee under Priddle Patent)

Metal Fire'proofing, Furring

and Lathing

WHi>-K CLOSE
CANNOT Wear

'tLi(" "EAG
SYPHON JET WASH Mv}^ii

The tanks are made of cast

iron, heavily enameled inside

and outside like a bath tub.

MADK AND GUARANTEED BY

THE LOUS LIPP COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO SEND FOR CATALOG

A. 1). DENNISON & CO.
-Selling Ajrents-

534-536 Polk St., San Francisco. Cal.

E.D.CP

Eugene Dietzgen Co.

Surveying

Instruments

Drawing
Materials

Blue Printing

35 and 37 Fourth St. San Francisco

THE immT
Machinery Company

Agents for the well-known

ATLAS^
Engines and Boilers

Estimates given

See our Illustrated Catalogs

In New Quarters at
^

37 SECOND STREET SAN FRANCISCO

L.
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HIGH -CLASS WALL
We carry the (iiic&t >

and Domestic Goods
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In New Quarters

The Hewitt Machinery Company

(Inc) has moved from the Monadnock

building to more commodious quarters

in a new building just finished at 6/

Second street. A stock for jmrnediate

deilvery will be kept on hand and this

will enable the company to fill all orders

promptly. Several large machinery con-

tracts have lately' been taken in addi-

tion' to a number of hurry orders tor

Atlas engines and boilers. Besides the

\tlas goods the company is handling

the Blaisdell air compressors, Kilbourne

& Jacobi's ore cars, Chalmens & Will-

iams' mill and mining machinery the

Shaw "Eclipse" air hammer rock drills

and the Jeflfrey "Badger" rock drills.

UM"ASBESTOS ROOFIN

Alfred G. Webber has taken the man-

agement of the Roberts' boiler and Ham-
ilton grate and has opened an office at

179 Twelfth street, Oakland.

The Western Building Material Com-

pany will supply the cement for the new

Flood building, at the corner of Fourth

and Market streets. This building will

be the largest of its kind in the world.

It will be of reinforced concrete. Charles

F. Whittlesey is the architect.

T//AN AAV OTHER ROOFING
because it is composed of a practically

imperishable material.

(iives Better Service

THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it possesses highest fire-re-

sisting properties and is wind, moisture

and weather-proof.

Costs Less
THAN ANY OTHER ROOFING
because it is the "cheapest per year

roofing" on the market; coating or

painting not being necessary to pre-

serve it.

Write for Samples and Catalog

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

180 Second Street, San Francisco
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Are Shipping Many Brick

Since the first of the year the Cali-

fornia Brick and Clay Manufacturing
Company has completed more than one-
half of its new building at Antioch and
the waste heat dryer system is now in

shape so that all orders can be filled

promptly in spite of the wet weather.

The company reports many orders on
the books for sewer pipe, chimney
pipe and hollow fire proofing of all

kinds. Some large shipments of ma-
terial have recently been made to San
Francisco and interior points.

The company has its plans all worked
out for the new kilns it is going to erect

as soon as the weather clears. It is pro-
posed to build at once two large cir-

cular down draft kilns, and one brick

kiln which, in addition to the present
capacity, will make the company rank
among the large producers of the coast.

Cement Work Causes Comment

D. Ross Clark, the well known cement
plasterer, did the ornamental plastering
and cementing on the new Flannery
building, and Mr. Clark is being com-
plimented for doing such a creditable
piece of work. He is also doing the
plastering and cement front on the three
story building planned by Architect
Frank Van Trees for the Enterprise
Real Estate Company on Market street.

The ceiling and wall panels in Kilbourn
& Hayden's Ferry Cafe were decorated
by Mr. Clark and from an artistic stand-
point it is as fine as anything to be
found in that section of the city. Mr.
Clark is a member of the San Fran-
cisco Builders' Association, where he
may be reached any day during the noon
hour.

The Redwood Manufacturers Company
at Oakland is one of the most successful

enterprises across the bay; thanks to

the tireless efforts of Manager W. A.
Boscow. Business with this company
has more than doubled the past year.

There is a great demand for redwood,
pine and cedar doors, a large stock of

which the company always keeps on
hand.

Four Stories
I.

The Mutual Cold Storage Company,
recently organized, is planning to erect
a four-story brick building on East
street, near Sansome, which will be one
of the largest and best equipped cold
storage plants in the West. Construc-
tion will begin as soon as architects'

plans can be drawn up and approved by
the directors of the company.

Hard Wall

!

Wood Fibre

1 PLASTER

I

I

and Plaster Paris are the purest (99io% pure gypsum), strongest and

will go further than any plaster on earth. We have the only gentane

Wood Fibre plaster on this Market. No sand. Absolutely fire and

earthquake proof. The Government Supervising Architect at Wash-

ington recommends our goods on Federal Buildings.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

PACIFIC-PLYMOUTH PLASTER lOMPAI^Y
OFFICE: 1083 Howard St, near 7th St.

PmONK MAMKKT 2371

WARFHOUSE: /// Towasead St.. near 2ad.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
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Want a Good

BUIlDINfi BLOCK MACHINE ?

Easy to operate.

No need of high priced mechanics.

One man can make 300 blocks per day with

our machine.

Write for particulars and descriptive matter.

OLSON & RICHARDSON
Stoughton, Wis.

HEADQUARTERS

Chemical Fire Apparatus

Chemical Engines for Warehouses, Town
and City Fire Departments. Combined
Hose and Chemical Wagons. Hose Carts

and Hook and Ladder Trucks : : : :

Stempel Gold Medal, Aaron,

Insurance and other Fire

Extinguishers

PAUL BRANT, s^^n'^^^s^
Phonk Temporary 3011

JAMES CAH1LL-&^X0.
DEALEkS IN

WALL PAPER and

WINDOW SHADES

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS

408 TWELFTH STREET
Bel. Broadway and Franklin St.

Phonb Main 1113 OAKLAND, CAL.

W H. MALOTT. General Manager
Residence. 250 Scott Street. S. P

O. C. JOHNSON. Secretary

Western Roofing Materials Co.

GENERAL ROOFING BUSINESS

Felt and Gravel Roofs, Repairs, Roof-

ing Felts, Asphalt, Etc.

Office and Works.

Seventh and Hooper Streets

Phone Mint 4371 San Fra ncisco
ll

Steam, Power and Centrifugal

PUMPING MACHINERY

AIR COMPRESSORS

FEED WATER HEATERS

COMPLETE INSTALLATIONS

CHARLES L NEWCOMB, JR.

822 MONADNOCK BUILDING. SAN FRANCISCO

CONSULTING CHEMIST
SAN FRANCISCO COKE AND GAS CO.

WESTERN INSPECTION BUREAU

IRVING C. ALLi.:
EXPERT CHEMIST
CONSULTING LABORATORY

BEACH AND MASON STREETS
Phone Franklin 1052

SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.

Residence. 1945 Berkeley Way. Berkeley
Phone Berkeley 1300

Ralph Barker .1. T. Waisn

Barker & Walsh
Consulting Engineers

Formerly with

D. H. Burnham & Co.. Chicago

Foundations Steel Structures Reinforced

Concrete

Specifications and Estimates for all classes of

Steel Construction

2504 A Clay St. San Francisco. Cal.

J. B. Prince
President

O. B. TlBBETTS
Vice-Pres. and Mgr.

agents for

"Flexo" & "Raintite" Roofing

OAKLAND ROOFINO AND PAINT CO.
Incorporated

Felt and Gravel Roofs
Roof Painting:

A Fall Llae of Paints lo Stock

412 15th Street

Oakland
T.-l. Oakland 3^32

3269 16th Street

San Francisco
1(1. Mark.t 2.^24
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SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO i'i;iii^AUi:.Lriii/i NEW YORK

Sanitary Devices Man_:jcturing Co.

MANUFACTUREElS OF

COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM

VACUUM SYSTEM

COMBINED COMPRESSED AIR

and VACUUM SYSTEM

STATIONARY PUNTS
PORTABLE APPARATUS

AUTOMATIC AIR DUST

REMOVING DEVICES

Stationary Plants installed and in course of installation

on the Pacific Coast

SAN FRANCISCO
United States Mint
United States Post Office

Hale Btos» Inc^
Monadnock Building'

Chronicle Building
Union Trust Building
Grant Building
Crocker Building
Shreve Building
A. Schilling & Co. Building
Fairmont Hotel
St. Francis Hotel
Shreve & Co.

OAKLAND
Arcade Building

RIVERSIDE
Glenwood Hotel

CORONADO
Coronado Beach Hotel

DEL MONTE
Hotel Del Monte

FRESNO
Grand Central Hotel

SEATTLE. WASH.
Lincoln H<^*''

LOS ANGELES
Hollenbeck Hotel
Westminster Hotel
Natick Hotel
Wilcox Building
Merchants' Trust Co.
Coulter Building
H. W. Hellman Building
I. W, Hellman Building
Alexandria Hotel
California Club
Development Co. Building
Auditorium Building
Crippen Apartments
Hollywood Hotel
E. P. Clarke (Residence)
Equitable Savings Bank
Percival Apartments
Los Angeles Pacific Co.
Pacific Electric Building

SAN JOSE
Haves Chynowelh Co.

SACRAMENTO
Wcinstock, Lubin & Co.

PASADENA
Dr. W. T. Bolton (Residence)

PORTLAND. ORE.
Albington Hotel
Wm. Fliedner Hotel

J. P. Poulsen (Residence)

SAN FRANCISCO FACTORY AND OFFICE:

16th STREET and SAN BRUNO AVENUE
J
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TRADt HARK

REGISTERED
___, ,^^r w^j-^^^r^mn.!^^ DURABLE. EASY TO LAY. FIRE-PROOF, INEXPENSIVEDp A I iV tf% fl IH I ^1 I factory: E. Oakland

Manufactu f Hard Wall Finish

al Plaster
SpeCIFICA I iur(3 r-UK ciiKiKB HARD WALL PLASTER

MeUl Imth three-coat work

:

'

. . ._ , ^ ., ^
First or »cTatch coat—One part Empire' hard wall plaster fibred, two parts sharp clean sand (fresh

^Mitcrtiinil preferable). Thoruugnly mixed and applied within two hours after mixed.

Second or browning coat—One part Empire haid wall piaster, two parts clean sharp sand floated up

even with grounds.
*

.. ^ . . ^ j ..

White or putty coat—One part Empire finishing plaster, three parts line putty gaged with hard wall

plaster.
Sand finish—One part Empire hard wall plaster, two parts clean sharp sand.

"

Wood lath, twfvcoat wofk—One part Empire hard wall plaster fibred, two parts dean sharp sand

(fresh-water sand preferable), mixed thoroughly and applied within two hours after mixing.

While coat and sand finish same as for metal lath.

Finishing coat should be applied within 48 hours after first coat is put on.

I
16th and Hairisofl fits., San Francisco

Okliland
Warehouse

ADAM5' WHARF
Phe«« Oaklaad M2I

ARTIFICIAL MARBLE, SCAGLIOLA
AND IMITATION CAEN STONE Specialist in Imftation ftnmite

KNICKMANN & NOCBNTI
Cotttracton for the New Falrmoat Hotel

HIGHEST GRADE WORK FOR WAINSCOT COLUMNS,
PILASTERS, PANELS, BALUSTRADES, MANTELS, ETC.

525, 527, 529, 531 WEST TWENTY-SIXTH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

I
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DO YOU CATCH THE IDEA?
A Necessity for Contractor and Builder

Can be used on CONCRETE WALLS -.All

Sizes: All Shapes SEWERS. TUNNELS.
SILOS and CYLINDRICAL WORK. With
this Simple Holder You can Turn any of the

Ordinary BuildintJ Corners.

No Contractor's Outfit Complete Without The*.

Write for my Booklet of Valuable Information for the

Contr.ictor.

J. H. SULUVJtN, 411 S. lonli St., Brand Riplils, Michigan

This Is It

The KLEIN Furnace

'*BUILT SQUARE tt

Especially Adapted for Dwelling Houses.
Churches. Schools and Halls

Cleaa, Reliable, Simple, Economical

Architects and Builders Investigate This.

Write for booklet entitled. A Square
Talk on a Square Furnace."

F. KLEIN
53 South Second St., San Jose,Cal.

PORTLAND
CEMENT
(HIGH rex :iRADES)

In quantities to suit,

for immediate and

future deliveries. . .

Before contracting

for your Cement re-

quirements see or

phone

A. BRESLAUER
PHONE TEMP. 2350

2 1 4 California St. San Francisco

Cement

uirai Steel

iVW.

0. W. McNEAR

210 BATTERY STREET

Saa Praidsco, Cat.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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"American System for Reinforcing for

Concrete Construction" is J^e title of

a neat, well gotten up little booklet now
being distributed by the Pacific Con-

crete Machinery Company of San

Francisco and Los Angeles. The book

includes about fifty pages of illustrated

matter showing and describing the

Qrille Work

Stair Work

Officeand

Bank
Railings

Wire
Guards

Elevator
*

Enclosures

and Cars

Ek'ctrolitT. Frt'snoCity Hall

MADE BY

White Ornamental
Iron Company

Office and Works, 377 Tenth Street, Oakland
Telephone Oakland 7679

S«n Francisco Sales Office, 499 Monadnock Bldg

Telephone Temporary 2997

various buildings on the coast and else-

where built according to the American
system. C. F. Wieland, the well-known
San Francisco engineer, is the resident

consulting engineer of the system which
should be sufficient guarantee of its

worth. Among the illustrations shown
are several progress photographs of the

A. Schilling plant.

RED
WOOD

PlNt ..^^^

CEDAK

DOORS

Large

Stock on

Hand

Windows

Mouldings

Will Work

House

^Finish

Tanks, Etc

II II

ii

;\ , . lacturers
Company

W. A. Boscow, Manager

.Di. & Alice Sts., Oakland

BEAUTIFUL AND
ORIGINAL DESIGNS
1 xN • • • *

Staff and

Stucco Work

J. FRED JURQEWITZ
Center Pieces, Mouldingrs, Brackets, Gables,

Friezes, Carved Panels, Capitals, Etc. . . .

Phone, Vale 2082

1017 Fast 161h St. EAST OAKLAND

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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The Steel Situation in San Francisco

The well known firm of Woods &
Huddart, selling agents for the Lock

bar steel pipe, writes as follows concern-

ing the steel situation on the coast:

"We notice by the newspapers that

certain parties are delaying placing or-

ders for structural steel until such time

as they can do so with any degree of

certainty of delivery.

'*To the best of our knowledge some of

the very largest producers of structural

steel are considerablv behind hand in their

deliveries, but this does not apply to all

of the mills and structural shops. We
might say in this connection that we
are the representatives here of Levering

& Garrigues Company of New York,

and they are prepared to make prompt

deliveries of structural steel fabricated

ready for erection. In further substan-

tiation of our statement we can inform

you that we recently took a contract

for a small steel frame, for a building

to be erected on Market street, and
made shipment complete in forty days

after receipt of drawings, and we really

feel that such a record is one to be

proud of when everyone knows the pres-

ent general conditions of the steel

market.
"We know that considerable work has

been delayed on reinforced concrete

buildings, the builders claiming that

there is great difficulty in obtaining bars

for reinTorcerhent promptly. We have
supplied round, square and twisted bars

for a number of buildings, among them
the new building for the American Bis-

cuit Company, which we believe is about

the largest reinforced concrete building

that has so far been planned here. On
this contract we have supplied approxi-

mately 850 tons of bars, and were able

to make very prompt shipments.

"On new business for bars we are

offerinp^ at the present time to ship

within two weeks from receipt of order

at mill."

Alfkkjj L Mh\KK6TEiN. President
John S. Drum. Vice-President

ENOS COMPAN\
Of INew York:

Makers of LIGHTING FIXTURES

SPECIAL DESIGNS

AND ESTIMATES

Oough and Pine Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

Alaaeda County ReprtseoUtlve

:

THE STATE ELECTRIC CO.

128 Telegraph Ave., OAKLAND

William F. Humphrey. Secretary

Thomas ViGUS. General Manaffor

TELEPHONE FRANKLIN 724

P. O. BOX 544

Anierican=Pacific Construction Co.

CONTRACTORS AND ENGINEERS

General Offices. 536 POLK STREET

WARF.HOUSK AND MILL

B3^-B;^ti POUK STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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JUST THE THING FOR THE
BUNGALOW

ANOLE J AMPS
NO SMOKE NO ODOK LITTLE HEAT

COSTS LESS TO BURN THAN AN
ORDINARY LAMP

As easy to operate as gas or electricity

—

and better than either.

Lighted and extinguished like gas.

Can be burned high or low without a

trace of odor.

Send for catalogue or drop a postal

and we will call.

BOESCH LAMP COMPANY
1135 MISSION STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Keystone Boiler Woi ^:s

MAIN AND FOLSOM STREETS
SAIN. PRAISCISCO

PARKER
SELF CLEANING

PACIFIC COAST AOENTS FOR THB

WATER TUBE BOILER
ABSOLUTE SAFETY GREATEST ECONOMY

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

W. E. Dennison, President James H. Bishop, Secretary L. A. Steiger, Manager

STElfiER TERRA COHA and POTTERY WORKS
Manufacturers: Architectural Terra Cotta; Semi-dry

Pressed Brick; Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe;

Hollow Tile Fire-Proofing; Terra Cotta Chimney
Pipe; Electric Conduit Tile, Drain Tile : : :

Brick Mantels; Tile Mantels; Urns and Vases
Laundry Tubs; Kitchen Sinks; Flush Tanks

Acid Jars; Acid Pipes; Acid Brick; Fire Clay; Modeling
Clay; Fire Brick Dust : Fire Brick; Fire Tile

Main Office and San Francisco Yard:

EIGHTEENTH AND DIVISION STREETS
Factory: SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, SAN MATEO COUNTY

Phone Temporary 2211

T. A. PETTUS

Qeneial
Contractor

Pile Foundations, Bridges,

Wharves, Class A., B., C.

Building:s

^Get your plans for what you want
from some first class architect,

bring them to me and I will tell

you what your building will cost

and back my judgment with a

cash bond. If you are in doubt as

to what you want upon your lot,

come and see me and I will cheer-

fully give you the benefit of 25

years' of San Francisco experience

m the building business.

109 O'FARRELL STREET

Butcher's

Boston
Polish
Is the Best Finish

Made for Floors,

Interior Woodwork
and Furniture

fl Not brittle, will m-ither scratch nor de-

face, like shellac or varnish. Is not soft

and sticky, like beeswax. Perfectly trans-

parent, preserving the natural color and

beauty of the wood. Without doubt the

most Economical and Satisfactory Polish

Known for Hardwood Floors, fl For sale by'

dealers in paints, hardware and house

furnishings. flSend for our free book-

let, telling of the many advantages of

BUTCHER'S BOSTON POLISH.

The Butcher Polish Co.

356 Atlantic Avenue. BOSTON. MASS.

OUR No. 3 REVIVER
is a superior hnish for kitchen

and piazza floors

HERCULES QASOLINE ENGINES
Vettyl&s

I

WILL PROVE BEST TO DRIVE

3rick: Cleaning: Machines, Swing Saw^s,
C-oncre^e Allxers, Etc

HERCULES HOISTING ENGINES ^'"'^'^ ^"^ l?bt.^5tTto'&')tr""
""'"

High Speed Multiple Cylinder Dynamo Engines all \m model

The Hercules Gas Engine Works
Works and Office. 2329 Blanding Ave., near Park St.. Alameda, California 'Phone Alameda 91

Joshua Hendy Iron Works
(INCORPORATED)

IRON FOUNDERS, ENGINEERS, MACHINISTS
ARCHITECTURAL AND STRUCTURAL IRON CASTINGS

OFFICE AND SALESROOM
ncarin^ comple-tion at

FREIVIOINT STTRBET
SAN FRANCISCO

WORKS AT

SUNNYVALE,
SANTA CLARA COUNTY

CALIFORNIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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^^ESTS made upon the floor construction of the Bixby Hotel show remarkable

Yll strength and excellent design. In these floors and beams only the KAHN
^^ SYSTEM was used. This building is now being added to and the great

success of the use of the KAHN TRUSSED BAR, as shown /by these

tests, especially as compared with the twisted bar or plain bar reinforcement, have

led the architects to specify the Kahn System exclusively in these additions.

The architect, J. C. Austin, has expressed himself as being so well PLEASED
with the Kahn System of reinforced concrete, that in the future he will use it in

preference to any other system.

^^ONS of sacks filled with sand were placed on the floors of the Bixby Hotel,

|[| ^
causing a super-imposed load of 240 pounds per square foot. This load is

^^
six times the load for which these floors were designed, and is equivalent to

the weight of three tiers of heavy men packed together as closely as possible,

and one tier on top of another.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company
DETROIT, MICH

HEBER & THAYER MAURICE C. COUCHOT, C. E.

Agents
II

Agent

Germain Building, Los Angeles || Atlas Building, San Francisco

f

CEILING construction under the load shown on preceding page. The clear

span of these ceilings is 17 feet 8 inches. Note that the concrete joists

spanning between the girders carry all the load, thus making it a true re-

inforced concrete construction. The rows of hollow tile are merely used

to fill the spaces between the joists, which would ordinarily be vacant and un-

attractive in appearance. As tar as strength is concerned, all of these tiles may
be removed without any injury to the construction.

THE KAHN SYSTEM
Of REINFORCED CONCRETE is the HIGHEST TYPE OF CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION, not the cheapest but the most economical. It aims first

for SUPERIORITY IN RESULTS, and second for economy in price.

In this locality the following structures are now being erected in accordance

"with the Kahn System of refnTorced concreteT

Marsh Hotel
Lankershim Building
Boston Store
Claremont Library
Home Telephone Bldg.
Bemis Bag Factory
Letham Building
Wellman Feck Bldg.
First Natl. Bank Bldg.
Scatena Building

Architect*

Fred R. Dorn
Roberts Const. Co.
Theodore Eisen
Franklin P. Burnham
Edelman & Barnett
Lester
Edward Bowles
Julius Krafft
l. b. dutton
Chas. Paff & Co.

Contractor*

F. O. Engstrum Co.
Roberts Const. Co.
Earl Low
b. L. Bloom
F. L. Sp.au LDING
Lester
Cook & Young
R. Keating Sons
Thompson Starrett Co.
Co-Oper.ative Stone Co.

The KAHN SYSTEM OF REINFORCED CONCRETE is now b«ing used in the United States

at the rate of FIVE MILLION DOLLARS worth of building per month.

Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Detroit

HEBER & THAYER, Agents, Germain Buiiding, Us Angeles

MAURICE C. COUCHOT, C. E., Agent, Atlas Building, San Francisco

il
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Russell 4 Erwin Manufacturing Company

New Britain, Conn.

^.

DESIGN: STUTTGART
SCHOOL: GERMAN ROCOCO

DESIGN : ROLAND
SCHOOL: LOUIS XVI

L
Office and Sample Room:

929 Monadnock Building - - San Francisco, Gal.

TELEPHONE TEMPORARY 1370

SAN FRANCISCO

CORNICE COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

FIRE-PROOF

METAL WINDOWS
STEEL CEILINGS

flOld Mission and Spanish tile, sheet

steel, pressed brick and stone sheet
metal cornices, {galvanized iron sky-
lights, tin and corrugated iron roofing

and siding, galvanized iron chimneys.

OFFICE AND CORNICE DEPARTMENT

Bryant Street, Bet. 9th and lOth Sts.

FACTORY

14th and Florida Streets

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Victor Stanqulst Richard J. H. Forbes

Phone Market 1257

-^ Victor

Stanquist & Co.

Contractors for

San Francisco*

s

First Reinforced

Concrete Office

Building

Concrete F'ounclations,Artificial

Stone Sidewalks, Cement

Work of Every De-

scription.

65 Landers Street
Between 14th and 15th Streets

San Francisco

<? r^r
iitiv UK. Palo Company
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

FOURTH FLOOR, FLANNERY BUILDING

Market and Geary Streets SAN FRANCISCO

-WE CONSTRUCT

STEEL AND REI
fkicnnr

ED CONCRETE

BUILDINGS

We are equipped to handle with exceptional facilities such heavy construction

as required in warehouses, factories, power-houses, railroad terminals, docks,

piers, wharves, bulkheads and bridges of all descriptions.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ELECTR 4 1 w 1 R I N ft

IN ALL ITS CHES

The Co.

Estimates furnished on any plans and spec-

ifications. Our electrical engineering force

will gladly give advjce, without charge, to

architects, builders or owners, on any con-

templated improvements.

Standard Electrical Construction

has done a great portion of the important

work in its line in San Francisco and

vicinity, including St. Francis Hotel, Mer-

cantile Trust Co., Jas. L. Flood Building,

Crocker Estate, Stanford University Build-

ings, University of California.

STANDARD ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION CO.

H. C. THAXTER, Electrical Engineer

HARRISON DIBBLEE, Secretary
R. J. DAVIS, President

ALLEN ST. J. BOWIE, Vice-President

Formerly Rialto Building

New Address, 60 Natoma Street, SAN FRANCISCO

Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.

Agents for Grinnell Automatic Sprinklers and Fire Alarm

Systems. Insurance rates reduced 40 to 50 per cent. Recog-

nized by all fire insurance companies. Estimates furnished

free. Correspondence solicited.

PACIFIC FIRE EXTINGUISHER COMPANY

Office and Warehouse, 145 to 153 Howard Street,

G. J. BECKER, Manager. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

^^^ .AR SMITH COMPANY
Engineers and Contractors

FULTOTV CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Boiler Settings and Brick Work

Room 4, Stover Building, Eighth and Market Sts., San Francisco

TELEPHONE, MARKET 2903

B9BBB0

When writing to Adverti«er« mention thia Magazine.
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STRUCTURAL
Hor 3uilclins:s

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Estimates Furnished on Material Fitted Ready
for Erection

HIGH CARBON AND MEDIUM STEEL BARS
FOR CONCRETE RE-INFORCEMENT

Twisted Squares, Also Plain Squares, Rounds and Flats

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

GALVANIZED AND PAINTED CORRUGATED SHEETS

STEEL RAILS

Wood
11 FRONT STREET

S <& d a rt
bAN FRANCISCO

VV. B. REIS C. E. LAMBURTH ROBERT DAY
President VTce-President "Treasurer

American Construction Co

General Contractors

896 Eddy Street, San Francisco, California

PILE FOUNDATIONS WHARF AND BRIDGE BUILDING

ERECTION OP STEEL STRUCTURES
mimmmmam
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Contractors

HHL for

Hk Steel Frame

"^^^^^^^^Kw^t^^n r

Reinforced
li^^Hrv^V ^^^^mIK l^^^^^^K^L

Concrete

Buildings

m$'-\vA ''^s^^ •

i^-tm •

•^ I

le

.n.

Humboldt Savings Bank Building

Meyer & O'Brien. Architects Lindgrkn Hicks Co.. Eu:ld« rs

The lJndg:ren=Hicks Co.

Structural Engineers

Office: Second Floor, Old Humboldt Bank Bldg.

Opposite Palace Hotel Site SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Art Metal Works
CHR. DETERDING

Bank Fixtures

Elevator Grilles

Art Forgings and Hammerings

)

f

REPAIRING OF ANTIQUE BRONZES
A SPECIALTY

Made by Chr. Detcrding
, /^ r» " •

.,Fio.„„,iuj,
'^ 67 Clementina Street, San Franciscoafter photo of the origiaal

Blue Summit Lime.

HERCULES FIBER s Keene's Geinsnt

^y^GSTO

Union Lime Both Pbonaf 64.

LOS r CS, CAL.

ric
^saiii

SATISFACTORY IN EVERY WAY

'«v aa (kfc^

Hassam Foundations most Suitable Foundations for

Any Kind of Pavements. Saves 25 per cent cost.

Worcester, Mass. Boston New York

Represented by Boyle-Uuey Oomparty, >"«.

Engineers and Construction Supply Merchants

Monadnock Building - San Francisco. Cal.

W. DeMott. Fr. ,.
C. .\. Cari>entcr. Mgr.

L olith Co I , my
Manufacturing Demolith and Xolith Flooring, VVainscoting and Sanitary Base

rincpnoor. wATCM^ROor and sanitary

Factory and Office 310 Clementina street

Near Fourth St - - - - Sin Frndsci, CaL

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I

uiiiuN COMPANY

C. F. McCarthy. Pres.

F. E. KOETITZ. Vice-Pres.

F. M. BUTLER, Secy.

REINFORCED
CONCRETE

''A" and ^^B"

BUILDINGS
Bridges, Dams

Wharves and

f Docks

Pile Foundations

Agents for

Koetitz Patent

Concrete Piles

OFFICE, 17 SPEAR STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO.

TELEPHONE TEMPORARY S35

Engineers and Gen-

eral Contractors

Large Stocks of Cement

Steel and all

Building Materials

\

AND AGENTS FOR

Patent Reinforced

Concrete Floor

System

REINFORCED CONCRKTK TOWkk OF UNION FERRY DEFUT BUILDING. REBUILT BY THE FACIFIC CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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THE

HERCULES PLASTER FIBRE

For Hard Wall
and Lime Plaster

GIVES BEST RESULTS
Length of time in mortar, hot weather or

hot lime will not injure or destroy it.

MANUFACTURED BY

MBRCUUBS MF'a. CO.
221-5 San Bruno Ave. San Francisco

For Sale by all dealers.

WALLACE
HOISI o

For Raising Lumber, Cement, Concrete,

Iron and all other Materials used

in Building Construction. Also

for Ore, Coal, Water,

etc., in Mining

Operations.

CONCRETE MIXERS
FRICTION HOISTS

CONCRETE CARTS
CONCRETE WHEELBARROWS

FOR SALE BY

..LE-LUEY COMPANY (Inc.)

Englaeers aad
Coastructloa Supply Mercbaats

Monadnock BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.

w p TT f

MANUFACTURERS OF

Pioneer White and Red Lead

MlAtU PAIf^ MIRRORS
BRIGAIINti OILS, ETC.

DEALERS IN

PLATE AND WINDOW GLASS
PAINTS OILS, ETC.

COR. MISSION AND BBALE STREETS
SAN FRANCISCO

IBW
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IS THE PHONE OF

H. G. CORWIN
ARCHITECTURAL

ENGINEER

2215 BUSH. STREET

MARSHAl ! ^ STEARNS CO.

WALL BEDS

For Apartment Houses, Hotels, Room^

ing Houses and Cottages

904 EDDY ST.

San Francisco, Cai.

444 S. BROADWAY
Los Angeles, Cat.

E. BiRK Jac. Wegmann

BIRK & WEQMANN
Structural EngineskCkPC

Designs and Details for all kinds of Steel

and Reinforced Concrete Structures

Ptaoae, Franklin 2369

Room 328 Delbert Block
cor. Van Ness Ave. and O'Farrell St.

San Francisco, Cal.

George J. Wellington

Fire Protective Consulting
and Contracting Engineer

STANDARD
FIRE AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS

( Kohl Building, San Francisco, Cal.

SBATTLK LOS ANGELES

MALTH01D ROOFING

is being used extensively in rebuilding San Friancisco. It not

only covers hundreds of temporary structures but occupies a

prominent place in the plans of architects engaged in the

erection of the large buildings now under way. Malthoid is

impervious to heat, cold, dampness, acids and alkalies. Malthoid
lasts longer and gives better results than any other roofing.

Send for booklets that will tell you all about Malthoid.

PABCO DAMP-PROOF COMPOUND

is in great demand for coating cement and brick walls. It

forms a tough elastic coating that permits the plaster to adhere
tenaciously, and prevents moisture in the brick from entering

the plaster. Buildings coated with Pabco Damp-Proof Com-
pound are dry and free from musty odors. Send for folder.

THE PARAFFINE PAINT CO.
San Francisco Salesroom

Main Office :: ::

;: :: :: 15th Street near Guerrero

Union Savinjcs Bank Bld^., Oakland, Cal.
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This Beautiful House of

CONCRETE
BLOCKS
Was Built by the

RESIDENCE OF F. W. OSBORN. FRESNO

Worswick Street Paving Co.
OF FRESNO, CAL.

d ton
louses

Anywhere in the State ; also Reintorced Concrete

Buildings. Thorough Workmanship. Prices Right.

Let us Figure.

OfRce, Forsythe Block, Fresno, Cal.

REOJ^STF^RRO PI^UIVIBERS

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

aiUUEV-SOHiVilD 00>, Inc

N. W, CORNER 13TH AND MISSION STS.

Phone, Special 965

COMPLETE OIL-BURNING PLANTS INSTALLED. HIGH OR LOW PRESSURE

r

F. Office With GRI

Spear and Folsom Sts., San Francisco

1^ Standard Brass Casting Co.

Brass Founders and Finishers

MANUFACTURERS OF

Brass Water Goods, Architectural

and Ornamental Bronze, Phosphor

Bronze, Gun Metal, Machine Brass,

Lead and Zinc Castings.

TING AND REFINING COMPANY
Foundry, Oakland

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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FINE PAST DAILY TRAINS

BETWEEN

%}\ FRANibLU = LOS ANGEIES

AND

NEW ORLEANS

OVER THE

su I T

Dining; and parlor observation car service
Library and cafe— Drawing room sleep-
ers to New Orleans without chang-e—
Personally conducted tourist excursion
parties to St. Louis, Cincinnati, Chicay^o
and W'ashinirton. (JConnections made a-
New Orleans with trains for the North
and liast or Southern Pacihc's larq^est new
coastw ise steamers for New Y o r k —
Steamer trip adds no more to cost than
for an all rail ticket. Ask Agents

SOUTHERN P

Onyx for
Vestibi'les

Think of the very finest marble,

then imagine a polished trans-

lucent stone, infinitely more
beautiful and you may get some
idea of ' ' Peninsula Onyx.

The price has been greatly reduced.

A postal will bring our repre-

sentative with samples and it

won't take more than two or

three minutes of your time.

We want to "Show you."

NEW PEDRARA MEXICAN ONYX GO.

Head Offices: San Diego, Calif.

Branch Office:

84 BACON BUILDING, OAKLAND. CALIF.

Onyx for

Bank Fixtures

i^
TAmm S M7AN CO.

Manufacturers of

A PERFECT VARNISH

For Natural Woods or

Grained Surfaces

A Superior Article for Finishing all kinds

of Soft and Hard Woods where the

Natural Beauty is intended

to be Preserved

I

TEMPORARY OFFICE

UTAH AND FIFTEENTH STREETS

SAN FRANCISCO

1

iouerurnaces

Are gas and

- iliicf proof be=

cause they are

|nit up without

a packed joint

Made in nine regular sizes and four special

sizes for low cellars. We also make three

especially large furnaces for churches, school

houses and buildings. These furnaces are

brick set. We are having a big demand for

our ROOM HEATERS which are furnished

in six sizes.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE AND PRICES

Pacific Blower and Heating Co.

HEATING AND VENTILATING ENGINEERS

3261 TO 3267 SEVENTEENTH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO

i. V, Ualassi Mosaic^

T. V. Galassi, Pres. & Mgr.

importers, Manufacturers, Dealers

and Contractors

Marble Steps and Wainscot

Terrazzo Steps and Wainscot

Terrazzo and Mosaic Floors

Venetian Mosaic Tile Floors -^

Marble and Mosaic Mantels

Cement Tile Floors

Roman, Venetian, Glass, Pearl and

Ceramic Mosaic Decorations.

Office, Factory and Display Rooms

1121 Fell Street, near Devisadero

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

ili»

When writing to Advert i»er« mention this Magazine.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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C. h. Wit:LAi>i)
Consulting Engineer

Steel Frame and Re-Inforced
Concrete Structures.

Plans, Details and Specifications Pre-

pared.

Shop and Field Inspection

911 Mutual Savings Bank Building

SAN FRANCISCO

Member Amer. Soc. Mech. Eng.

SURETY ON BONDS

United States Fidelity and Guaranty Co.

BURGLARY INSURANCE

LIABILITY INSURANCE

New Amsterdam Casualty Company

PERSONAL ACCIDENT INS.

Strong, Belden & Farr
45 POST STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

109 BACON BLOCK, OAKLAND

Bay wiij i\,*j

Boilers, Tanks. Sheet Iron. Structural Iron

and Steel Work. Blacksmith Work of

all Descriptions. Concrete Cars.

Ore Cars. Coal Cars. Buckets

of all Descriptions.

1243-5 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

If
SURETY ON BONDS

Pacific Surety Co.
OF CALIFORNIA

Bonds Furnished for Contractors

Cash Assets, $425,000.00

Safe Deposit BulldioE, 326 MootKomery St.

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Temporary 1293

OFFICERS
Wallace Everson. President

John Bermingham, Vice-President
\ P KFDniNT, Serr^tary

OUITI-IIC
Expanded Metal and Corrugated Bar

Concrete Construction For
Short and Long Spans

EXPANDED METAL LATH
HOME INDUSTRY

WESTERN EXPANDED METAl AND EIRE PROOfIN6 CO.

Office

2265 California St., San Franciscxj

Inia

The Best Journal of Architecture

The Best Buildings of all

kinds and Sections published ^

monthly. Exteriors, Interiors

and Plans.

Price $10 a year.

Porter Taylor & Co., Chicago

vxy? i^f^

SPeCIAL BILLS AND
CAROOCS CUT TO OROtf*

OCALCRSIN

C.H.Olinqer
mamaOCM

PIIVE ANT>RRnwOOD

OAKLAND

BRANCH VARO
CAST I2T."ST a ITT? AVE.

CAST OAKLAND

/

ARTISTIC DESIGNS
in Staff and Stucco Work

*

Architectural Sculpture and
Decoration for Interiors

and Exteriors

E. MANETTA
Modeler

Bay and Fillmore Streets

SAN FRANCISCO

J.

• I

TENAFLY, N. J.

Tapestrolea Burlaps Canvases
and other Decorative Textiles
Samples sent upon request. Departments

20 E. TwentyFirst Street, New York
43 E. Randolph Street, Chicago

MOYNIHAN &i C(

BOILER WORKS
HIG« AND LOW PRESSURE BOILERS OF ALL KIIIOS

Built according to Drawings or Specifications,
and SHEET IRON WORK executed at the
shortest notice, on the most reasonable terms.

RepaiHof Proaptly Attended to. it Reasonable Ratcn

401 Folsom Street, Southwest corner Fremont

SAN FRANCISCO
Telephone Temporary 16%

Established

1879

fAI W RNIA ART A3i

BENDING AND CUTTINU WORKS

Incorporated

1893

^M. SCHROEDER. Presiaent

Memoi
« Elmbossing
_J"W Staining

^^^^1^^^ Beveling
— Crystallizing

stc.

s % The Leading House on the PaciHc Coast
„ Phone Temporary 1817

^ 9 938 Howard Street. tV^^V^^':^.-''tX

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magasine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Russwin Bali-Bearing Knobs

Anyone \miu has applied a lock set

to a door knows the difficulty of ad-

justing the knobs so that they will

neither bind nor shuck, when as is so often

the case, the roses are not in perfect

alignment. The spring employed in the

compensating rose, see illustration

above, has an adjustment of 1-16 inch on

each knob and corrects any variation

in the application of the trim to the

door; brings the knobs in perfect align-

ment and the ball-bearing in even con-

tact witfi the cone. The result obtained

is perfect action of the knobs under

conditions which would render any

operation of the regular type of knob

impossible.
Rail-bearing shanks and compensating

roses make a closer adjustment of knobs

possible and render impossible squeak-

ing, binding or slow action. * May be

applied to any Russell & Erwin Mfg.

Go's knobs of the screwless spindle type.

The Little Giant Oil Burner

The G. E. Witt Gompany, manufac-

turers of the well known "Little Giant

Oil Burner," is again back in San Fran-

cisco, haying moved to the city from
temporary quarters in Oakland where

the company took refuge from earth-

quake and fire last April. The com-
pany is now incorporated and with

greatly enlarged quarters at 1165 How-
ard street is prepared to handle orders

promptly and with full satisfaction.

The company acts as consulting engi-

neers and contractors for the installa-

tion of fuel oil plants in any kind of

a building. It handles modern high

grade fuel oil burning machinery and
supplies not only for power plants but

for large or small buildings where low
pressure steam heating and hot water
systems are wanted.

1 POLITO
RRVERSIBLE

Modem, practical, •conomlcal.

As necessary to modern build-

ins equipment as electric light-

ing. Admit perfect ventilation

and cleaning from the INSIDE.
Used in the best and largest

residences and office buildings

in Los Angeles. ...*..
Descriptive Literature

sent un request.

HIPOLITO SCREEN AND SASH
COMPANY

634-638 Maple Avenue

Main 1806 HoiM 5190

EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
SURETY BONDS
GENERAL INSURANCE

LLOYD, GILBERT &

ROBERTSON

Main Office

2U17 Webster Street

San Francisco

WE ADJUST ALL LOSSES

H M

Laiijutnia Ilnck and Clay Company\<! New Plant at Antioch, Cat.

THIS BIG PLANT NOW BEING ENLARGED TO KEEP PACE WITH ORDERS

We make Sewer Pipe, Chimney Pipe, Electric Conduit,

Hollow Tile Brick, Hollow Fire-Proofing, Fire Face Brick.

California Brick and Clay Manufacturing Co.
223 Monadnock BIdg., SAN FRANCISCOTelephone Temporary 3097

«f

SArMD=LlME

i

^B ^WWi' I

BV THE SC; ^1^^ SCIU^^XiniC ^VSTEM

fl .Sand-Lime Brick is fast being adopted by Amer-
ican Builders because of its various merits and advan-
tages. ^ The first successful System of Manufacture,
Developed in Germany, and the Only One based on
Perfect Scientific Principles is the Schwarz System.

^ Western America offers Splendid Industrial Op-
portunities in the Establishment of Sand-Lime Brick

Plants. fl The Patents for the Schivarz Scientific

System west of the Mississippi are controlled by the

W. F. Barnes Commercial Company
223 Monadnock BIdg., San Ft Phone Temporary 3097

Send for Full and Accurate Information about Sand-Lime Bricks and
their making. Also estimates for Brick either Natural or Colored.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine. When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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CEMENT
Guaranteed to Stand

San Francisco

Board of Public Works

Specifications

Structural Steel

Coke and Pig Iron

Qirvin & Eyre
Merchants* Exchange BIdg.

SAN FRANCISCO

JOHN FINN
President

4^0BERT B. FINN
Secretary

John Finn

Metal Works

Babbitt Metals

Solder and Galvanizing

PERMANENTLY LOCATED
AND DOING BUSINESS AT

Second and Harrison Streets

San Francisco

Largest and Finest Assortment on the Coast

CVERYTHING FOU THE ORCHARD AND GARDEN

A magnificent assortment of

Fruit Trees, Ornamental Trees

and Shrubs, Roses, Palms
and Greenhouse Plants

Write for beautifully illustrated pamphlet of

Burbank's Four New Creations. New descrip-

tive catalogue, a compendium of valuable infor-

mation. ai\d price list mailed on application.

FANCHER CREEK NURSERIES
(incorpor.ated)

Geo. C. Roeding, Pres. and Mgr.

BOX A FRESNO, CAL.

TAR
Cement Laundry

Trays

We sell our Trays under guar-

antee. They are made from

the Highest Grade Materials

and are Superior to any on the

Market, both in Strength and

Finish-

Write for Price List

J, F. REILLY & CO.
23-2B «»r»encer' Place

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.

I

BUFF & BUFF
TR/\rN^i

qj

PRECISE ENGINEERING
INSTRUMENTS

^ " In the manufacture of the Buff Transit and Instruments

QUALITY ALONE IS CONSIDERED."

FOR SALE BY

BOYLE-LUEY COMPANY
/

ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTION SUPPLY
MERCHANTS

732 MONADNOCK BLDG. SAN FRANCISCO

HOUSE, SIGN AND
SHIP PAINTING

Dealers in Oils. Mixed Paints. Copper Paint,
Submarine Compounds. Marine Paints.

Ship Painting a Specialty.

TELEPHONE JAMES 1411

150 East Street. San Francisco, Cal.

|-fO\ T BROS.

General Contractors

We are prepared to Coatract Work
in San Francisco and other Bay
Cities as well as other portions of

Northern California

Correspoadeiice Solicited

^"f. I^'X".. CI. Santa Rosa, Cal.

Why Pay $100
WHEN YOU CAN BUY A HIGH GRADE
TRULY VISIBLE TYPEWRITER FOR

$40 or $75

Type Bar^Standard Keyboard
FewMt Number of Parti Handiomest Work of All

Special Aluminum, Weigh* 9 Pound*

Pacific Typewriter Co.

2108 BUSH STREET
NEAR FILLMORE SAN FRANCISCO

WRITK FOR CATALOG

AOEINTS WAINTED

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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r»..ciMccc r^iPPrrrkPY burlaps, canvases, etc.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY

^.^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ .
« k t^ 2 Franklin Ave., Tenafly. N. J.

Below will be found a classified list of reputable CAPITALS, MOULDINGS. ETC.

; San Francisco and Los Angeles business firms Western Guilders' ^Supply Co.,^^^
^^^^ ^ ^

who are i)repared to figure or furnish material

on any and all jobs in the building line. CEMENT

ARCHITECTURAL AND ORNAMENTAL .
Pacific Portland Cemen^^ C^o.,^^^^.^^

^^ ^ ^,

STEEL AND IRONWORK Charles P. Coles, ^ ., ,. „ „
r, 1 . T vv^rVc 208 Merchants Exchange Budding, S. 1^.

Ra..,on Iron Works
^^^,^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ,^ ,, ^ , ,

Burnett Iron Works Fresno "'":""°"™;
To

^o., .

.
175 East St., S.

.

.. irfr';.r'Z,e^-.°a;''1;on-C^o^.=
^"'^ ^•-

'

^
^"°"

'^'^ J-
San Pedro St., Los .^n.e,es

«, Mona.nock_^ Bnna,n.,
J^.J.

G.rv.n .. n>re,
^^^^^ E.c.an.e BuHdin., S. F.

, T XI' 1 A Breslauer il4 Lai lorii la c^i., ^. • •

Joshua liendy Iron ^^ ^^^^^y^^^^^^ ^, ^ y. t W. McNear 210 Battery St.. S. F.

Walter Henderson 717 Van Ness Ave.'. S. F. Western ^uildu.g ^^^ter.al^Co^,
^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^

Pacific Rolling Mdh..^
^^^^^^_ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ ,^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^

ARTIFICIAL STONE WORKING MACHIN-
^-.p^^^^.^, ^ESl S

ER^'
.

, Irvintr C. Allen.. Beach and Mason Sts., S. F.

T. A. McMurtrie.2027 E. 9th St., Los Angeles

..RXIFIC.M- STONE, SC.GLIOL.V. ETC. -™ftcSa.'co'.^^.'^M.na St., S. F.
^

Co-Operative Artificial Stone Co.. Standard Electrical Construction Co.
Bay and Fillmore Sts.. b. f. gO Natoma St.. S. ^

Holmes Lime Co.. ,„.,,. c i- Steger Electrical Works Fresno, Cal.

Mutual Savings Bank Building. S. K
Knickman & Nocenti..525 W. 26th St., N. \. ELEVATORS
Pacific Coast Art M-^^^e^ Co.,^

_.^^^._^^ ^ ^ ^.^^ ^._^^^_, p,^^^,^^ Co.46 Natoma St., S. F.

Interlocl^ing Stone Co.. 563 9th St., Oakland ,, .

ENGINEERS
BANK FIXTURES W. W. Breite...925 Golden Gate Ave.. S. F.

N«.w Pedrara Onvx Co San Diego M. C. Couchot 604 Missior St.. S\ F.

and 84 Bacon Building, Oakland John B. Leonard.. 623 Monadnock Bldg.. S. F.

Barker cS: Walsh 2504.\ Clay St.. S. t.

ELIE PRIN.S .V URAWINC; MAT ERl VLS li.rk
^^^X^-X^rln^'o^arieirSt.. S. F.

KeuflFel & Esser .4u Oak St.. S. F. George T. Wellington Kohl Building. S. F;
Eugene Dietzen 35 Fourth St.. S. r. q p Wjeland. .Second and Folsom St., S. F.

BOILERS FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Keystone Boiler Works. Pacific Fire Extinguisher Co.. _

Main and Polsom Sts., S. F. 145 Howard St.. S. F.

Moynihan Company 411 Folsom St.. S. F.
p^^j Brant Mission St., S. F.

Bay City Iron Works. 1243 Harrissn St., S. F.
Bailtrer Fire Extinguisher Co..

145 Howard St.. S. F.

BRICK AND TERRA COTTA
Gladding. McBean .V- Co.. FIREPROOF WINDOWS

Eddy and Hyde Sts.. S. F. Healy Gale Co.. Agts..
Los Angeles Pressed Brick Co.. St. Mungo Building. S. r.

1006 Union Trust Building. Los Angeles ^ q Ruloflfson Sheet Metal Work«.
Carnegie Brick and Pottery Co.. '

315 Monadnock Building. S. F.

Montgomery Building, S. F.
g^^,^ Francisco Cornice Co..

Calif. Brick & Clay Mfg. Co.. Bryant St., bet. 9th and 10th Sts.. S. F.

223 Monadnock Building, S. F.

Sand Lime Brick-W. F. Barnes Com- FIREPROOFING
•mercial Co... 223 Monadnock Building. S. t

.

^ t » v^ • \ *

Steiger Terra Cotta & Pottery Co.. Clinton System LA. ^o'"'"'^'
\"Jv ^ . p

18th and Division Sts.. S. F. 833 Monadnock Buddmg. S. F.

Roebling Construction Co..

BRONZE AND IRON. ORNAMENTAL 476 Eighth St.. S. t.

, „ ^ • ,^ Demolith Co 310 Clementina St.. S. t.

Standard Brass Casting Co,.
o* c t? Continental Fireproofing Co..

Spear and Folsom Sts.. b. i:-. ^Qg Mutual Bank Building. S. t

.

John Finn Metal Works.
c. « f Western Expanded Metal Co..

Second and Harrison Sts., S. K 2265 California est.. S. F.

Chr. Deterding 67 Clementina St.. S. h.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE ^LmDRS. HARDWOOD, MOSAIC AND .N-

Brittain &^f^^'^^^- ^^^ ^„^ ^urk St.. S. F. 'inlaid Floor Co 759 Eddy St.. S. F.

Palace Hardware Co., ^ ^ Hardwood Interior Co.,

456 Golden Gate Ave.. S. F. 873 O Farrell St.. S. t.

638 Market St., S. F.

Gregory Hardware Co., qAS AND G.XSOLINE ENGINES
519 (iolden Gate Ave.. S. r.

. _»„ ThirA <st S F
,, „ T- »»/ /" Baker A: Hamilton "UU inira 01., o. r.

Russell *. Erw,n^ ^^'^^^Co.
_ ^^,^^,^^ ^ ^

Bak^r. Jl H^^
^^^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ^,^_^^^^

* When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY Continued

GENERAL CONTRACTORS. ENGINEERS.
ETC.
Cotton Bros. & Company.

Monadnock Building. S. F.
Bacon Building. Oakland

American-iiawaiian Engineering & Con-
struction Co.. Ltd. 332 Turk St., S. F.

American Dredging Co. ..Bacon Blk.. Oakland
T. \. Pettus. .\rcade Building,

109 O'Farrell St., S. F.
The Scofield-l)e Palo Co.,

Flannery Bldg., S. F.
American Construction Co. 896 Eddy St.. S. F.
The Lingren-llicks Co.,

2d Floor Old Humboldt Bank Kldg., S. F.
Fulton Construction Co. ..Stover Bldg., S. F.
Worswick Street Paving Co. .... Fresno. Cal.
Pacific Construction Co. ..17 Spear St.. S. F.
Smith Rice Co 118 Howard St.. S. t.
Richards- Newstadt Construction Co.,

208 Stimson Building, Los Angeles
237 Monadnock Building, S. F.

H. L. Peterson. .... .107 O'Farrell St., S. F.
Burrell Construction Co.,

513 Central Bank Building, Oakland
Roberts Bros. Co.,

311 Central Bank Building, Oakland
Hoyt Bros..

xiuilders' Exchange. S. F.. and Santa Rosa

GENERAL INSPECTION
Western Inspection Bureau^

621 Monadnock Building, .S. F.

GLASS—PRISM. ART. ETC.
Cal. Art Glass Works. .938 Howard St.. S. F.
Ingerson »Nc Glaser 245 Oak St.. S. F.
Holt & Habenicht 269 Fell St.. S. F.

HARD WALL PLASTER
Pacific Plymouth Plaster Co.,

1083 Howard St., S. F.
Empire Plaster Co., ^^^

16th and Harrison' Sts.. S. JF.

Marbleitc HaTdwatt Ptasler, soTd by WesT^
ern Building A. aterial Co..

340 Stcuart St.. S. F.
Atlas nidg,. S. F.

LAMPS
The Angle Lamp.—Boesch Lamp Co..

1135 Mission St.,l S. F.

Chubbuck it Harris,

IIEATINC; APPLIANCES. ENGI .\ KICKS, ETC.

Solar Heater Co..
333 New High St.. Los Angeles

Monash Vounker Co. .Chicago and New York
Mangrum \' Otter, Inc. .538 Mission St., S. F.
The F. Klein S(juare Furnace.

53 S. 2d St., San Jose
Pacific Blower & Heater Co..

3261 17th St.. S. F.
(iillcy-Schmidt Co., Inc.,

13th and Mission Sts., S F.

nor WATER HEATERS
Roberts' Combination Heater a'ni K''r'i'*'

Boiler 12th St. near Jackson, Oakland
Dunn Tctrolcum Rnrner Co.,

217 Monadnock Building, S. F.

INSURANCE
Lloyd, Gilbert & Robertson,

2017 Webster St., S. F.
Strong. Belden & Farr 45 Post St.. S. F.
Pacific Surety Co. .326 Montgomery St.. S. F.

INTERIOR DECORATINC;
L. Tozer & Son 1527 Pine St.. S. F.
W. VV. Tucker.

14th and Webster Sts.. Oakland
James Cahill & Co..

4)8 Twelfth St.. Oakland
Schastey & Vollmer,

318 Monadnock Building. S. F.

Taylor & Sinclair Co.. Ire.
1464 Bush St.. S, V.

LANDSCAPE GARDENING
S. W. Marshall iK: Son Fresno
Fancher Creek Nurseries Fresno

LIGHTING FIXTURES
The Enos Company.

Gough and Pine Sts., S. F.
Adams cV HoUopeter . . 1882 .Market St.. S. F.
Arthur R. Haskins. . 1301 Broadway, Oakland

LAUNDRY TRAYS
J. F, Reilly & Co 23 Spencer Place, S. F;

LIGHT AND WATER POWER MACHINERY
Pacific Alamo Mfg. Co Box 449, S. F.
Bennett Petroleum Burner Co.,

579 Howard St.. S. F.
Du.in Petroleum Burner Co..

217 Monadnock Building. S. F.

LU.MBER
Sunset Lumber Co..

First and Clay Sts,, Oakland
Redwood Manufacturers Co..,

First and Alice Sts., Oakland
White Bros. .. .Spear and Howard Sts., S. F.

MACHINERY SUPPLIES
Harron. Richard <S: McCone, .

436 Market St.. S. F.
164 N. Los Angeles St., Los Aneeles

The Hewitt Machinery Co..
503 Monadnock Building. S. F.

Charles L. Newcomb, Jr..

822 Monadnock Building. S. F.
Henshaw. Bulkley & Co..

219 Spear St.. S. F.
335 E. Third St., Los Angeles

ORNAMENTAL CEMENT WORK
I}. Ross Clarke. .. .Builders' Exchange. S. V.

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, ETC.
Bass-Heuter Pairt Co. .1814 Ma-ket St.. S. F.
C. A. Westcott Paint Co... 150 East St.. S. F.
W'hittier Coburn Co. . . 18 San>ome St.. S. F.
W. P. Fuller iS: Co..

Cor. Mission and Beale Sts.. S. F.
Paraffine Paint Co..

Union Savings Bank Building. Oakland
Pacific Paint and Varnish Co.,

549 Howard St.. S. F.

I'LASTICR FIBER
Hercules .\llg. Co. .221 San Bruno .\ve.. S. F.

RAILROADS
Southern Pacific Company.

Jas. Flood Building. S. F.
Salt Lake Route,

Pacific Electric Building. Los Angeles

REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
John B. Leonard. C. E. .\gent Corrugated

Bars 623 Monadnock Building, S. F.
.Vnu-rican System of Concrete Reinforcing.

Represented bv Pacific Concrete Ma-
chinery Co 604 Mission St.. S. F.

Trussed Concrete Steel Co Detroit, .Mich.
(Kahn Bar), represented by .Maurice
Couchot. C. E.. .\tlas BuildiiiK. S. !•..

Heber is: Thayer. German Building.
Los .\ngeles.

\'ictor Stanquist v^- Co. .65 Landers St., .'^. F.

High Carbon Steel Bars. Woods & Hud-
dart S. F.

.\niericin Pacific Construction (>)mi)any,
.S36 INdk St. S. F.

REINFORCED CONCRETE APPLIANCES
The Wallace Hoists, sold by Boyle- Luey,

Inc. Monadnock Building, S. F.
Concrete Reinforcing Fabric, made by

.\merican Steel ii: Wire Co S. F.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY Continued

ROOFING AND ROOFING MATERIALS
The Watson Roof Co.... 180 Oak St., S. F.

Pioneer Roll Paper Co..
S. F. and Los Angeles

Pacific Coast Paper Co.. 307 Market St.. S. F.

Asbestos Roofing. H. W. Johns-Manville

Co 180 Second bt., h. ,F.

Western Roofing Materials Co., ^ , , ,

7th and Hooper Sts., Oakland

Tibbetts Roofing Co.... 425 15th St., Oakland

Flexo Ready Roofing 3279 16th St.. S. b.

ROOFING TILES—METAL
Meuer Bros. Co., represented by A. H.

McDonald 517 Market St.. b. t.

SAFES
Pittsburg Safes, I. Freeman, Agent,

2518 Clay St., S. F.

Parcells Safe Co., Inc.. 523 Market St., S. F.

SANITARY SPECIALTIES
Sanitary Devices Mfg. Co., Compressed

Air System, etc., ^ „ ^ ^ t-
16th and San Bruno Ave., b. t.

. SKYLIGHTS, METAL CORNICES, ETC.

San Francisco Cornice Company.
Bryant St., bet. 9th and 10th Sts., S. V.

SIDEWALK LIGHTS
John McGuigan & Co., ,,. . o c t-

1913 Mission St., S. F.

STAFF AND STUCCO WORK
J. Fred lurgewitz, ^ , , .* 1017 E. 16th St., East Oakland

J. E. Manetta..Bay and Fillmore Sts., S. F.

STRUCTURAL STEEL AND IRON
C. A. Blume Builders' Exchange, S. F.

Benicia Iron Works.
, „ .,j- e i?Monadnock Building, b. 1*.

Ralston Iron Works,
, ^ ^. „, ^ u

20th and Indiana bts., b. r.

Pacific Rolling Mills, ,. . . . c. c ir
17th and Mississippi bts., b. r.

TERRA COTTA CHIMNEYS
Dunlevy & Gettle...79 City Hall Ave., S. K
Chubbuck & Harris .alas Building, b. ^.

THEATER AND CHURCH SEATS
Spencer Desk Co EHis St., S. F.

TILE, MOSAIC, MANTELS, ETC.

W. W. Montague & Co.,
, „ „ „^ ^ ttTurk and Polk Sts., S. F.

Pacific Mantel & Tile Co.,
125 Telegraph Ave., Oakland

T. V. Glassi Mosaic Co... 1121 Fell St., S. F.

W..w:.R CLOSETS
Louis Lipp Co., represented by A. D.
Dennison & Co. ...534 Polk St., S. F.

W.\TERPROOFING FELT
Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co., repre-

sented by Boyle-Luey Co.,
Monadnock Building, S. r.

WINDOWS
Hipolito Reversible Window ^^,

634 Maple Ave., Los Angeles

WIRE LATH
John A. Roebling Sons Co.. 202 2d St., S. F.

Chas. G. Roeblintf. Pres.; F. W. Roebling. Sec. & Treas.: W. A. Roeblinjf. V. Pres.: S.V.Mooney. Mgr.

~^^o1in At Sewing's Sons Co. ^
MANUFACTURERS OF

X^^RE LATH
' INSULATED WIRE, WIRE ROPE, WIRE CLOTH

We make the Highest Grade of Wire Rope for Elevators made in the World

We are prepared to take care of all orders

OFFICE, 202 SECOND STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

DUNN PETROLEUM BURNER COMPANY

Buna's Instantaneous

Water Heater, Dunn's
Hot Blast Oil Stove

Hotels, Hospitals, Restaurants, Bakeries,

Apartment Houses, Office Buildings, Private

Residences, and Power Plants Equipped

with Oil Plants. :: :: :: :: :: -

.

We are eqoippioK the Falmioot Hotel

Kitcbea and Bakery with our system.

217=219 Monadnock Bldg. Tem^rT^^i San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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GAS, bAC^ULi moilLUiL _ mud
Render Carburetor trouble impossible. ^ . If 1^ 7 ' 1
Cannot waste fuel if you try. I |/\ i\/| AfO XA/At*!/Do not depend upon batteries for ignition. J^lf IVXv/i C V\ v/l IV
Cost no more than other engines but

An economical, dependable power at reasonable cost.

From three to fifty horse-power, stationary, electric

li^ht, portable or traction, carried at all times by

CAMPB?:LL BROS. Seattle, Washington

BULEN-WOOD & CO. - - Tacoma, Washington

REIERSQN MACHINERY CO. Portland, Oregon

PHILIP GIRIODI Stockton, California

JULIUS BEEMAN, Gen. Agt. Lumber Exchange - - - Portland, Oregon

or Box 449, San Francisco, Cal.

THE PORTLAND GAS CO.
INSTALL THE ALAMO EXCLUSIVELY

THE ALAMO MEG CO.
423 LUMBER EXCHANGE BLDG.. PORTLAND. ORE.

Builders of Gas, Gasoline and Distillate Engines

W wish more distributors in California.

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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ar it afe Co., Inc.
Designers, Engineers and Manufacturers of

Bank Vaults, Vault Doors, Safes and Complete

Bank Equipments. Jailand Prison Constructions

Buildings Equipped with Office Vaults and Safes

Agents Diebold Safe and Lock Co., Canton, Ohio

«:23 iVlarket Street San F^roncl^co, OaU

WESTERN IRON WORKS

Structural Iron ana

Steel Contractors

Gas Holders, Vault Linings,

Jails, Beams, Channels, Angles

and Steel Wheelbarrows carried

in stock • • • • •

ONE OF THE FIRST TO RE LOCATE IN THE BURNED DISTRICT

125-/27 BEALE STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CORRLUATtU STEEL ROLLINU SHLTTbKb
COPPER AND BRONZE ROLLtNQ StttTTERS

WOOD ROLLING DOORS AND PARTITIONS

WALTER HENDERSON
CONTRACTING AGENT

STRUCTURAL STEEL
ORNAMENTAL IRON AND BRASS

PATENT STORE FRONTS
EXPANDED METAL LOCKERS

717 Van Ness Ave,
S4/V FRANCISCO

Telephone
Franklin 752

Lll

HOLT & HABENIGHT
(Successors to VV. Holt)

Plate, Window, Prism

2C>9 Fell Street, San Francisco, Cal.

Telephone Special 479

Telephone MAIN 588

Steger Electrical ^orks

Anything and Everything Electrical

Gas and Electric Fixtures

1917 Fresno St. Fresno, Cal.

D. F. Gettle E. S. DUNLEVY
71

Dunlevy k (iettle

PATENT CHIMNEYS and

TERRA COITA CHIMNEYS
FLUE LINING
GALVANIZED IRON TOPS

AT OLD STAND—
79 City Hall Ave., San Francisco

Builders' Exchange, San Francisco

L

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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LONG & HOYT

Contracting Engineers

REINFORCED
CONCRETE
CONSTRUCTION

A SPECIALTY

841 Monadnock Building
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SM1TH=R1CE COMPANY
INCORPO

MEMBERS
BUILDERS'
EXCHANGE

STEEL
FRAMES
ERECTED

and Contractors

118 HOWy^ KBET, SAN FRANCISCO
TELBPHONE TEMPORARY 2852

Continental Fire-proofing Co.. inc.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF RE-INFORCED
CONCRETE AND STEEL FRAME BUILDINGS

Sixteen Years' Experience

908-909-910 Mutual Savings Bank Bldg., SAN FRANCISCO

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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Residence: 1406 Filbert St.

D. ROSS CLARKE
Plastering and Cement

Contractor

Ornamental Plastering and Cement

Plastering on Reinforced Concrete

a Specialty

San FranciscoBox 258
BUILDERS' Association

H. T. SPENCER
SCHOOL DESKS
OPERA CHAIRS

AND
ASSEMBLY HALL SEATING

EXCLUSIVE AGENT FOR THE
STEEL STANDARD SCHOOL DESK

AND OPERA CHAIR

42 ELLIS STREET, SAN FRANCISCO

"ll

PERCY J. MEYER Phone FRANKLIN 2142 HERBERT S. MEYER

HARDWOOD INTERIOR CO
INLAID FLOORS
W^AIINSCOTIIVO

873 O'FARRELL ST., Near Polk SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

IN AlLJ I On u.
=^

WEATHER STRIPS

ARTISTIC

WOOD GRILLES ^

MANUFACi ur^triS OF

MOLDINGS
INTERIOR FINISH

Ornamental Wood Floors and Borders

/f^

J

Mills:
—

S. E. CORNER 18TH

and HARRISON SIS.

759 Eddy Street, (near van ness) San Francisco, cal.
FormCHLY at 422 SUTTER STREET.

PACIFIC PAINT & VftRNlbH UU
COAST DISTRIBUTORS

DETROIT WHITE LEAD WORKS

Leads, Paints, Oils and Varnishes

All Kinds of Structural Steel Paints

Phone Temporary 741

S^*^ HOWARD ST.
San F'f-andsco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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Palace Hardware Company
456-458 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE, SAN FRANCISCO.

DOWNTOWN STORE, 638 MARKET STREET.

Corbin's Fine Hardware
National Steel Joist Hangers

Qiesey Pivots and Hinges

Zimmerman Shutter Fasts LeRoy Parlor Door Hangers

!

COMPLETE LINES OF

Builders' Hardware, Mechanics' Tools
Sash and Doors Paints, Oils and Glass
Stoves and Ranges Household Utensil^

GREGORY HARDWARE CO.
PHONE SPECIAL 776 519 and 521 Qolden Gate Ave.

SAN FRANCISCO.

FWHAT
THE

^ BUILDER
GOOD GOODS

REASONABLE PRICES
WHAT

WC
H

WANTS. PROMPT DELIVERIES. HAVE.

CHUBBUCK & HARRIS
SALES AGENTS.

SEWER AND CHIMNEY PIPE

FIRE BRICK AND CEMENT
HARDWALL AND FINISHING PLASTER

LIME AND METAL LATH

402 ATLAS BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO. TELEPHONE TEMPORARY 1819

J. A. ONETO JAMES CAZZARETTO

Box 451 Builders' Association

G. B. CAZZARETTO

The Co=Operative Artificial Stone Co.

Granolithic Steps, Buttresses, Posts, Columns, Caps, Wainscoting

Balustrades, Abalone Shell Work, Etc. All Kinds of

Concrete and Cement Work

Office and Factor}, S. E. Cof. Bay and Fillmore Sts. San Francisco

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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I W. W. Tucker I
HOUSE
Painting
PAPER
HANGING
AND DEC-
ORATING

4

Office and Shop ^^

If^ 14th & Webster Sts. Oakland, Cal. ^
^. Telephone Main 716 ji

Natural Wood Finishing

a specialty

Pacific Rolliiig Mills
p. NOBLE, Successor

STRUCTURAL STEEL
AND CAST IRON

ANGLES
BEAMS
CHANNELS
PLATES
TEES

MACHINE BOLTS
FORCINGS

OFFICE AND MILLS

ENTEENTH and MISSISSIPPI ^

SAN FRANCISCO

f

Carnegie Bric^& Pottery Co.
M. A. MURPHY, General Manager

rr

VITRIFIED BRICK, PAVING BRICK
FIRE BRICK, FIRE TILE, FIRE CLAY
F IRE BRICK D U ST, D R A I N T I L E

ACID JARS, ACID ITPFIS, ACID BRICK

Architectural Terra Cutta, Hullow Tile Fire Pr()ofin^^ Semi-Dry, Pressed Brick,

Terra Cutta Chimney Pipe, Brick and Tile Mantels, Flue Linm^^s, Urns and

\'ases, Flower Pots. All kinds of Vitrified Salt Glazed Sewer Pipe.

Main Office, Montgomery Block, Montgomery St., San Francisco

Factory, Tesla, Alameda County, California

Yards, San Francisco, Oakland, Berkeley, San Jose

Hotel Wentworth, Pasadena ^ Charles f . Whittlesey. Architect

Bu/ft ftj- RICHARDS-NEUSTADT CONSTRUCTION CO.
REINFORCED CONCRETE A SPECIALTY

208-209 STIMSON BUILDING 237 MONADNOCK BUILDING
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

c^ APE GARDENING
DON'T NEGLECT YOUR HOMES, YOUR

PARKS AND PUBLIC GROUNDS

Architects
should remember that no matter

how elaborate or costly a home

or hotel may be if you neglect the surroundings the

beauty of the buildings will be lost. Our Specialty is

to supply you with Nursery Stock, and make suggestions,

if desired. _^

SEND FOR CATALOGL'E DESCRIPTIVE OF OUR PALMS AND
LARGER ORNAMENTAL TREES AND SHRUHRERY

S.W. MARSHALL & SON
FRESNO, CAL.P. O. BOX 161

SCAGLIOLA IS INDISPENSABLE!
and this is going to be a

SCAQLIOLA CENTURY
We Imitate Granite as Well as Marble

Our Latest Successes: James Flood Bldg., S. F. ; The
Auditorium, Los Angeles; Orpheum Theater, PVench-

American Bank, San F'rancisco; Vendome Hotel,

San Jose, and many others all over the Pacific States

PACf^'C COAST ART MAR
232 MONADNOCK BUILDING, SAN

Samples and prices cheerfully furnishpd on application

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine,
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Artificial Stone withstood the Forces of the Elarthqnake

The San Francisco Artificial Stone Company
H. L. PETERSEN

Artifiicial Stone Sidewalks, Concrete Walls,

Foundations, Tanks, Reservoirs, Buildings, Etc.

Ill OTARRELL STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

SAN FRANCISCO S NEW BUILDING LAW
Stipulates that only

IIVTBRl^OdCIISO STOIVBS
Shall be used In CEMENT BLOCK CONSTRUCTION

Money Invested

in the INTERLOCKING STONE COMPANY
>Vill dear from -40 to 60 xy&r- cent

, ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF SHARES FOR SALE
WRITE FOR PROSPECTUS OFFICE: 563 NINTH STREET, OAKLAND

r. C. Peck, A. a. P. A.

Los Antreles. Cal.

SEE EUROPE IF YOU will

BUT SEE AMERICA FIRST

And especially that part of

it through which runs the

Scenic Salt ' \ke Route

The short and direct line between Los

Angeles and Salt Lake City, with best

of train service between the Coast and

Chicago, St. Louis, Denver, etc., etc.

All agents sell tickets via the Salt Lake Route

The Architect and Engineer of California 127
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I

Henry T. Scott, President

John F. Davis,] Vice-President

John B. Leonard, Engineer

E. M. C. Whitnq^, Secretary

WESTERN

Ptt.iUlN BURE
ill

Mill, Shop and Field Inspection

of Bridge, Building and Ship-

Building; Material, Pipe, Boiler-

plate and Railroad Equipment.

^Chemical and Physical Tests of

Iron, Steel, Concrete, Re-inforced

Concrete, Brick, Stone and Terra

Cotta. fl Formulae, Analysis and

Tests of Aggregates for Concrete

Work. ^Consultation of Plans

and Specifications. ^Inspection and

Superintendence of Construction.

I !

621 Monadnock Building

San Francisco

234 HELLMAN BLOCK
142 So. Broadway, Cor. 2nd, Los Angeles, Cal.

Home Phone 5747

CHICAGO PITTSBURG PHILADELPHIA

When writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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11 JOHIN ROBERTS DEUORE ROiiER-rS

ROBERTS BROTHERS t OMPANY
UL.H CONTRAaORS AND L.....4EERS

EXPERTS IN

Commercial Bulldlnars
Reinforced Concrete
Heavy IVIasonry
iVllll Constrtjctlon
HiflTh Class Residences

Ru»«ii Work
311-312 CENTRAL BANK BUILDING

Telephone, Oakland 8856

OAKLAND, CAL.

W. a. HOPKIINS
Qeoeral Manacer

Offices:

Chlcasro
Santa Re
L«os Anareles

Rl » > & COMPAVi
INCORPORATED

Reinforced Concrete Work a Specialty

24 i<larket Street ------ SAN FRANCISCO

CONCRETE REINFORCING FABRIC

For

Walls, Floors and Ronfs

\ ariety of Constructions

Communlcat© wltH

American Steel ana wire Company
COAST OFFICES

SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - PORTLAND - SEATTLE

M:M<P^ (Inc.)
' ^'W*^' - k \^JO^O,Bw^ §1^' S«tW Francisco

16 Bte4i^^r,,^i^«?W^orh4^/"1^, Cllobe B\»lldifig. Seattle. WasK
''

r /^ * ' / • Tplo^one. West Wm

•*yON" I^illmitf tcnient, made by Duhsscz & Ifciiry, Confcstu, Bcliium

lammonii'* ^rUanid Cement, made by Ifammonb Ccmcit Worls, Hamburl, Gcrmanj

Dealt*rs m all kinds of

. Eaateri* and forci^tt Cenaent and D\iilding' Materiiil

; KRED W. BURRELL. A. Kay BuRRBLL. lliVlNi, H BUKKML
Pres. • Sec. and Treas. . \ ice FreH.

BURRELL CONSTRUCTION CO.
EJ^^GINEERS AJVD GEMERJ^L CONTRMCTOIiS

Steel and Reinforced Concrete Structures, Pile Drivirifi,
"WHarf and Bridge Duildin^, ^^^recKing and Recoristriat;ticiri

Sr3'4 3'6 CEMTRML 8^^^ BUILDING

THonm, OaHland 312
' OAnLAND, CAL,

systems : Approved by Fire Marshal and Board of rlr© Uoderwrlterg oi aan

FULL OIL PLANTS
MODERN HlflU GKADE ,

uil Burnins: Machinery and Zyunp/ies
(•OMPI.FIK Icfjril'MRNTS Ftm 1

Power, Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water
Heaiing Systems, Railroad, Marine, Mill,

Mine and NurseriJ Service Furnaces, Bakers'

Ovens, Brick, Lime and Hod Kilns, Prune
Dips and Hotel Ranges :: :: :: :: :: •

BBNNBTrS PETROLEUA1 BUHNim CO.
i

Manufactunny, installing arul C jintrarting Engineer

1 >WNKHS (IF TU¥

BENNh'fT Compressed Air and AuxUisry Stemm SYSTEMS -

Bollctin A nn AppHcatinn. Addrtis Contraciine Deparfnunt

. Works and Eiecutive Offices, SB-SBI Howard Street, Sai rrancisci), Califoniia

'^)uhn^it vrnir oil Ijurniiiii prnljlenis tu us."

m

Wl^n writing to Advertisers mention this Magazine.
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UOHIN ROBERTS DEUORE ROBERTS

ROBERTS BROTHERS COMPANY
GENERAL CONTRACTORS AND ENGINEERS

EXPERTS IN

Oomrneroial BuilUinKS
Reinforced Concrete
He«^'^' IViawonry
Alill Construction
Hijfh da»s Residences

RusH Work
311=312 CENTRAL BANK BUILDING

Telephone, Oakland 8856

OAKLAND, CAL.

\V. O. HORKIP^JS
Ueneral Manager

Offices:

CtnicaKTO
Santa Re
L<os y\n8:eles

REED & COMPANY
INCORPORATED

Reinforced Concrete Work a Specialty

24 Market Street SAN FRANCISCO

CONCRETE REINFORCINGlABRir
Ror

Walls, Floors and Roofs

Variety of Constructions

Communicate with

American Steel and Wire Company
COAST OFFICES

SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - PORTLAND - SEATTLE

When writMig to Advertisers ^iBfcntion this Magazine.
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MALDONADO CSl CO. (Inc.)
2020 ]&\»<:Hanan St., San Francisco

16 Beaver, 3t., New YorK, N. Y. Olobe Building, Seattle, 'WasK.
Telephone. West 2830

SOLE PJtCIFIC COJtSr J§GENTS

"LION" Portland Cement, made by Dufossez & Henry, Confestu, Belgium

Hammonia" Portland Cement, made by Hammonb Cement Works, Hamburg, Germany

Dealers in all kinds of

Eastern and Foreign Cement andvBxiilciin^ Material

Alfred W. Burrell.
Pres.

A. Ray Burrell,
Sec. and Treas.

Irving H. Burrell,
Vice- Pres.

DURRULL CONSTRUCTION CO.
EMGINEERS AMU GEJ^ERJIL CONTRACTOJIS

Steel and Reinforced Concrete Strvict\»res, Pile Driving,
^ W^Karf and Bridge Bviildin^, "WrecKin^ and Reconstruction

513-4-5-6 CEMTRJiL BAMK BUILDING

FHone, OaKlana 312 OAKLAND, CAL.

Systems : Approved by Fire Marshal and Board of Fire Underwriters of San Francisco

FUEL OIL PLANTS
MODERN mr.H GRADE

Oil BurningMachinery and Supplies
COMPLETE EQUIPMENTS FOR

••
i>

.
• Power, Low Pressure Steam and Hot Water

Heating Systems, Railroad, Marine, Mill,

: Mine and Nursery Service Furnaces, Bakers'

Ovens, Brick, Lime and Hop Kilns, Prune
Dips and Hotel Ranges :: :: :: ::

BENNETTS PETROLEUM BURNER CO.
Manufacturing, Installing and Contracting Engineer

Owners of the

BENNETT Compressed Air and Auxiliary Steam SYSTEMS
Bulletin A on Application. .Address: Contractinf; Department

Works and Executive Offices, 579*581 Howard Street, Sao Francisco, California

"Submit your oil burning problems to us."


